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OUTLINE

A.

Introduction.

B.

Italian Drama.
1. Thirteenth Century.
a.A1bertino MuBsato, ori1:•;irw.tor of tragedy in Italy.
b.Sacra Rappresentazione, Saints' Plays.
1. Saint Orr.o1a.
2. Santa. Barbara.
2. Fourteenth Century.
a.Mich a velli used The Prince as a basis of further
tragedy.
3. Sixteenth Century.
a.Pazzi.
1. Didone, revenge by classical

mediwn-th~t

the gods.
4. Seventeenth Century.
a.Beginning of the opera.
1. Ottavio Rinuccini.
( e,) Daphne.

2. J. !etn.stasio
(a) Hvnsipyle.
(b) La_9l~:ne~_:z;_?::__Q_~_.J'_ito (historical).
5. Nineteenth Century.
a.A1fier 1, father of modern Italian drama.·
1. ?h~~~i£ 11 (historia1).
2. Agammenon •

. 1.

of

.... ,._

-·----~-----~--

:.=>. _Q_.rest es.
4•

b.

Pellicio, bcautific:-r -.lf ItD.lis.n
1.

c.

B nr~ us 11 •
drams~..

Francesca de Rimini.

N:Lccolini, interpreter of patriotism in dre:una.
1.

Arnalda da Breeica.

2.

Beatrice Cenci.

6. Twentieth Century.
a.D 1 Annunzio, populal' YTiter of drama.

1.

La Pisanel..:l<i...Q!LLa :.:q__rt Parfumee.

2.

Autumn Sunset.

3.

Pn.r.i sin~

4.

I1oneysuokle.

b.Verga, interpreter of the provinces.
1.

Rustic Chivalr:t,.

c.Sem Benelli, contributor of realism to revenge themes.
1.

Ali.

7. Conclusion.

a. Italy 1 s revenge tragedy Teveals that;
1.

patriotism is a

2.

impulse is essentially Italian.

3.

woman are used in roles that men could not fill.

na~ional

characteristic.

without suffering at the hando of the government.

4.

passion and swords are main instruments of
revenge.
:.;,

2.

C.

French Drama.
1.

Historica.l survey

2.

Iodelle, writer of first revenge tragedy.

a.
3~

4.

back ground. of discussion.

_
________ _
Cleooatra___Cantive.
_.....__,

...;....::....;_._,.

Seventeenth Century.
a.

Corneille, first important writer of French
tragedy.

b.

Racine, o. clnr,F:ist.

Nineteenth Century.

2.

b.

5.

fl.S

Lucretia

Bqfgia~

Rostrund, revea.ls the soul of a FrenchiGD.n.

Twentieth Century.

a.

Brieux, a pa.Lnter of provincial and contemporary
manners.

b.

Henri Laveden, attempts to characterize the French
family.

3 •·
-~---

..

-.-.. - - - - - - -

---

1. Yarauis
de Priola.
-"--~---·-·-----~-2. serviJ:.

c.Bernstein, a reformist.
1. Se. mson.

6. Conclusion.

a. French characteriBtics revealed in the revenge
theme of tragedy are:
1. morality is a matter of taste.
2. women are used as instrurnent s and stimulus

of revenge.
3. political

stru~vle

is a motive of

r~venge.

4. provincial h;;tbitr:J are Ehown.

5. family relations are not ontirely

~lolesome.

· 6. impulse is governed by reRson.

D. English Drama.
1.

Sixteenth Century.

a. First English Tragedy.
1. Gorbod\l.C 1568.
b. First English Tragedy of revenge.
1.

c.

An1)i us and Yirrtinin:...J§63.

Christo~h~r

Marlowe, father oT

c~roniole

d. Thomas Kycl, contributor to historical

1.

Spanish Tragedy 1585-87.

4.

tragedy.

tra~edy.

e.

r,~a.rston.

1. Antonio's
f.

Tou.rneur.
1.

g.

Gevenge~

Rev~ngers Tre"~;edy.

Shakespeare.

1. Othello.
2. Titus Andronj c.u..:i:_
3. Hamlet.

4. Macbeth •.

h.

Heywood, intruduced mental tbrttire.
1. A V]oman Killed 'NitJ:·; Kindnese.

1. · Tourneur.

1.

j.

~Atheist

Trng;edy.

Chettle.
1. Hoffman.

k.

Chapman.
1. Bussy d 1 Ambois.

1.

Jonson.
1.

m.

Sej_am~.

Webster.
1. 6uchess of hlalfi.
2. The vnlite Devil.

n.

Beawnont and Fletched
1. The Maids Tragedy.

5.

o.

Shirley.
1. The Trs.i tor.
2. Th§_Card ina.l •

p.

Masc inger.
Unnat~

1. The

q.

Donne.
1.

r.

lli

:Bloody Banquet.

Ford.
1,

s.

Combat.

T1~

Broken Heart.

Middleton and Rowley.

1. The Chc.:t.nge1ing:.
t.

Shelley.

1.

u.

Cenci.

Wilde.

1.

v.

lli
~

Duke of Padua.

Phillips.

1. Pa.ola_a.ncl

w.

Fn~,ncesca.

Conclusion.

(a) Revenge Tragedy of England reV'ealr3 tiJat.
(1) revenge is premeditated.
(2) revenge is enacted in order to
clear the family name from shame.
(3) the English manmust have proof
of guilt before retaliating.
(4) masques

are tised a~ ~ mean~ of

justifying the suspicion
guilty.

6.

(5) for fear of punishment hired
assassins are used.
(6) The Englishman has a tehacious

Will.
(7) English revenge is cold, calculated and severe.
(8) Englishman uses mental torture as
a means of revenge.

7.

:mTRODUCT ION
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Int1•oduction.
Tragedy has been selected in whi.ch to study
national characteristics as represented in drama because
in this type hlllmns are represented. in roles that show thein
in conflict against strong emotions or situations.
substantiates this belief

Thorndike

in the following quotation, IIA

typical tragedy is concerned with a great personality engaged in a struggle that ends diss..strously. 111

It was necessary

to limit the fieldeven more and in so doing, it was found
that the revenge

trag~dy

offered a splendid opportunity to·

view men in situations that demaned violent action.
It is also necessary to ha.ve a workable defini tiort
of revenge.

Revenge is primarily the return of injury for

injury inflicted.

It implies the return of an outrae;e for

an outrage suffered,but it has no definite law
that punishment may be administered.

ste~ting

how

The looseness of $Uch

a definition allows a wide field of activity over

~1ioh

men

have traversed .in order to find a sui table means of retaliation.

The intensity of the first injury usually determines

the degree of the rebounding act from the individual upon.
whom the first injury is inflicted.

The evolution of the

act of revenge is a long one and is as varied as the
ua.ls performing that act.

in~i~id-

In primitive days, revenge was

the return of blow for blow, open combat, not a premeditated
1

Thorndike, A Tragedy, Pg.9
8.

act but purely an involuntary one.

As the use of intellect

increased, reflection entered the act of determining the
method of retribution; adherence to the ancient .code of an
"eye for an eye 11 found :fa.vor.

Then came not onl'y reflection,

but calculation as to the manher of directing the final
injury to the most vulnerable portion of the opponent's body,
possessions, or

belief~.

Since drama represents the whole of life it
encompasses all things whether in the realm of sunlight or
in twilight just betvreen brilliance and blackness.

When

revenge enters in the twilight it shows man under powerful
emotions,excitement and restraint.

It causes him to act

according to vengeance's law and reveals .him under the
violent desire of securing retaliation for his inflicted
c.•

injury.
In the Renaissance drama, revenge is known as a
revenge of blood, generally the
retaliation.

11

eye for an eye" variety of

The revenge of later period.s deals with the

return injury directed not only to the body of the opponent
but also to his mental discomfort.
It is the aim of this thesis to present the
different types of revenge in trae;ic dramas and by means of
them to show how the life, manners, and attitudes of the
various nationallties a.re reflected in dramas dealing with·
this theme.
f'.ince Greece and Rome are the source of drama it ·

9.

would seem that no discussion

C 1Jl1ce:rning

the drama would

be complete unless reference wore to be ma.de concerning
their relation to dramatic art.

In this case the emphe.sis

is not placed upon dramatic art but upon the development
of national traits as fo1md in the revenge theme in tragedy.
Contemporary countries have been used e.s a basis of this
discussion rather than those of ancient. times.

ln this

thesis France and Italy, the rnoclern countrieB of romance
origin, are used with England a.s an

exam~")le

of Teutonic

origin in comparing the national traits revealed in revenge
tragedy.
in Italy.

Germany also foLmd a gren.t wea.l th of mnterial
Due to the length of this thesis the division

concerning German revenge tragedy had to be excluded from
this discussion.

These nations were also selected because

of the definite periods in the growth of dr:;una, especia11y
of the revenge them, and because they represent the best
achievements in the revenge tragedies of the world.

Italy

is the most important country in li[I;ht of this discussion,
because she has influenced other nationfJ. in sub;joct, style,
and atmosphere.

In :fact, she has been the interirJediate

factor between the classics and modern literature.

France

we.s the first country to find st imula.t ion in and feel the
influence of ItaliFLn drama.

England and France f<:nind Italy

rich in contributions to revenge drama.

Although these

countries found valuable material in Italy each was able to
build upon it rather than subordine.te its own national·

10.

characteristics.
In the prepa.ra.t ion of this paper, it was difficult
to obtain copies of the early plays of each country and it
was often necessary to have these tragedie~ translated
because the writer was unfaJniliar with the native lanr;uages.
It has been almost impossible to find discussions referring
to a. connect ion between revenge in tragedy a.nd the national
characteristics of those who constructed the plots.

This

has made it extremely difficult to use quotations directly
referrinf!_: to the subject.

The field is practically a new

one and there is no book written on this specific. theme.
The conclusions drawn, while influenced by a.cqua.intance

v~i th

the historles of the various countries, are tho1:;e to which the
writer was led after most al1 the procu.rable traged:l..es of
revenge p1·oduced by those countr·ies had been re<:.td.

11.
-----~-------------·-----~-----·-····-----

ITALIAN TRAGEDY

Italian
Italy led the van of European nations in the·
Renaissance.

It was this glorious land that preserved the

monuments and memories of classical antiquity even when the
arts had been buried under the ruins.of the empire.

Here

the Latin language, cherished in the ritual of the church,
had never become entirely dead.

After the invention of

printing and the influx of learned Greeks from Constantinople,.
Italians eagerly embraced the study of the classics.

The

same institution that preserved the language fostered the
development of the drama during the Renaissance period and gave
it to the world as an offspring of that great movement.
The real originator of the tragedy in !tali lived in
the thirteenth century, - Albertine Mussato.

Only fragments

of his works are extant so that it will suffice to say that
he was instrumental in beginning the Renaissance drama.·. The
first notable and typical form of Italian tragedy found in the
church was in 1244 .but the scantiness of details leaves little
opportunity for an accurate study.

In 1499 the sacra

rappresentazione became a definite part of tragic drama history.
The particular division dealing with the Saint's plays is of
most value to this discourse and of these Santa Orsq_la and
Santa Barbara are the most important.
In Santa Orsola is found the idea of vengeance visited
upon those responsible for martyrdom.

The individuals

the death of Saint Orsola are most cruelly treated by .

12.

~orture

superimposed by the·hosts of heaven.
The fondness for horrible martyrdom, carried out

with singular ·ingenuity of torture, and avenged by a torture
much more horrible is found in Santa Barbara.

When confronted

with the dilemma of choosing between her old pagan religion
or the newly found Christianity, Barbara chooses the latter.
·sne dies by the order of her father, after having been subjected
to a bed of spikes and compelled to wear burning shoes.

The

idea of vengeance appears not only in the cruel father.who
would retaliate because of injustice done to his religion;
but also in the hosts of heaven who send vengeance to the.one
responsible for the martyr's death.
There were numerous Saint's plays but the two mentioned above are by fa-r the most complete and serve as excellent

.

examples of the revenge theme in this early period of drama.
The acts of vengeance having been justified by.these sacra
rappresentazione gave free license to dramatists to use revenge
as possible themes.

The actual drama usually began with the

. action just preceding the climax.

Although little character

development is possible, the revenge theme is not hampered by
it; quite the contrary, for it begins to sow its seeds upon
the fertile Italian soil in this early life of the drama when
the church completely dominated all life.

In these early

revenge plays the Italian is shown as a typically realistic
person; not concerned with the interpretation or the effect of
the act of violent revenge but with the external result irl. the

13.

light a.f impulsive, intelligent thinking.

This is the

beginning of this characteristic and it is interesting to
notice its evidence as the study of Italian drama proceeds.
A tragedy, by Loschi, in 1390 portrays the idea of
superimposed revenge by a ghost.

Hector's ghost demands

retaliation which must be obtained in the death of Achilles,
at the hand of Paris.

The vengeance is brought about accord-

ing to the prophecy of the ghost and all the friends of the
ghost rejoice with him over his victory.

In this tragedy one

sees the influence of the sacra rappresentazione although the
theme is found in antiquity.
The Renaissance began in Florence and for this
reason it interests us.

"Florence was at once a pioneer .of

the new movement, and its most characteristic product. 11 1
The men who were exponents of this new movement were
Florentines who painted, built, and wrote, not for personal
fame but for the sake of knowledge and the glory of the
Republic.

"There the Renaissance was more spiritual, owing

to the simplicity and absence of ostentation in private life.u 2
During the first period of Medicean·supremacy, 1434
to 1494, the spirit of Renaissance was at its height.
first Italian to master Greek was Bruni.

The

His accomplishment

of this feat in 1434 marked the entrance of Greek thoughtlife into Italy.

Soon the growth of intellectual Italy was

arrested but not completely stopped by foreign invaders
~ MacClintock,

Bruckner,

"Contemporary Drama in Italy."
11 A Literary History of Italy."

14.

who destroyed the political independence of Italy.

This

I

foreign invasion served to introduce the spirit of the
Renaissance to Europe.
The beginnings of real dramatic endeavor in revenge
tragedy, in a tangible form, occurred in 1449 during the
turmoil of political upheaval.

It was a Florentine, a da

Pistorias, who wrote this first attempt.

It hardly deserves

the name of drama because it is so crude in its structure and
so vulgar in its subject and treatment.

The chorus was .still

a part of the structure, the Senecan ghost had its place and
supernatural machinery was used.

Only fragments of this work

are available and from them one learns enoug·h to know that
everyone was killed by the time that the fifth act closed and
that· revenge was brought about by a ghost.

Suggestions for

plot and characters came from the works of Boccaccio.
The next man to exert his influence is Machiavelli, a
Florentine statesman and philosopher.

In 1512 he wrote

The Prince but it was not published until 1532.

This book

is not a drama, but because of its ideas of government and the
suggestions it made concerning the disposing of enemies of the
state, it exerted much influence in the centuries to come.

It

is introduced here because it is one of the sources of many
political tragedies.

In fact, it seems as though it came to

assist the dramatist in basing the motives that underlie the
conduct ·of powerful and faithless princes for all time.

The

principle of villainly and wickedness in the high places was so

15.

j

--------·-~~··------·--

well outlined that it was considered almost a virtue.

The

motivating maxim of Machiavelli for revenge is, "Princes being
unable to give sufficient satisfaction for the benefit of
being helped to a crown should recompense such friends with
death; that Princes should drive such as they desire to be rid
of to attempt someVI.rhat whereby they may incur danger, or remain
in perpetual suspicion or disgrace; and where. you have done a
From these
great injustice there, you must never forgive." 1
and other maxims came suggestions for Marlowe and his contemporaries.
Pazzi 1 s Didone is also an example of early Italian
drama, although it is not known as a pure revenge tragedy.

It

is a direct reflection of Greek tragedy and one in which revenge
is sent from the gods.

Sichaeus, Dido 1 s husband, rettirns to

her in a dream and tells her to leave Tyre in order to escape
his murderers.

This disturbing warning, together with the

fact that Aeneas is about to discard her, makes her most uneasy.
Frightened, she makes many peculiar sacrifices, but her sister
Anna, scoffs at them.

Mercury comes to Carthage to introduce

Iarbas, Dido's lover, who is to defend her from her enemy,
Pygmalion.

The unexpected appearance of Iarbas frightens Dido,

and in order to quiet her and explain his presence he admits
that he is to be her champion.

Iarbas kills Pygmalion but

Mercury, wishing to show Ia.rbas that he will be pnnished for
not obeying the

divin~

command by killing before the appointed

h_our, strikes the thing nearest Ia.rbas 1 heart, Dido, and causes
1 Boyer, 11 Villian Hero in Elizabethean Tragedy. 11

16.

her to be killed.
Passing from the

~orks

of the sixteenth century to

the seventeenth one finds a new form of classical drama.
This new structure incoroorated
music
...
as opera.

~;md

soon became known

"It is the only literary achievement of the

seventeenth century of which Italy can justly boast. rrl
In imitation of the Greeks, the chorus had been
introduced into Italian tragedy by Seneca., and it invariably
sang.

Heretofore,music had been only an accessory in tragedy

and did not constitute the essence.

The first occasion upon

which this order was reversed was in Daphne by the poet
Ottavio Rinuccini.
Daphne was the beginning of' what Voltaire c11ooses .
to call, «the beautiful monster, the opera,n which threatened
for a time to supert·'ede the regular drama.

one may see

easily how such a plot would please and become popular especially
with the musical passages to enhance it.

Apollo is first

exhibited in the ac·t of wounding the serpent, Python.

Scornful

in his victory, he ventures to taunt the god of love, who takes.
his usual revenge by breaking his enemy's heart.
smitten with Daphne's beauty and pursues her.

Apollo is

She disappears,

and, soon a shepherd comes to tell of her metamorphosis.
tra.nsformed into a calf.

She is

Apollo is broken-hearted and the god

of love rejoices in his triumph.
Soon there came another exponent of this new forni
o~

tragedy, Metastasio.
1

He continued the refinement of feeling,

Bates, Vol. V,
17.

11

The Drama in Italy.u

v:.i vac i ty of imagina.t ion, combined with every charm of
versification and expression that Rincuccini had begun.
These qua.li ties are best shown in Hypsipyle, which ih its
variety of incident and character, poetical passages, and
romantic treatment, serves to explain the fabric of the
Italian revenge opera.
temple of Bacchus.

The scene is laid in Lemnos, at the

Just before the rites are celebrated, the

Bacchantes, Hypsipyle and her confident, Rhodape, take a
terrib:J_e oath.

This oath binds them to aid in massacring the

whole Lemnian army on iys return from Thrace.

Eurynome, one

of the most furious Bacchantes, gives the final orders for
the massacre of their sons and husbands.

The following is .a

quotation showing how she stirred the w6men to such a bldody
deed:
"Most noble princess,
And you, brave comrades of our enterprise,
16! from the Thracian shores once more returning,.
The faithless Lemnians claim their native soil.
But, be it ours to visit their offenses
With vengeance due. True, they return, but how?
Have not three summer suns
Witness'd our harv~st toils
Neglected and unaided? Now they come
To give the offspring of their stolen embraces
Into your laps; while each barbarian mistress,
Wild as the savage beast, whose milk she drew,
With painted visage mocks your slighted charm.
Revenge, revenge, our wrongs!
We have vow'd it, and our vow must be fulfill'd.
Fortune looks smiling on,
And favoring night her curtain lends
.
. To shield our. enterprise. While the glad god,
Whose noisy rites we celebrate,
With joyous songs shall drown their feeble cries.
Let fathers, sons, and brothers,
And falsest consorts, in one f~te be buried.
For us, be ours the glory or the blame;
A proud example to the ingrate race
Of woman's wrath, for violated faith."

18.

.A-.···'·

King Thoas, Hypsipyle 1 s father, comes home to. findI
'his daughter's affection gone.

Hypsipyle agairt repeats her

promise to assassinate her father.

The fury, Eurynome, tells

the women, who are assembled in the temple of Vengeance, the
cause for her desperate attempts against Thoas.

It is to

avenge her son, Learchus, who having attempted to carry off
Hypsipyle, had been banished by Thoas and ·was believed to
have died in exile.

Jason, Hypsipyle's lover, hears many

tales concerning the horrible slaughter_of the .Lemnains and
of the death of King Thoas.

Later he learns that the hand

of his intended bride is responsible for the King's death.
This causes Jason to flee from her and go to sleep on. the
beach.

Learchus, who has been saved from the massacre by a

former sweetheart, finde his rival asleep and is about to
sta.b him when Hypsipyle a.pproaches and threatens to alarm
Jason.

Although he is forced to give his arms to her he

obtains his revenge against her, himself awakening Jason and
crying out that he is betrayed,

Hypsipyle is repaid for in-

dulging in vengeance for its own sake by having her lover
doubt her, and as if she had not suffered enough, tf:etaste.sio
makes it necessary for her to give herself up to Learchus who
who has stolen her father, Thoas, who had been saved from the
massacre.

Here revenge seems to be the self-inflicted type and

Hypsipyle 1 s courage in receiving it is similar to an act o.f. a
stoic who bravely does the expected thing.

The character:

development of Hypsipyle is a remarkable study for the
this time.

19.
·--·.

---------.,-------

..............

When one realizes the stagnant condition of the
Italian drama just preceding Metastasio one is not surprised
that his tragedy had a dif'ficuJit time in finding a sound
footing and that women should have been given the role of
villains.

At this time there was disorder in Italy and

Metastasio endeavored to say all that he V'lished to publish
against the present order by using women characters who were
considered unimportant to the state.

An excellent example is

found in his historical tragedy of revenge, La Clemenza di Tito.·
This

histo~ical

tragedy of revenge is directed by a female

villain, Vitellia, who is secretly in love with Titus.
woman prevails upon Sextus, a fried of

Titue~,

This

to enter into a

conspiracy against him, so that she may be avenged upon him
for his preference of the charms of Berenice.

Sextus has no

fault to find with Titus but aids Anniusby exchanging clothes
with him so that he, Annius, might safely conduct Titus'
mistress to her new home with him.

Sextus

~s

accused of treason

since the badge of a conspirator is found upon his disguised
clothing.

Sextus, because he will not betray Vitellia, dies

without answering Titus' questions.

This tragedy appeals

because of the flawlessness in Titus' character and the honor
of Sextus even in their loyalty to an infamous woman.

It was

written to illustrate the fact that the unfortunate tools of
vengeful people often fall victims to punishments their
masters deserve.

11

This play Metastasio dedicated to the Emperor

Charles Vl, who in that same year, 1714, had delivered up·the

20.

,faithful and unfortunate Catalonia.ne to the ferocious
vengeance of Louie XlV and Philip V, leaving thousands of
victims to perish on the scaffold. " 1 Metastasio says,
when stating reasons for his dedication, "I ventured to
described him, he was universally recognized in the character
of Titus; and is a poet accountable for a strong resemblance. 11 2
Aside from the fact that Metastasio will be studied for his
progress in structure, character building, and interpretation
of the hate and revenge motive, he \Vill also be regarded with
the admiration due an author who advanced without a guide,
into a new field •. His treatment of revenge differs from the
earlier examples in that it treats the act of revenge as an
act stimulated by jealousy or hatred instead of retalia.tion. ·
Both operas mentioned above are forms of this kind
of revenge.

Judging from this important contributor in the

seventeenth century one may be secure in saying that revenge
in Italy was assuming a more human aspect.
Alfieri serves as a chord that is a transitional
vibration between the dominant tone of early beginnings, in
Italian revenge tragedy, to the tone of the modern theme of
revenge in the tragedy .of that country.

He touched in ideas

and sentiments, those tones which vibrated, from early centuries
far into the nineteenth century.

The idea of liberty and the

abhorrence of tyranny had caused a fearful phantom to arise in
his imagination in the shape of the Tyrant, who is by no means
a poetical fancy, but a kind of passionate incubus.
1 Bates,. Vol.
"The Drama in Italy."
2 Turnbull, Robert, "Genius of Italy."
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becomes the condensation of blackest human iniquity which
asswnes a definite form in Alfieri's tyrants.
His first tragedy of revenge was Phillip ll;it was
a subject well suited in his genuis, to delineate the tyrant
in his darkest colors.

Isabella married Phillip ll but her

heart belongs to Don Carlos, the tyrant's son, whom she was
supposed to have married.
loving Don Carlos.

Isabella reproaches herself for

Her lover reminds her how terrible it is

to see her daily clasped in another's arms and to know.that
a father hates his son.

In telling her this, he becomes so

angry that he rages,
"If, for one day, I could forget that he is
My father, and rouse the·slwnber of my
Smothered wrongs, my ravish'd honours, my offended fame,
His unexampled and unnatural hate;
No, of a wrong more deep I would unbraid him
He took my all the day he tore thee from me. 11
The lovers are not able to conceal completely the
disasterous passion from the observation of the tyrant; he
notices it and plans vengeance, not for his heart but for his
pride.

A council is called and Gomez, Phillip 1 s minister,

accuses and judges Carlos of being guilty of trea,son and as
his punishment death is decreed.
bom1d in chains.

He is drt:tgged away to be

Perez, Carlos' friend, speaks out and

triumphantly exculpates him but Phillip refuses to listen to
his explanation.

While Carlos waits for his coming death .in

his dungeon, Isabella, not conscious of danger, comes to him
believing that she has a plan by which he may escape.

While

they are planning, Gomez betrays them by leading the king to .
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'them.

The king enters carrying a cup and a dagger, sa.ying,
"Perfidious wretch! that hour of death is
Come; I bring it to thee.~.
Wretch, thou shalt die! but first, ye impious pair,
My fulminating accents hear and tremble!
Impious pair! Long, long, I 1 ve known it all,
That horrid· flame that burns in you with love,
In me with fury, long has fixed its torment,
And long been.all discovered. Oh, what pangs
Oh, rage repressed! Oh, what resentment smothered
At last ye both have fallen into my power.
I for vengeance thirsted! And I now
Will in illimitable vengeance reveal.
Quick, unexampled vengeance!
Flagitious dame, think not I bore thee love;
Nor that a jealous thought within my heart
E'er woke a pang. Phillip could never deign
On a degraded bosom such as thine
To fix the affections of a lofty nature,
. • . . • • . . • • Thou, seducer vile,
To thee I speak not, guilt becomes thy master."
Gomes again enters with a stained sword and remarks

that Perez has breathed his last.

When a choice of death

dealing instruments is given, Carlos chooses the sword and
as he stabs himself he says,
11

0h, my inauspicious love the last
Sad proof is this • . • Now follow my
Example, bring the fatal cup, do not delay."

As Isabella said, 11 0h Death,to me thou art most welcome,"
Phillip answers,
"Severed from him thou shalt live; live
Days of woe; thy lingering grief will be
A joy to me. And when at last
Recovered from thy love, thou wishest
To live 6n, I, then will kill thee."
Isabella, having had the cup refused, snatches the
poinard and uses it to replace Carlos!

As Phillip gazes at

the sight he exclaims,
11

What a stream of blood runs here,
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And of what noble blood • . . Behold I have
Obtained an ample, and horrid vengeance.
But I ~a happy. Gomez, do thou hide
The dire catastrophe from all the world.
If thou art but discreet, thou wilt preserve
To me my fame, and to thyself thy life."
In this play Alfieri has given an excellent example
of Italian revenge when that revenge is premeditated and love
of pure villainy is used. Alfieri paints in the most somber
colors the profound villainy of the Spanish monarch, throwing
a veil over his councils and his policy, and conducting him
to the close of the tragedy without his revealing to anyone
his secret thoughts. It is a master stroke to assign a confidant to Phillip, to whom he communicates nothing, even at
the moment when he calls him to the councils. Extremely
effective is the silent signal between Gomez and the king in
the perpetration of the crime.

Alfieri adds terror in the

impenetrable silence of Phillip; here he paints his hated ·
tyrant - a villain hero, who plans and executes deeds of blood.
There is bitterness of tyranny in this tragedy in the stern
king who planned his deed and curbed his vengeance until his
plans were complete.

This is an illustration of the Spaniard,

seen through Italian eyes. The Italians are essentially the
realists in this period.

We find that Alfieri gave the

deliberative cool power of reflection to Phillip,and in his
later plays he moved hie characters by the true Italian
impulse that had been repressed in him during his early
writing. His Agammenon and Orestes are tragedies

illustrat~_ng.
...· ....
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this point.
Here Italian revenge is motivated more by impulse
than by meditation and in Agammen.Q.!L an excellent example
is found of this type.

Aegisthus, of the house of Thyestes,

is seeking revenge against the house of Atreus.

This

vengeance ·is prompted by the spirit of Thyestes and it is
clea.rly shown in the first speech of Aegi sthus.

He says,

bloody, angry, discontented shade
Of unavenged Thyestes, why pursue me?
Leave me, Oh leave me, nor torment me thus;
Visit once more thy sluggish Stygian waves.
That Agammenon now returns to Argos
A haughty conqueror from Troy, I know,
Within his palace I expect him here;
Let him return his triumph will be short,
I swear to thee, vengeance shall guide my steps.
· Vengeance resounds with in my heart; the time
Approaches for it; thou shalt have it; here .
More than one victim thou shalt have, Thyet~tes.
The blood of Atreus thou shalt drink in streams.
But I must have recourse to art."
"Oh~

This recourse to art is shown in his wooing of
Clytemnestra by fostering sympathy in her heart for him and
by sympathizing with her over Agammenon 1 s sacrifice of his
daughter.

His heart warms as he hears Clytemnestra say,
"It is reported that the Grecian fleet,
By violent winds long driven, at length were stattered
Perchance the day is come that brings to me ·
A sure revenge at last, though long delayed,
For the unnatural murder of my daughter."
When Agammenon is about to arrive, Aegisthus remarks

to Clytemnestra, after having suggested that he leave,
"True love, like ours
How can it e'er be hid? Alas, already
Tis but too manifest; how then hopest thou
The king should never know it?"
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Clytemnestra endeavors to allay his fears saying
that Thyestes 1 son is unknown in Argos.

She also·assures

him that she will tread in Helen's footsteps rather· than
abandon him.

With a pitiful semblence of false honor he

assures her that he would rather perish a thousand times
than contaminate her name and pleads with her to resume her
former fondness for her spouse.

Soon a noise is heard and

Clytemnestra, knowing that her husband comes, exacts a promise
from her lover to remain within the walls of Argos until dawn
the next day.

Agammenon returns to his family to find some

of its members his enemies.
false phrases of

endearme~t

His wife is affected and speaks
to him.

Soon Electrat who

sincerely hates Aegisthus and fears for her mother•s honor
and fidelity to her husband, speaks to Agammenon and he realizes his suspicions are not without foundation.

Agammenon

banishes Aegisthus but grants him one day of freedom •. At
the close of the day Aegisthus meets the queen for the final
stroke of his villainy.

The queen is penitent and has a

self-accusing heart because of Aegisthus' exile.

She again

tells him that she intends to leave with him but this does
not meet with his approval so he discourages the scheme.

He

tells her that he would rather plunge a dagger in her heart
than have her share his fate and reassures her by saying that
never does a true lover drag to certain ruin the beloved.
All seems hopeless but Aegisthus implies that as
one means remains and yet it is unbecoming.
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Clytemnestra:

"What other step remains for me to take?"

Aegisthus:

"None."

Clytemnestra:

"Now, I understand thee. What a flash
Of what a deadly, instantaneous flash
Of criminal conviction, rushes through
My obtuse mind? What throbbing turbulence
In every vein I feelt I understand thee:
The cruel remedy . • • the only remedy •••
Is Agammenon 1 s life blood."'

Aegisthus:

11

I am silent. 11

Clytemnestra:

11

Yet thou askest for that blood."

Aegisthus:

"Nay, I forbid it • • • Ah, do not heed my wdrds ••
They sprang from too much love."

Clytemnestra:

"And love revealed to me their meaning."

Aegisthus;

"Would thou have courage?"

Clytemnestra:

11

Aegisthus:

111

So vast my love it puts an end to fear."
Tis true he merits not
To be betrayed • • He, who enchained from Troy,
In semblence of a slave in fetters, brought
Cassandra, whom he loves, to whom he himself
is a slave."

Then as if this dart had not been sufficient ,
·Aegisthus torments Clytemnestra with a tecital of the tortures
that will be hers and the wrongs she will receive.
suffices to bring about the hoped for oath from
lips of Agammenon's death,

11

This

Clytertm(~stra'

I swear to thee that tomorrowthou

shalt be the king of Argos. 11

WJ:1en the hour of the dreadful

deed approaches·and Agammenon is asleep, the right hand of
Clytemnestra, once a pledge of connubial faith, arms itself_
and prepares to carry out the oath her lips have sworn,
"My feet, my heart, my hands, throughout I tremble;
What do I tmdertake? What have I promised?
· ·'·
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Oh; how within me hath all my fortitude
At the departure of Aegisthus vanished
I see alone the immense atrocity
Of my enormous crime. I see alone
The blood besprinkled sceptre Artides
Oht What a sight • • • crime I impute in vain
To thee. Ahl no thou lovest Cassandra; ·
Far more than I deserve thou lovest me;
And me along . • • . • . •
.
Where shall I hide me when the deed is done?
• • . . . . . . . . How can Aegisthus,
In an ensanguined bed, at the side of an
Atrocious, parricidal spouse
Dare to repose? He will start to find
A murderer there • . . . . . . . . . .
Adominable instrument, far, far .
From me, thou instrument of death, oh, far!
My lover I will lose, and lose with h.im
My life: but such a hero shall not fall
Murdered by m.e • • . . . • . . • . . . •
What do I hear?
What stealing footsteps? •• Who could venture hither
At this dead hour of the night • • Aegisthus, all is
lost.n
Aegisthus:

"Hast thou performed the deed?
What do I behold? Oh, lady,
What do'st thou here, dissolved in useless
tears?
Tears are unprofitable now and vain."

Clytemnestra: "What have I promised thee?"
Aegisthus:-

"Now my life is irrecoverably forfeited
To the king's vengeance •• Atrides hath
discovered
Our love; and already from him hath received
A strict command not to depart from Argos.u

Clytemnestra is frantic when she believes that her
husband knows all.

The suave Aegisthus recounts to her his

plans of suicide to evade death at the hand of his enemies
and bids her live and pity him no more because pity can not
aid him.

When Clytemnestra wavers in her purposeAegisthus

taunts her saying,
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11

Shame on thy hand, that cannot either kill
Who most adores thee, or wbo most detests thee
Do 1 st thou desire me, or At~ides, dead?
Strength, courage, all, will love impart to thee."

Clytemnestra: "Must I then, with this trembling band of mine
Plunge, in my husband's heart, the sword?
Far, from my hand, I hurl the sword in anguish. 11
Aegisthus, ready to aid in the preparation of the
crime, gives her a sword clotted with the blood drops of
Thyestes 1 sons.

He warns her, that if she again repents or

deals an awkward blow, not to return to her apartments unless
·She wishes to find him immersed in a sea of his own blood.
While she is gone to do this deed of blood Aegisthus talks to
the departed spirit of his kinsman,
11

Come forth,
Thyestes, from profound Ave~nus; now is the
Time, within this palace now display
Thy horrible shade. A ~opious banquet of blood
Is now prepared for thee, enjoy it:
Already o 1 er the heart of thy foe's son
Hangs the suspended sword; now, now he feels it:
An impious consort r;rasps lt; it was fitt:tng
That. she, not I, did this: so much more sweet ·
To thee will be thy vengeance as the crime
Is more atrocious."

Clytemnestra returns to Aegisthus, her sword dripping
with her husband's blood.

She is half crazed but in hel.'

dazed condition she is sensible enough to recognize the
ambition of her lover and also his true character.

Mother

love·returns to her and she rebels against her false lover.
Her heart turns cold as she realizes that Aegisthus is
about to reap the harvest by using the power of a. king 1 s
sceptre.

The only element of reconciliation is due to
.•

. i.

Electra who keeps the sword in the hope that some day Orest
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may avenge their father's death.
In this tragedy there is unquestionable an example
of twofold revenge carried out by the same individual to .
satisfy different ends.
...

The revenge theme is stronger in

the character of Aegisthua than in Clytemnestra.

The

former had planned the revenge against Agammenon and in :P,is
clever manner had selected the queen
the deed.

a~

his instrument in

Through his subtle ways and art of amorous

deception she became an instrument; in other words Aegisthus
had worked carefully for a long time in order to bring the
unsuspecting woman into his power.
cruel, and unflinching.

His revenge was pr.emeditated,

Clytemnestra, in a fit of jealous

rage, took an oath to kill her husband.

Then when the tinie

came for committing that deed her heart was full of repentance an excellent example of the impulsive Italian.

Only fear of

shame and the taunting of Aegisthus finally caused her to
obey the oath.

I

Thus, the killing of one victim satisfied two

kinds of revenge, the first against a family by

~

living

member of the opposing house, superimposed by the dead member
of that house; and the second, the revenge of a jealous wife
and grief-stricken mother against a husband who would punish
her lover •. The development of the villain-hero, in the
Italian Agan;menq.n. and in the Grecian play of the same name,
is noticeably different •. In the Italian tra.gedy Clytemnestra
has not nearly the villainy that she has in the
Aeschylus; the opposite is true of Aegisthus.

Ag~e..~

of

The influence
;" .'l
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of the Prince is felt in the creation of Alfieri's Aegisthus.
Alfieri is able to give the true Italian blood to the Grecian
characters so that although they are a sport of that finished
work of ancient masters they are not the regular hybrid of
the Roman adaptation of those same themes.
In the continuation of this story in the tragedy,
Orestes, Alfieri's workmanship is shovvn in the creation of
the development of the hero and in the strength of Electra's
character.

Electra lives only for revenge against a wicked

mother and the hateful Aegisthus.

Her hope is 1n Orestes who

is to shed, not tears, but life blood upon A[s-<:unrnen,)n 1 s tomb.
When Clytemnestra comes to join Electra in her daily tribute
to the tomb, Electra says,
11

0h, fly. On these horrid walls
Still coagulated blood-drops stand
Which thou hast shed. Behold at the sight
Of thee, it liquifies and becomes redder.
Heaven by an indissoluble tie has joined
Vice, infamy and wretchedness together.
Thou art doomed to face the menacing looks
Of thy slain consort, to thy crime no punishment
is equal."

Clytemnestra answers that no revenge can be worse
than to have a phantom preceed one's every path trailing fn
a t;rack of "sable blood."

Each night the hideous phantom,of

· ~ Agam~a11on, haunts her, plunging his rabid hands into the wide
wounds in his breast, and in a threatened posture with
clenched fingers, shakes them ·in her face.
description ends,

This long

r
"I exist in a protracted death."
To all of this Electra haughtily replies,
"A lofty death atones for every crime.
But since thou hast not the weapon, reeking
With thy husband's blood, against thy bosom hurled~
Since toward thyself thy parricidal arm
Hath seem to lose its wanted intrepidity;
Why hast thou not turned the sword against
The heart of the miscreant who takes from thee.
Thy honor, peace and fame."·
Aegisthus fears Electra and threatens to drive her
from the palace and Electra hopes that contempt, in the hearts
of the criminal lovers may impel hate, that will further the
spilling of their blood.

When it is decided that she should

leave she addresses this remark to Aegisthus, "Severed from
you, there is no punishment which equals the annoyance of
your presence."

The proposed banishment of Electra does

not set Aegisthus at rest for he is not satisfied until
Orestes is found and dealt the kind of treatment tha.t he, as
a member of the house of Atreus, should receive from the
'house of Thyestes,
"I of the future think: I ne'er can be
Happy, while Atrides• seeds remain.
Orestes lives: in him with years, matures
Hatred toward us: he lives along
On the dire project of ferocious vengeance.
Over thy head his sword forever hangs
Son of Atrides, the only branch of that flagitious
race,
Writing every crime, his fierce revenge
Would not alone with my blood be appeased.
Anxiety for thee, more than myself,
Weighs on my bosom when I think of him
Thou heard 1 st the dreadful oracular voice,
Predicting, that Orestes would become
The murderer of h~s parents? Wretched mother
That voice belongs to thee; whene' er the power ....
Is mine I ought to accelerate his death.
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Orestes treading in his father 1 s steps
Will sacrifice his mother."
Orestes comes and with his friend Pylades intends
to accomplish his revenge for Agammenon.

Brother and sister

meet and the joy is complete except for the grief over the
father, whose death is to be avenged presently.

While he

plans his revenge, he says,
"Into the traitor,
.
Time after time, my weapon I shall pltm.ge
As many t:lmes as from his horrid wound
Thou shedded 1 st drops of Agamemnon's blood. 11
When Pylades and Electra urge him to delay his
vengeful act for a few hours he rages and says,
"I saw my father rise from his sable tomb;
His fleshless fingers from his face remove.d
His grisly locks; coagulated blood and tears,
Upon those livid cheeks of death stood
Gleaming. Oblivious to.my sight alone
He was not; for upori my ears there fell
A fearful, melancholy voice,
·Whose tones yet vibrate in my inmost heart:
'Imbecile son, why dost thou still delay?
Thou art arrived at manhood; hast assumed
Thy sword, and still thy father's murderer lives.'
Oh fierce rebuke! •• He on thy tomb' shall fall,
Slain by my hands; his veins shall not retain
A drop within them of impious blood. 11
Aegisthus returns from a celebration of the anniversary
of

As~.llltHeno-:-1

1

s death and is suspicious of the messengers who

are none other than Orestes and Pylades
Orestes' death caused by chariot racing.

~ringing

news of

When they are

questioned concerning their identity Aegisthus realizes who
the messengers are ahd he orders them bound in chains.
Aegisthus:

"Suspicious?

Fraud is graven in thy face."
''

"?
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Orestes:

"In thy guilty heart they are engraved.u

Aegisthus:

11

Clytemnestra:

"No, take my life alone
But spare my children."

Aegisthus:

"The infamous remains of
Agememnon? From excess of joy
Scarce can my breast contain my swelling
One blow today exterminate them all."

My revenge shall fall upon both Electra
and Orestes."

heart~

Orestes gi vee his father's sword to his mother and
bids her plunge it into Aegisthus as a proof of maternal love
and then to use it herself.

Aegisthus stops her and plans to

torture her by giving her a greater punishment than death.

He

plans to slay, before her eyes, "Electra, first, then Pylades
and on

them both Orestes shall fall."

The plan does not

culminate in favor of Aegisthus for Orestes escapes and
plunges and replunges it full seven times in the trembling
effeminate heart.

Clytemnestra is accidently slain by Orestes

as he waves his sword.

Again the horrible and inevitable

law of revenge, when it is properly and perfectly worked,
perpetuates guilt.
In Alfieri's reproduction of this anoient plot one
can see the Itallan version and in it the truly Italian
'

characteristic of·reality and the strength of purpose combined
with impulse of character.

Orestes represents the young

Italian who felt the conflicts of the tyrants and earnest
officials of the state at the time Alfieri wrote.

He took

from contemporary life his character of Orestes and the
difference between this Italian Orestes and the Orestes
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Greece is the difference between a fire o.f lively flames
and a fire of embers.

The Italian hero added reality and

vigor to duty, motivated the plot, and certainly left the
trademarks of his country upon the hero.
No discussion of Alfieri would be complete
without including Brutus the Second and certainly no discussion of Italian revenge tragedy will be a finished one
until this historical tragedy has taken its place among the
best of its time.
Alfieri

The austere and vigorous style of

is particularily adapted 'to the times which are

represented in this play.

11

The two plays, Brutus the First

andBrutus the Second,are perfect trag:edies, 11 1 according
to most critics, but since the latter is concerned with
revenge it will form material for this discussioh.
Brutus the Second stands out in the field of
Italian revenge as a sound instrument of burnished and welltempered steel, like the·executioner 1 s sword·that one sees
in the museums.

In this.dra.ma we find the patriotism that

was again sounded in Pellico a.nd Niciolini.

Caesar has

summoned Romans to the council and in along anddiplomatic
speech he tells of his love for Rome and warns those who
would raise arms against the city.

Brutus, suspecting

Caesar's selfish motives, speaks before the assemblage,
II

• • . . . • • . . . • . . . . ,.. o ~ Ll-.J.·.L e e, '.
Caesar since Rome in thee alone exists,
I of thyself will speak, and not of Rome,
I love thee not~ this thou knowest, thou
Who lovest not Rome; ·sole cause I do not love thee •.··. ·.·
;J

1

l;i

~~

..

Turnbull, "Genius of Italy."
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I do not envy thee because no more
I do deem myself inferior to thee,
Since thou 1 st became inferior to thyself,
And finally, I hate thee not, because
In nothing do I fear thee • . . . . . •
That is to us thou deem•st thyself paramount
As yet my bond of allegiance is not sealed,"
Thus, threatening Caesar, Brutus becomes a conspirator
for the good of the state.

Cassius describes the conspiracy

in these words,
"To the unbending rectitude of Cimber,
To Cicero's perspecuous intellect,
Lastly to my implacable revenge,
1 Twere now sufficient could we only add
The sublime energy of Brutus rage.
Ca.n e 1 er another council be convened
Of nobler temperament than this, and hence
Better adapted to exert itself
For Rome's prosperity."
Cassius seeks vengeance for his own wrongs as do
all of the conspirators except Brutus, who acts only because
of his love for the state.

The conspirators, with the

exception of Brutus, have three acts by which their end
may be obtained: to resort to legislative strife; to rouse
the sleeping Romans who have been drugged with victory; or
with the private sword to immolate Caesar.

Brutus does.

not a.pprove of any act ion along these courses of activity
unless his plans prove ineffective.

If his statesmanlike

plan is not successful he prefers the last plan suggested
by the other conspira.tors. . Caesar sends for Brutus because
he is very anxious to have an interview with him.

Brutus

answers the summons and learns that he is the illegitimate
son of Caesar, the tyrant.

This dilemma developes a two-fold
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revenge and Brutu.s decides that there shall be revenge
against Caesar for the gCJod o:f the utate and also for
the sa tisfac:tion of puni Ghing a man who is too much of a
coward to recognize his own.son and inspire a son•s love
for him. To the other conspirators the death of Caesar

is

a deed of vengeance against his birth of an unclean

nature and also against the tyrant of his beloved State.
The actual deed is .cornmi tt ed in the Senate, Caeaa.r, oppressed
with wounds, drags himself to Pompey's statue, covers his
face with hie robe and dies. Brutus calms the multitude
and also inspires them to save their citadel from tyrants, saying,
"May yours then be deeds of fire;
This deed is lofty; worthy of ourselves;
Follow my steps, and let us now restore
Full and eternal liberty to Rome."
In this tragedy Alfieri has comb.ined the rugged.
Italian spirit of impulse and the cold, premeditated

a~irit

of vengeance into one man, Brutus. He, in his hate £or
his selfish, cowardly father, showed the livid Italian
fire of revenge and in his premeditated act against the
tyrant of the state exhibited brutal characteristics
softened by intellect. Brutus is at once Orestes and Phillip
and also the mouthpiece of Alfieri's reaction toward tyrants
and an exponent of personal honor even for those in authority.
The revenge in this trae:edy is an expression of the poet's
love of freedom. 'rhis he introduced in the first lines and
retained until the last. Every character, every conversat'ion,
which was not essentially co'nnected with the plot anddid not
advance it, was removed. In this tragedy the revenge is
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less horrible than in Alfieri's other tragedies, or those
of earlier dramatists, but it is none the less effective and
in Brutus the Italian is best known.
To these tragedies must be added Don Garcia.

Its

theme is drawn from the Medici, after that ambitious family
gained possession of the sovereign powe:r..

One of the sons

of Cosmo I, Don Garcia, was the instrument of the terrible
vengeance of his father, by whose order he slew with his
ovm hand and in the obscurity of the night in a cave, his
brother, whom he dicl not know, and was himself put to death
by the king, his father.

This tragedy is one of the best

portraying the evil and cruel heart of Alfieri's hated tyrants.
11

Alfieri gave much to dramatic art and his gift to

Italian drama was so rich that it raised it from an inferior
place to a level with the French.school."l He united the
qualities of art, unity, singleness of subject and probability,
the best features of French drama to sublimity of situation
and character, to what was best worth preserving in the
Graeco-Roman theater.

By these things Alfieri was able

sufficiently to prove his superiority in Italian dro.ma so
that his grandeur of style and thoughts have been reproduced
in the centuries that hav.e followed..

It was he who rescued

tragedy from the salons of courts, to which the reign of
Louis XlV had restricted it; he also annihilated the conventional forms which substituted a ridiculous affectation
for sublimity of nature.
1 symonds,

"Notwithstanding the novel form .
"Renaissance in Italy."
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which he has given to his tragedies, Alfieri is wholly
Italian in his genuis. nl

He so. carefully tried to represent

dramas that would be all Italian that he analyzed his own
feelings and used them particularily in patriotic tragedies;
in those feelings, since no man is perfect, ·there were flaws,
but not serious enough to prohibit a new school of tragedy
from being formed in Italy using Alfieri as its model.

He

then effected a revolution in theatrical art and his measures
were adopted; and he influenced poetry to such a degree that
at length Italy adopted a national system of poetry, austere,
eloquent, and condensed, especially suited to tragedy and an
excellent style for the revenge tragedies of this great
Italian.

His style influenced the pens of many men in later

years and may be distinguished in the loftiness of character,
in the energy of sentiments, in the simplicity of action so
devoid of incident,in the absence of external pomp artd in
the interest sustained almost without the aid of love.

In

a certain respect, Alfieri may be considered as the first
representative of both the sentimental and national tendencies
in modern Italian literature.

He had denounced tyranny and

extolled liberty, while the Bastile had not many years to.
stand.
Vincenzo Monti followed Alfieri and breathed the
same national spirit an:d used the same style that his
predecessor had shown.

To Alfieri's nakedness of plot he

added coloring so that he gave to spectators a 11vely picture
1 Turnbull, 11 Genuis in Italy."
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of the Italians of the middle ages.
In his Galleotto Maufredi he describes a prince of
Faenza, whose wife, because of her jealousy, intends to
seek vengeance upon him.

This vengeance is brought about

. by her royal order and as if to give her more delight she
ha~

the bloody deed executed befote her eyes.
Since Italian revenge tragedy treats the spirit

of·freedom and denounces tyranny, the dramas to be discussed
next are th6se having patriotic revenge themes.

It is

indeed fortunate for this discourse that Italian tragedies of·
revenge dealing with patriotic plots may best be treated in
chronological order.

In this division the works of

Pellicio and Niccolini are clansed.

Down the years Alfieri,

Pellicio, Niccolini, and d'Annunzio clasp hands as master
contributors to the Italian drama and especially of tragedies
of political revenge.

During the years after Napoleon's

defeat, Italian literature was uneq:uivocably on the side of
freedom and liberty, but its expression was restrained, for
Italian writers could obtain liberty of speech only at the
price of exile.

Yet,· the love of country' is always a

dominant thought, which colors it throughout, as the fertility
of the soil influences the beanty of the color of flowers.
In addition to the names already mentioned there is a host of
lesser writers who dealt with the political tragedies. but not
as specifically as the major writers.

11

When Austrian rule

was disbanded groups of literary men took refuge among the
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grand dukes of Flo~rence. 111

Thou:::·h t:1ere were SJ)ies and censor-

ship in Florence, there was also an indulgence which at least
made it a. tolerable place for the literary men, and here they
gathered from their exile and silence •
Pellicio was an a,ble exoonent of this patriotic
school e.nd a. discussion of h:io
it.

Fre.n~G

d~

Rimini is proof of

This pls.y was produced and success was assured the youth-

ful poet when he was withdrawn from view.

He

virtually

Wcl.S

in the chambers of the dee.d - even in Hell itself.
and condemned for constrn'c)tive treason, he

WetS

Arrested

incarcera.t·ed,

pra.ct icnJJ y for life in the dreadful tomb of the Piombi in
Venice~

...
•·

.·Ie lived to give to the world other works r-J,nd in

each is found a blow a.t Austrian tyranny.
Franoesca, daug·hter of Guido, lord of Ravenna, has
been married to La.nciotto, lord of Rimihi, who is older e.nd
althoue;h kind is uninteresting.

Lanciotto adores her but

she falls into a strange melancholy from vo•hich he tries in
vain to free her.

In despair Lanciotto sendc. fol' Guido who

suggests, as a probable cause of dejectio:1, grief ovel'
loss of a dearly beloved brother during tlte late

w~r~

the
Although

Fra.ncesca admits this, Lanciotto suspects thG.t the cause of
such grief is a former love from v.rhich she ce..rmot free her
heart.

In order to cheer her, Lanciotto announces the visit

of his brother, Paolo.

Francesca, having learned that he is

the slayer o:f her brother, seems almost distracted and
frantically begs to be sent home during the visit.
~Ba.tesl Vol. 5., "Drama in Ite.ly 11 • ·
·..
. .
.
The p· ombi are prisons under the leaden roof of the
palace of Dages. These were long; closed to the public~ after.
the uprising of the people in 17~7, and during the Austrian
.domination. There was a torture chamber and a. place for the
execution of political criminals-object lessons concerning
Austrian tyranny were given here.
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Lanciotto has never suspected his wife of infidelity 1mtil
now and even now he has·only imagination upon which to base
his suspicions.

While they are talking concerning the

proposed visit, Paolo 1 s arrival is announced.

Fra.ncesca and

her father retire. while the brothers exchange greetings.
Peolo is deeply grieved when he learns that Franoesca refuses
to see him, but dissembles his emotions and in

~

passion of

fraternal affection forcibly·exchanges swords with Lanoiotto
declaring that he will depart and never trouble her again.
Later, when Lanciotto has gone to comfort Francesca and she
is apologizing for her actions, Paolo enters.

With a scream

she throws herself in her husband's arms and buries her
head in his bosom.

Paolo proceeds to address her explaining

that her brother was killed involuntarily.

After telling of

the honors that her brother won in battle, he cries her name
· aloud and flees.

Francesca begins to wonder where Paolo has

gone when suddenly he reappears and in glowing words tells
her of his love for her and recounts the story of their youthful reading of Lancelot, the Paramour of King

Arthur'~

Genevieve.

Then he draws the book from his bosom and finally compels
her to confess that she loves him - is dying of love for him •

.

While this struggle between mad pa,ssion and a tender and
virtuous heart is going on, Lanciotto and Guido enter.
Lanciotto and Paolo have a few bitter words and the latter is
ordered into confinement.
to a.ppea.r before him.

Later Lanciotto orders the lovers

Paolo arrives and Lane iotto accuses ·
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him of stealing his wife's love.

This Pe.olo admits a.nd says

that under similiar circwnstances he would do his worst to
such an offender.

Thus infuriating his brother who flies

at him with a sword.

Francesca enters and seeing the conflict

begs her father to intercede.

The taunt of her husband brings

Francesca to admit her flame of pure love for Paolo.

La.nciotto

is finally quieted and Francesca, wishing to show her past
remorse, apologizes for her apparent ingratitude and sends for
her husband.

Meanwhile Paolo has been able to escape tb.e

guards and, believing tha.t Francesca is in danger of being
murdered, comes to· her apartments.

At this moment La.nciotto

enters and seeing Paolo there is asr~onished. and flies into
an uncontrollable rage.

Lanciotto strides toward Paolo with

his sword and Francesca throws fuerself between them.
Lanciotto, in his madness, stabs her first, and then attacks
Paolo, who has thrown away his sword and receives the deathblow without resistance.

The prince, fixing his maddened

eyes upon the body of Francesca says, "How red her blood

is~"

and turns the dripping sword point towa.rd his ovm breast, when.
Guido arrests his arm, saying,
"Hold, hold; the blood shed there is thine
And 1 tis enough to tnG.ke yon coming ray
Quiver in lifting on't the eye of day. 11
Lanciotto not only kills the one for whom he bears
hatred for having ruined his happiness but also the person
that his soul worships.

The act of vengeance is complete

and because he sought to make it so he would have killed
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himself.

In spite of the complete act, a.s if premeditated,

we find that it is an excellent example of the impulsive
romantic Italian who loves and.hates in the same degree.
The impulse that caused the act of blood was jealousy,
probably Lanciotto meant for Paolo to suffer a far different
death at the hands of the guards, but in spite of his calm
reasoning the stimulus of jealousy overcame it and he
responded to the last impulse, to kill quickly.
Goldberg calls this drama, 11 a masterful plot in
revenge tragedy built upon a theme of

~iquely

universal

human feeling - a fatefully twisted cord of innocent love,
sorrow, revenge and suffering that binds all men's hearts
to humanity. 111

This tragedy has to do with realism but

it is essentially romantic.

In Italy, romantic tragedy is

writteri in \erse, and in no other cou..""ltry has this ·school
flourished as it has here.

By form, style and

cor~tent

·

Pellicio has built a masterful drama: a husband's tender
yet maddening grief, an aged father's heartbreaking shame
and agony; the unspeakable anguish of filial love enforced

.

by conscientious conjugal duty and unbending religious
scrup-le, battling to death against a passion innocently conceived in early maidenhood and becoming invincible with
growing years; heroic struggle .to quench the flame which
evermore rekindled unexpectedly, unsought, persistent contaot
with the torch itself through an inevitable destiny,,and
finally the extinction of that flame in death caused by .the
1 Goldberg, "Plays of the Italian Theater."
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impulse of an agonized heartbroken husband.

In this tragedy

is found an appeal to the entire range of human emotions •.
His theme was essentially Italian and patriotic.

It was at

once conspiciously historic and intrinsically entangled in
the meshes of a political destiny with which his country was
still environed.

His words have lived and are the property

of il populo, the common man.

Especially has his patriotic

speech been coveted; it is the speech of Paolo returning
from war.
I am tired of every shape,
Of glory's empty shadow. I have spilt
My blood to save Bysantium 1 s throne and warred
1 Gainst cities which I did not hate and had
The fame of Great, and with the clement Prince
A pinnacle of honor was.
Oh, my Italy, for thee,
Who valiant citizens dost rear, for thee
I will combat, when envy shall arouse
Outrage from thee. And art thou not of all
The lands the sun doth warm gentlest still?
Of every fine art, oh, my Italy,
The mother art thou not, my Italy?
What in thy dust but heroes pulverized?
The valor of my grandsires what but those
Did rouse? In thy fair bo~om lies my home
My all, my all."

11

Pellicio then added romance to the heretofore barren
plots; in so doing he enriched Italian tragedy in thought,
theme and treatment •. The patriotic struggles and all the
struggles of man became more interesting when the element of
human affection was added.
Niccolini used Pellicio 1 s style but emphasized the
patriotic element.

His best tragedy was Arna.ldo da Bresica,

written in 1843, and was a response to the papal school of
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Arnalda da Bresica is the hero in whom Niccolini

patriots.

has poured all of his life-long hatred of the papacy.

Arnalda

endeavors to rouse the Romans to throw off the absolute rule
.of the papacy by restoring the senate and the tribunes.

At

this point the cardinals, leaders of the papal polic·y, announce
the election of a new pope Adrian.

The Romans have been

aroused to a feeling of national pride and w11en Cardinal
Guido comes, by order of the pope, to dismiss them he is
stoned to death.

After Arnalda is excommunicated, the

people are anxious that the interdict forbidding the opening
of the churches be withdrawn, so they again bend to the papal
will.

Adrian rouses the anger of· Fl·odP-rick f!.arbarossa in

forcing himto complete homage.

Frederick now, a. vassal to

Adrian, joins forces in obtaining the heretic, Arnalda.

He

is in the castle of Otasio, who is also excommunicated.

Adrian,

by his cunning, promises to free Ostasio if he can but find
the whereabouts of Arnalda.

His tell-tale wife, hoping to

find sympathy in imploring the aid of Adrian. tells him where
Arnalda is.

After the information has been given concerning

Arnalda, she realizes her trap.

The pope is more than pleased

that he has found and captured his enemy so easily.

Ostasio•s

wife is punished for her telling by having Osta.sio killed, on
the pretext of having sheltered an excommunicated person, and
•

her children are taken to Germany.

Arnalda suffers worse

than death by being confined in prison at Adrian's request;
he is to be put to death after the combat between the Romans

~--·--
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and the Germans.

The villainy of the papacy and the

cruelty administered to one who opposes it is found here.
Cardinal Guido and Pope Adrian a,re finely drawn, the latter
is a type of ecclesiastical ambition.

The fact that Arnaldo

will not renounce his views stings the pope and causes
his revenge to be of greater joy in suspending the death
sentence until after the battle.
In the first scene of the fifth act, Niccolini
deals again with the role which woman has played in Italian
drama.

In almost every drama. the woman is the weak

character either as an instrument of revenge as in !ga;:r.urten?)l
or the cause of revenge as Frances ca. in Francesca da Rirhi:ai.
Revenge in Arnaldo da Bresica would have be.en delayed and
probably not realized if Ostasio 1 s wife had been discreet.
In Niccolini 1 s Beatrice Cenci one finds a version of
Shelley's Cenci and in it a different·treatment of women.
This play is exceedingly interesting in its similarity to the
English dramatist's and is one of the few instances in which
the Italian has been pictured as a pure Italian instead of
a French-Italian, or, an English-Italian as the case mlght
be.

The villain, and Italian duke, committed cold-blooded

deeds to satisfy his love of the horrible and many times based
his revenge upon petty foundations.

So complete is his

villainy that he kills his son, because of disobedience artd
gives a banquet at which the flesh o:f his son is served.
The character portrayal of the women shows them
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weak - but this time weak from oppression.

As if to define

clearly woman's place in life as well as in drama, Niccolini
gives Beatrice and her mother beauty and strength.asfound
in the gentle domestic ladies in their own realm; the home
and its surroundings and not in the affairs of court.· Few
characters in drama are more beautiful·and inspire more
·sympathy than does Beatriceof the Cenci family.

The pity

aroused by the suffering of the Cenci family is intense and
the intensity is prolonged, even augumented, by the helplessof the fe.mily when they seek and obtain revenge against
the duke.

To 'finally have them suffer death in pa,yment of

the life they took, and a life the state intended to take
seems unjust and stimulates more sympathy for the helpless
victims.
The style of the play is

si~iliar

to Pellicle's

in that there are tender and pathetic passages between
Beatrice and her younger brother.
upon a play

fille~

The infh+en.ce of romance

with horrible deeds tends to increase

the horror and strengthen pity.

Niccolini used parts of

Shelley's plot and Pellicio 1 s style.

The two combined make

a powerful tragedy which emphasized revenge.

Further

discussion of th:i.s theme will be found under the treatment
of Shelley's Cenci.

Since it is not currently translated

from Italian it is difficult to select quotations from a
free translation such as I was able to procure.

A discussion of the eighteenth century may be dra?m·
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from the tragedies reviewed 1n the earlier part of this chapter.
When one studies the drama of this century one will be impressed
by many outstanding figures in the realm of tragedy.

This was

a century of political struggle and it can not be doubted that
the revenge tragedy reveals evidence of that struggle by
means of plots concerning the cause of liberty.
of the writers in this c01mtTy did more to

The patriotism

fu1~ther

of freedom than did any other literary attempt.

the issue

The absolute'

lack of affect at ion is sho'\m in the majority of these plays
as often as the spirit of liberty is revealed.

The literature

of most cormtries is always on the side of freedom, and men
of letters are partisans of liberty.

Thus even the literature

of the nineteenth century, after its opening decade,
po\Verful liberating force.

wa~

a

The spirit of patriotism and

1 iberty, together with the growing spirit of r.ealism and
romance, has given excellent cllaracterizat lon to the Italian
of that time.
In Gabriele d 1 Annunzio, we find a man whose face is
turned toward the dawn of democracy and political equn,lity,
economic development and international community, but also
backward to the sunset of medieval Rome and the gorgeous
pageant of the Rennaissance.
La Pisanella On la Mort Parfumeeis an example of·
passions and blood enacted in a setting of the Retiaissance.
~1ich

shows d'Annunzio's views concerning

romanti~ism.

A

beautiful slave is brought from the Orient and taken by the

4-9.

Prince of Cyprus as his destined bride.

To keep her safe

from the world she is placed within a convent.

So wonderful.

is this slave that when the king her-us about her he determines
to have her.

Instead of allowing Lisson to enjoy this

found treasure he challanges him to :). duel.

n~w

The son has rio-

desire to quarrel with his father and endeavors to evade t.he
challenge.

Finally, jealousy becomes so intense that the

duel is welcomed.

In spite of the king 1 s age he is successful

in killing his young opponent.

The young slave girl is grief-

stricken but plans her revenge; the queen becomes jealous of
the king 1 s new plaything and contemplates an act of blood
against her.

The slave suffers from a "sweet act of vengeance"

for her death comes from being sm?thered to death .in a bed
of roses to the sound of exquisite music.
This La Pisanella is a spectacle of blood, lust, and
lasciviousness and is full of terror.

The mad profusion of

materi.g,l and emotion that rendered this play.so popular in
Italy made its appeal to the realist·and to .the romantist.
The queen is a sinister character, little individualized and
'

apparently an almost mechanical device to bring about the
strange

murde~.

Here again we find the woman in the elrama in

Italy, only a force for evil deeds, either actually committing
them or being the power of motiviation to inspire them.

The

novel means of revenge . is truly romantic and the scenes between ·
the king and the prince are evidences of the Italian quality
of satirical politeness to cover a writhing heart.

The duel
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is an exhibition of controlled hate and conquered native
impetousity.

Revenge in this tragedy is caused by the

jealousy of the queen and its method is one that has required
forethought.
Another tragedy of revenge motivated by jealousy is
The

D~

of

~

Autumn Sunset by the same author.

The

Dogaressa of Venice, Gardeniga, loves, with a torment of
,desire a young man, for whose sake she has poisoned her
husband and whom she hopes to hold by the lure of her ·supermaturity and her experience in amourous mat·ters.

He falls

in love with the young and lovely courtesan, Pantea, adored
by a:.ll the men of Venice, whose supreme beauty seems to be
the incarnation of the desirable and the desired.

The

Dogaressa is to T;1 by the remembrances of the pleasure she
has lost and she lusts for her lover with unbeara.ble inte11sity.
She plans Pantea's death and calls in a powerful sorceress to
help her, and before the'ir plans have completely matured Pantea
is in her greatest triumph.
of the galley,

11

Pantea appears naked on the prow

Bucentaur 11 , on which· she is journeying to

delight the eyes of Venice.

Due to the sorceress, the ship, .

carrying this prize, catches on fi.re, and all at·bempts to
save her are impossible.

The Dogaressa 1 s vengeance is more

complete than she has planned, for it is not only Pantea who
perishes, but also the youth whom she loves.
Such a play illustrates the intense love of the
Italian people for individual rights and as an exponent of
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this view there is none better than d'Annunzio.

In his

tragedies one feels the lessening of the most horrible means
of revenge brought about through political and religious
prejudices a.nd a mellowing of brutal tortures.

In hie

tragedies may also be found the stepping stone from tragic
revenge plots without the element of affectation to a
revenge tragedy motivated almost solely for a man's love for
a woman or a woman's for a man.

In this d'Annunzio shows

the influence of French drama.

The description of Pantea

on the prow of the ship, the lamentations of the

Dog~ressa·

on the loss of her lover become exquisite lyric passages
and save the descriptions from a French flavor by the qua.irit
ph;raseology of this Italian poet of the people.
Speaking of French influences, the play of Fedta
is a revamping of the well-known theme of the Hippolytus of
Euripides, also worked over by Racine.

D1 Annunzio 1 s redra

is not the innocent wife of Euripides seduced by her own
weakness and the machinations of her nurse, nor yet the grande
amoureuse of Racine, victim of the wrath of Venus.
agairt the personification of the eternal harlot.

She is
The desire

kindled in her by the youth of Hippolytus is coarse and
fleshy.

This part of the tragedy is purely sensual and

perhaps in using the French as a model, d 1 Annunzio has given
undue emphasis.

The lies a.nd vengeance against the youth are.

not as fine as in the Greek model, nor as human as those in

.;,

\

the French pattern but surely it is a perfect picture of a

')
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thwarted Latin woman who has found no fi.re to kindle her

Italian heart that it is found here.

The French.· would end

its tragedy with the cold death of Phaedra at the hand of
the king as would the Greek, but

beca~se

Italian emotions

are more intense, warmer and more subtle, d'Annunzio is
able to add such an ending.
Parisina is also anot11er of his revenge lyrics and
has been set to music by Mascagni.

The play is built around

a pilgrimage to Loreto and is full of prayers and liturgical
chants thus giving an insight upon the religious life of the
Italians.

'

Parisina dei Malatesti married against her will

to Nicholas 11 of Ferrara, at first hates her step-son,Ugo,

!

I
·.l

I

I
i

but later comes to love him.
Loreto with Ugo as an escort.

She makes a pilgrimage to
When the sanctuary is attacked

by Saracen, his enemies, Ugo defends it and also his young

r
step-mother.

He is victorious but is wounded in combat.

Pa.risina cares for him and their love is brought to a
cunsuma.tion.

They are betrayed and by the order of the

tyrant, Nicholas 11 are executed.

The scene of execution

is the artistic heart of the play, Parisina's death being
especially pathetic.

The play was evidently written with

the intent of showing the complete supremacy of the individual
by rules of royalty and heartless tyrants.
about to be executed she says,

11

When Parisina is

0ne must die to live," thus

illustrating the point of complete domination of the rule of
tyrants over individual J,ives.

Here again we see d'Annunzio's

political turn of mind when he softens the revenge of a
husband and king by causing the jealous'Nicholas, after
his strong fit of jealousy has passed, to spend time in
remorseful dreams.
One more play of d'Annunzio's will close the
discussion of his revenge tragedies.

In the Honeysuckle

two names spring into one's mind as he watches the
heroine 1 s act ions -

they are Electra. and Hamlet.

Aude,

the heroine, like those unhappy creatures, is the instrument
of revenge on the murderer of her father, who has married

..

her mother.

Like Electra, she is actuated by the burning

fire of revenge; like Hamlet she is given to melancholy and
brooding.

The revenge is finally obtained by the use of

a sword in her own hands.

In this tragedy he has followed·

more ciliosely the Greek model and his phraseology fits that
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polished Greek style.

l

1
·I
'~

In d'Annunzio, the drama in Italy had a masterful

l

leader for he was a romancer, dramatist, poet and politician.

1

d'Annunzio 1 s worship of power and hatred of weakness is
seen many times in his tragedies.

In the beginning of the

present discussion of this draJllat ist mention was made that
d'Annunzio 1 s vision was backward in the centuries to the
reign of romance.

The Italian of those centuries he· almost

flawlessly models but when fashioning a contemporary Italian
he does not visualize his differences with the Italian of
the Renaissance.

He is most valuable then in Italian drama

for his embodiment of the Renaissance Italian rather than
the present economic humanitarian, scientific, materialistic
man.

In hi's work is found the transition from the bare

poli t ica.l drama to one enriched by the emotions of human
affection.

The transition may best be summed up .by the

qualities of d'Annunzio as a dra.matist.

Among those

qualities aiding most in the evolution are an unvarying
virtuousity of style, a vivid pictorial imaginationr a keen
eye for actuality, a sense of sublime tragedy and the whole
darker side of human nature and experience, an ability to
construct effective detached situations.

11

Iri these qualities

of style and creation of aesthetic understanding d 1 Annunzio
is the greatest contributor to the revenge theme in drama in
the nineteenth century. 11

1

One may say that he is the

medium through which the patrician Italian of the cities is ...
1
MacClintock, "The Contemporary Drama of Italy."
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seen, and that Verga is the expression of the plebian
Italian of the province, town a.nd hRmlet.
It ls Verga who writes a faithful literary chronicle
of the inner n.nd intimate life of Southern Italy~

Even

the ·title of his best tragedy, one of revenge, speaks of
his provincialism, The Rustic Chivalry.

The action occurs

in a tiny village near Catania in Sicily.

Turiddu,

constripted, having served his two years in the army,returns
·~

to find his promised wife, Lola, has forgotten him and,

1

1¥
l

tr

t

·.t
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l
1

I

I
I
t

expert in coquetry, has married the carter,.Alfio.
reve~ge

against her results in harming

hi~self.

Hd.s

He marries

an orphan girl of the village, Santuzza, and betrays her.
Lola, jealous, receives him again as her lover and he deserts
Santuzza.

She, about to give birth to achild, begs hlm to

return to her but he goes off with Lola.

The girl, mad with

jealousy, hastens to tell the carter of the relation of
his wife with Turiddu.

A barbarous duei with knives follows

and Turiddu is killed.

Here are the actions of the provincial

people returning revenge.

The tragedy is filled with idioms

•\
'•

and sayings from the lipo of the peasantry.

It was a hobby

1I

of Verga's to collect homely and popular proverbs believi.ng

I

that they conferred a distinctive flavor to the literature

I

of the country.

..

,_

>
l

•j

I

I

Se.ntuzza is typically a country girl filled

with the unpolished yet sterling marble that is blazed with
fire and shines with a bright luster in the rough as it
does in the highly polished speciman of the same stone.

-

I

!

The
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fickleness of the Latin heart· is sho'm in the lustful
Italian whose energies have not been diverted into artistic
channels.

The deed of revenge is colorful because of the

bloods it mingles.

l

I
I

Turiddu, the self-seeking man who·

disregards moral laws and is justly repaid, in having used
an innocent giri to obtain revenge against his former

f

sweetheart, has to die by the husband of. tha.t woman,

]

Santuzza realizes not only·the death of her hated betrayer

I
t

J

but also the misery of the woman he loved, her rival.
Those who are acquainted with Rustic Chive.lry a.s

l

an opera, where it is somewhat burdened and tamed by Mascagni 1 s

t

music can scarcely imagine the reality or brutality of the

~·

i\

t

I

tragedy.

:t

are men and women of the fierce Scilian countryside, wearing

1
,;

;

.I

This Lola and Santuzza, this Turiddu and Alfio,

•f.

the clothes, speaking the language of rude peasants, torn
by their passions, hungry with their cravings, blind with
their superstitions.
with its intensity.

They have the sense of love tha.t kills
These dull witted peasants are in the

~:~

grasp of a power greater than themselves, they are but pawns

~

in the terrible game of life, condemned by destiny to un-

1

happiness, controlled by their desires and lusts, and in the
end they are submerged and vanquished.

"Verga, as the creator

of these persons has entered into ·the life of the

peasants~

has adopted their speech, thought their thoughts, and has
become for the time being, the person he is

···..

.

presenting~"

1

1MacClintock, "Contemporary Drama in Italy."

,

l
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Verga is a Neapolitan and works to unhold their aims in his

:1

drama.

He has endeavored to give them a local drama by

presenting on the stage faithful reproductions o£ life,
activities, and feelings of contemporary

Naples~

The Camorra,

the lottery, the cafe, the people of the streets, the crab
vender, the monkey grinder, and even the scholding woman·
have lived and spoken in his drama.

In Rustic Chivalry

provincialism is shown in the lives of especially typical
characters and through this revenge tragedy much knowledge
is gained from their words and actions and in them is the
personification of the plebian Italian, especially of the
southern part of Italy.

Verga may have missed some of the

sunshine and poetry of the native but he has painted crime,
murder, and realistic life in colors that
imitation.
violent.

a~e

far from

He shows·men ignorant, superstitious, even
Life in their world is a pitiless struggle for

existance, survival is achieved only by war and the knife.
Sometimes his plays reek with lust, murder and incest showing that he has preferred to look into the shade rather than
the light.

He has selected to project upon the lurid back-

ground of his plays the unforgetable dark and menacing figures
searched in their own consciousness of blank reality.

In these

portrayals Verga has given provincial characters in a strong
yet realistic scene of revenge, and for this he is most
remembered.
Although Sem Benelli is modern in chronological time

]
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he is certainly an anachronism in his style and philosophy.
In 1922 he gave us Ali (Wings). Lucia has lost his wife, Anna,
in whose death he cannot believe. To his skeptical friend he
confides the strange thoughts that have come from the land of

',";

souls. His wife 1 s people dislil:.e him because he is an Italian

.['

and an artist. He dislikes his mother for he cannot forgive
the fact that her career has been overshadowed by illicit love.

1

l
,

In trying to relieve his grief in sexual attraction and
indulgence, Lucia enters into a liacon with Marta, a woman of
questionable reputation. After his little son is killed,. in
an explosion of a convent school by radicals, Lucia leaves
Marta and returns to his mother's home. Uarta, loving not
only his flesh but his soul, follows him. On returning from
a walk in the hills Lucia finds the two women he hates moE-.t
conversing together about their great trouble, th0 loss of
Lucia's love. They harden his soul and force him to these
harsh words to Marta,
11

I was merely. smitten with your flesh, your
beauty-each time I had you you bel1t more
to my desire - I fled - to have continued to
live with you I'd have to dj.e infaJl10UElly or
curse you ~ithout ceasing. And you (to his
mother) have ruined me, I suffer because of
you, your brand is deep within me. 11

Marta, maddened with rage, draws a revolver from h~r
bag and shoots him, thus realizing revenge upon the man she
loved but who would not return that love in any other form
than the lowest form known to human nature. The Italian, in
Lucia is surely reasonable and impulsive and certainly un-
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hampered by conventional laws. Certainly few heroes of other

I

nations would dare to say this to their mother, "You're no

l
;
I

!
l

!

longer a mother to me, you're a woman.«
Neither the style nor the plot is remarkable and is
mentioned only because it is

a,

recent production in this

field. It is sincerely hoped that other contemporary attempts
may be more successful.
The discussion of Italian revenge tragedy may be
brought to a close by the following

conclusion~

"In the first

place there has never been in Italy a.s there was· in England
in the Sixteenth century, and in France in the seventeenth
century a period of dramatic floresence. 11 1 There is not a
single name in all of Italy to place near the names of
Shakespeare, Marlowe, or Jonson in greatness as a. dramatist
of style or plot but surely in the reflection of the people
through tragedy, and especially by means of the revenge theme,
Italy may stand on the heights of achievement and cs.ll as her
champions Alfieri, d 1 Annunzio and Verga.•
A truly national and gre:Jt drama results only when.an
artist takes hold of the drama of the people; ·when he uses its
crude but genuine elements---elevateo them into the sphere of
art, and organizes them into a. thing of beauty, style, and
distinction, and turns folk literature into drama without
depriving it of

~ts

native popular qualities. Alfieri is the

fountain head of thh; inspiration in Italy. The dramat ist.s
who followed him found lasting inspiration in his characters.
1 }f.acClintock - Contemporary Drama of Italy.·
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To his characters, products of a brain, a heart has been given
by those who use tragedy a}:; a medium for expression s:tnce his
time.
Revenge tra.gedy finds uue for poetry because all

I

j

I

!

!
'

l

such tragedy is found written in this style; it is the true
means of expresging the Italian heart.

11

Il populo" has always

been very fond of the theatre and found in it a vehicle of
self expression because romantic tragedy came from the head
and the heart in poetic form and this form has long been loved
by the Italian people. Italy finds in her tragedy of revenge,
living manisfestations of interest, and the thinking of the
society

~1ich

produces and enjoys it. To know the political,

social, religious, and artistic currents that he.ve

s\·~:ayed

Italy during the last five centuries is to know the life of
ItD..lian drama. To follow the political strugr:le is to follow
the growth of the thought-life after its partial se)aration
from the church and these reflections may be found in Alfieri,
Niccolini and Pellicio 1 s tragedies of revenge. Under d'Annunzio 1 s
and Verga's pen in portraying the revenge theme, is found the
liberation of thought from the church in its

la~est

development.

In their tragedies we notice that the modern Italian has gained
an independence and freedom undreamed of in Anglo-Saxon communities or in literature in which
so vigorously regulated by

~1ublic

t~1inking

and conduct are

opinion that the power· to

think and to will has been sacrificed to the intangible but
powerful monster, public opinion. We see the Italian guided

61.

by untrammled reason and impulse through situations in which
an Englishman would follow the dictates of good.form. An example of reason and impulse is in Verga's Rustic Chivalry
and Sem Benelli's Wings. Italian revenge

a~

we have seen it

is realistic, reaeonable and impulsive. Almost always are
these three qualities found together in the tragedy of this.
country.
It is most interesting to notlce the place of woman
in the Italian revenge tragedy--a place of evil or a stimulus
of evil. Almost never in this type of play does woman appear
a noble character; Electra is an exception and the only one
I have found in the study of the place of woman in the revenge
theme that is not in the role of a sinister woman.

!t has

been a horror to the Italians, even of contemporary times, to
see women taking part in the business and political matters
of the world, and the dramatist in revenge tragedy is doing
his part to place woman in the role of the weaker sex, as a

II'

helpmate, and goal of ambition and lust for man.

!

who writes of Lucretia Borgia adheres to the Italian rule

I

and places her in the dynamic role of a horribly evil woman.

!

I

Even Huge,

Francesca is the sweetest woman of the Italian revenge plots
in tragedy and yet she is the stimulus for hatred and blood•
shed.
The Italian tyranny so hated by statesmen is well
drawn by the patriotic dramatist and in those tragedies one
feels that the revenge against these selfish terrible

m~n.of

.';

'
j
i

'
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,
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the state is a revenge from the

'

h~arts

.., .,.,..

;,,

..

of "il populo" as

well as of the patrician statesman.
One may be secure in sayinff that Italian drama and
especially revenge tragedy is found to reflect the people
more closely than does
nation.

~he

same kind of tragedy of any other

To read the dramas discussed here is to know the

inhabitant of both city and town, to visualize him and even
enter his introspective life.
Italian revenge tragedy is not only valuable for the
characteristics concerning its people but also for·the
pattern of style and theme given to other countries. While it
is true that contemporary dramatists, such as d'Annunzlo,
have copied the French drama, the Italian drama exerted much
influence on the French revenge ·tragedy.
Fortunately for Italy the seed for the growth of
national drama had been planted by Seneca.

It remained for

her first dramatists to assume the role of gardeners and carefully cultivate and enrich the ground so that the seed might
grow.

This they endeavored to do by using classical themes

as a means to that end.

After the plant had been staxted it

became the work of the later dramatists to prune and caxe
for it by discarding the worthless branches of sensual immorality and structural machinery such as the unities that
proved a hindrance.

Alfieri seems to have been the master.

gardener, for certainly the true Italian drama and especially
the revenge drama grew under his careful supervision. This.
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plant grew so strong tha.t it was able to be transplanted
into the soils of Spain, France, England and Germany and
under different climatic comidtions a change occured and
the original species was influenced by the treatment of
the new keepers as well as by the new soil.

·..

; :·i~./
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FRElJCH TRAG·EDY

r
French
French drama, as we know it today, began in the
sixteenth century.

It did not spring from a national embryo

but from one influenced by the mixed strains of Italy and
Spain.

The drama of this period scarcely reached the plane

of mediocrity as far as native influences tended to make
dramatic art distinctively French.

Its only notability is

in its reflect ion of the Italian spil'i t which introduced
subjects borrowed from antiquity.

In France the classical

drama was naturalized; the process, however, covered a long
period of time and required earnest effort.
The origin of the drama in France was in the church.
In the fourth century the priests wrote plays based on Greek
models, although sometimes they were Christian in theme.
From the tenth century the church developed dramatic l'epresentation
of the Scriptures with increasing scenic effect.

The twelfth

century had no outstanding movement; the thirteenth century he.d
the crusades for dramatic inspiration; the fourteenth century,
torn by the horrors of the English wars, by pestilence, and by
roving bands of desperate men developed a religious drama that
showed a certain aspiration, and this aspiration found its
'•.

main expression in the miracle and mystery plats; the fifteenth

l
)

~

drama from Italy.

t

1
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Since the sixteenth century marks the beginning of
real French drama, and especially of the revenge tragedy, it
may be well to sketch briefly the historical backgroUnd of
the introductory period in the primary development of
classical drama in France.

Francis 1 came to the throne

in 1515, and under him the royal power reached the highest
point of concentration that it had yet obtained.

The nobles

were no longer independent, and while they, with the clergy
and the third estate, were represented in the States General,
as a matter of fact, that assembly was called together so
infrequently that it had almost no opportunity even to try
to check the will of the sovereign.

The change from feudal

life, in which every baron lived by himself with his own
retinue about him, to a condition in which such armed
independence was neither necessary nor allowed, produced an
alteration in the social life.

Francis established a. court,

gathering about him the nobility with their wives and daughters,
and all t.he men of 11 terary and artistic abi1i ty throughout
the kingdom.

11

He was most anxious to quicken a,nd keep the

Spirit of the Rennaissance; due to this fact, writers,
architects, and artists knew that his regard might be counted
upon for material support in all their activities."

Henry 11

succeeded his father, Fra.ncis 1, and the le,tter half of the
sixteenth century was given over to the most horrible of
dissensions on the most debatable of subjects, religion.
wife of Henry 11 was none other than Catherine de Medici,

.
I.

.
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whose Italian sympathies were, of course, with the Catholics.

1

Her son, Francis 11, husband of Mary Queen of Soots, died

J

j

after only a year's reign, and Catherine was regent during

i

'!

the minority of her next son, Charles lX.

She chose for her

adviser Michel de l'Hopital, a Catholic of broad inind, but
even his strength was unable to prevent the friction between
the old party and the new.

A civil war broke out, the most

awful event of which was the massacre of the Protestants on
St. Bartholomew's Day, a Slaughter which filled Charles'
dying moments with remorse.

Henry of Navarre with his

diplomacy encouraged commerce, agriculture and industry.
He also threw off the influence of the Italian family of
!,

.:

.;

Guises.

Then came Louis, merely a child,

whos~

policy of

government was placed in the hands of the queen-regent, lAarie
de Medici.

Her policy soon turned France into a veritable

hunting ground for foreign grafters and greedy Frenchmen.
ended the political history of the

centur~

So

that gave to the

world the first achievements of French drama.
From this survey of historical evenis it may be
plainly seen that literature would prosper under the generous
tutelage of Francis 1.

The concentration of social life in

the court created a nucleus for literary endeavor and
appreciation.

11

The Reformation and the Renaissance cut deed

impressions into the literature of the sixteenth century;
certainly seeds were sown then that were to bear remarkable
fruitage in the centuries to oome. 11 1 No one would doubt' that
1 Smith - The Spirit of French Letters.
·
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the French language in its present form and French literature
in its modern aspects began under Francis 1.
"The first recorded French drama is Celopatre
Captive written by Uodelle in 1552. 111

From accounts of this

tragedy, one learns that the style is classical after a
clumsy fashion; the manner is purely that of Seneca, for it
has been provided with a ghost and a chorus.

The ghost .is

used as an instrument of revenge and the chorus recounts the
vengeful deeds.

The action does not move smoothly nor rapidly

but the first evidences of revenge may be seen in this
incoherent tangle of choruses and speeches.
·Then, as the results of the Reformation bega..n to be
a vital force in the lives of Frenchmen, the revenge.tra.gedy
began its long period of development.

The first

drama .

l~evenge

was one of Biblical theme and revealed the Calvinistic
tendencies of the times.

It was not until twenty-eight years

after the above mentioned drama that the first revenge tragedy
. ·.;

Cain.l. by T. Le Coq, was written.

This publication was an

ambitious effort and an excellent foundation upon which this
particular type of drame could be built,

The modern period,

having the most clearly defined tragedy of revenge, is the
one upon which this discussion will be based.
·.'

I
~

The history of modern French drama really dates fro1n
the first performance of The Cid

by Pierte

Corneille~

He

turned to Spanish drama, then at its highest point., and from
1

Library of the Worlds best Literattire,Vol.~lll .
.. .
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Guillen de Castro • s First ExJ2loi ts of the Cid

he adapted

·i

j

j

his plot as well as scenes to the simplicity of the Fren6h

j

r

stage.
Chim~ne,

the heroine, has two suitors and her father

looks with :favor upon Rodrique, whose suit she also favors.
Unfortunately the course of true love is not smooth because
the king chooses as his son's

gove~nor

Don Diego, Roderique 1 s

father, instead of Don Gomez, Chin•ene 1 s father, and the
disappointed Count quarrels with his former friend and strikes
him.
Count de Gomez:
Don:
Count:
Don:
Count:
Don:
Count:
Don:
Count:
Don:
Count:
Don:
Count:

You have carried off the prize that I
deserved.
He who won the prize deserved it most.
He who can use it best is most worthy of it.
To be refused is not a good sign of worthiness.
You are an old courtier and won it by intrigue.
The bTilliancy of my noble deeds was my only
advocate.
·
Let us rather say that the king pays honor to
your age.
He is more in the habit of honoring courage.
For which reason the honor was all the more
due to me.
He who failed to receive it did not deserve it.
Did I not deserve it? It
You.
Your impudence, rash old man, should ho..ve its
reward.
(He strikes him in the face)

Don Diego is too old to avenge the insult personally,
and Roderique finds himself in the position to vindic::1te his
father's honor upon the father of the girl he loves.
course of a long soliloquy Rodrique says,
"What bitter conflict do I feel!
My love strives against my honor.
I must avenge my father and lose my lady love.
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The one thought stirs my heart, the other restrains
my arm.
Reduced to the sad choice of betraying my love
Or living in infamy, my lot is made
As wretched by one decision as by the other.
Oh, Heaven, how strange a difficulty confronts me?
Must I let an insult pass unpunished?
Must I punish Chim~ne's father?"
and thus continues Rodrique's reasoning.

Finally he comes

to the conclusion that in either case he will lose Chimene
for she will despise him if he fails to avenge the slight
put upon the honor of his house, and hate him if he enters
into combat with her father.
"Let us hasten to vengea.nce. 11

His decision made, he cries,
This line is full of suggestion

for it forshadows the hero's purpose, and connotes a wide
field of possibilities.

Even the solicitations of the king

fail to persuade Don Gomez to apologize for the insult he
has inflicted upon the former friend, and a quarrel between
him and Rodrique is a necessary consequence.

In the duel

that follows Rodrique kills his sweetheart's father.
Chim~ne

demands vengeance from the King, even to Rodrlque•s

head, for her struggle is between love and what she considers
her duty.

From this point the tragedy becomes purely French.

li

The climas itself is French; in a wonderful scene of emotional

i

power Roderique begs

l

has slain her father.

l

lI

Chim~ne

to kill him with the sword that

Chim~ne's

love can not make this

I

i

Spartan sacrifice to vengenace, but she declares her purpose
to Roderique to be:
"To support my self-respect and end my misery
To pursue him, to destroy him--and then to die after him."

70

To this Roderique answers:
"Farewell, I go to drag out a miserable life
Unt i 1 such t irne as your pursuit sl1a.ll deprive me of .it. 11
Roderique is urged by his father to make his death glorious by
falling in defense of his people and king.

He determines to

lead a band against ·the Moors who had boldly approached the
City.

His victorious defeat of the invaders, his duel which

resulted in killing Don Sanche, his rival, and his marriage·
of

Chim~ne

are truly French romance.

They show Corneille 1 s

belief of subordinating love to some general conception of
duty or honor.
Revenge is the sole motivation of the drama, Le..Jll.£!.,
and love its the· secondary theme.

11

Sainte-Beuve cs. lls the

decline in action of LeCid the finest specimen of French
romance." 1

Surely no one would disagree with him," the master
mind of the period!" 2 The plot of the tragedy up to the
climax is one that reflects Spanish influence; the revenge
for the sake of family honor is purely an adaptat.ion of the
Spanish ethics as the foreigner knows them.

The drama Le.Cid.
.
-

is known because of its adherence to classicism, but in this
discussion its worth is not the action or effects of the play
as such, and it reflects the French characteristics.

The

entire atmosphere of the play bespeaks the vigor and dash of
the warlike age of Richelieu.

These

~ualities,

combin~d

with

.!

J

the turgid and romanesque influence and the complicated plots
of Spanish drama, make the beginning of modern French O.rama
~Croce, "European Literature in the Nineteenth Century.".
Brandes, Georg--Main Currents of European Lit., page307.
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of interest as well as serving for a beacon light of
inspiration to contemporaries and even to dramatists of
the following centuries.
"Almost contemporary with Corneille was Jean Racine,
a man of court position and one.who had been a pupil at Port
Royal."

His style is lwninous, his thought inspiring, his

technique exact according to clasBical rules.
The first tragedy of his that brings contributions to
this discussion is Phaedra, a strictly classical production
in theme and m1ity.

Phaedra, wife of Theseus, is deepiy in

love with his son,' Hippolytus.

The youth loves Aricia, a

captive Princess of royal blood of Athens.

Theseus has been

away for along period and during that time Hippolytus has
been musing with

hims~lf

over his love for Aricia.

The

indefiniteness of his father's extended absence causes
Hippolytus to make an expedition to search for him.

As plans

for the voyage are nearing completion,, Hippolytus tells Arioia
of his affection for her.
11

You see before you an unhappy instance
Of hasty pride, a prince who claims compassion.
I, who, so long an enemy of love,
Mocked at his fetters and despised his ca~r:-!·Jvef'-1,
Who pitying poor mortals that were ship-wrecked,
It seeming safety viewed the storms from land.
Now find myself to the same fate exposed,
Toss's to and fro upon a sea of troubles!"

Just as this plea to Aricia is ended, Phaedra demands
an audience of Hippolytus, and during this interview she pours
out her love in impassioned vows to him and he is bvercome,
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for he sincerely hates his step-mother and has avoided her
since she came to live in the palace.

An announcement of

the king's death is made and Phaedra offers the crown to
Hippolytus who refuses it.

After having made such an

emotional expression of her love for the young prince,
Phaedra is beside herself when the kine; appears, his death
having been merely a rumor.

Aenone, Phaedra's maid, cunningly

plots to cast all guilt and shame from herself and mistress
by exposing Hippolytus to suspicion.

The thought tha:t his.

son is traitorous almost maddens Theseus and as Hippolytus
enters he cries to him:
"Traitor, how dare you show yourself before me?
.After your brutal lust.
Scorn 1 d even to respect my marriage bed,
You venture--you, my hated foe--to come
Into m~ presence, here where all is full
Of your foul infamy, instead of seeking
Some unknown land that never heard thy :name.
Flyt traitor,fly1 Stay not to tempt the wrath
That I can scarce restrain or brave my hatred."
And then he prays to Neptune:
"The time is come,
I ask thee now. Avenge a wretched father •
.I leave this traitor to thy wrath, in blood
Quench his outrageous fires, and by thy fury
Theseus will estimate the favor towards him. 11
Hippolytus knows that he would be pardoned if he
told the truth, but defending his father's honor, he conceals
it.

His father banishes him and according to his prayer a

yellow monster comes out of the sea and kills him.

The

king realizes the vengeance brought about by the gods to
punish a vicious temper •

.Q

'~

Phaedr~,
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having poisoned herself,

confesses to the king, and Theseus is grief stricken over
the loss of his son and crazed by the infidelity of his
wife.

Theseus then carries out the dying wish of his

innocent son and takes Aricia to be his daughter.
Even with the classical setting and supernatural
machine which brings about revenge, the play is predoniina.teiy
French.

The idea of French justice that most of the people

wished and hoped for is distinctly shown in the completeness
of revenge.

11

0ne has only to recall the political situation

to know that Racine probably had another idea when he wrote
this tragedy than that of merely.pleasing an audience. in
a dramatic way.ul

The vengeance prayed for an granted

against the innocent Hippolytus, was the same kind of
punishment given to offenders of the law when that law did
not halt long

eno~gh

in its course to reason.

Hippolytus

was killed by a monster of Neptune to avenge the supposed
wrong committed against his father.

Phaedra confessed her

guilt a.nd died to compensate for the death of Hippolytus.
Last of all, Theseus was overcome with grief as a punishment
for his hasty decision in calling for retaliation against
his son.

This is certainly the dealing of just punishments

to everyone concerned, a moralizing of Racine on the old law
that "an act of blood calls for a continuance of blood of
·,

a different color."

And if one. reads this drama with a .

1

I

}'

searching eye for the nationalistic tendencies as shown. in

t

revenge drama one can see the French love of justice, a
'',,.

lcroce, European Literature in the 19th Century.
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cha.ra.cter:istic which was dominant in the century when law
was partial to those of the same religious a..nd political
beliefs as the ministers of it.

This same characteristic

is woven abundantly into the French fabric of National life
and may be seen especially in Hugo's Marion DeLorme, for
it deals with this period in question.
Racine's tragedy of Athaliah, a religious drama,
is an excellent example of the indomitable will and courage
of the French woman who dares to do.

The plot is not

involed and is ample proof that Racine aims at cha,racter
analysis. in aspects of some passion, this time the concomitant
of love, jealousy, and hatred.

Athaliah, a wicked queen,

orders all boy children to be put to death; but Joashua,
an especially chosen chil of God, is saved by his nurse and
brought up in the temple with the high priests.

The

designing queen, believing that all danger of losing power
was past, spends untroubled days until a, disturbing dream
that a young boy was piercing her heart causes her again to
tremble at the

forebodin~

of evil in her reign.

Soon she

visits the temple and upon entering a forbidden precinct,
sees the boy of her dream helping the priests.
she tries to bargain for him.

Unsuccessfully

After fruitless attempts

she resorts to force and surrounds the temple with he1· soldiers.
Entering to make the final bargain, she finds that Joashua,
the son of David, is sitting up<.bn the throne as king.

1

She

listens with surprise to the accusations of the priests.

I
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against her and when they end their declamations she boldly
speaks her prophecy that Joashua will one day become a
traitor to his religion.

The realizing that she was power-

less she says:
IIJehovah, thou hast won!
'Twas here I gave command to have him slain;
He has the mein and features of his sire;
I trace his kinship with the line I hate.
Thus Davis triumphs, Ahab is destroyed.
Relentless God, this is thy work alone,
Well, let him reign, thy care and handiworkl
And, to inaugurate his sovereignity,
Bid him direct this dagger to my heart."
The Levites then lead her to the death that would
end all of her power.

Vengeance is brought against Athaliah

by the priests, instead of by the boy whose life she sought-a vengenace of divine will, executed by ministers of that ·
will, upon a woman who opposed it.

The queen is individual

among the women in the drama of this period; she is dynamic
and powerful in her wickedness in securing power.

Her type

is similar to the Spartan whose courage knew no limit; this
is a transplanted characteristic 0f the Frenchwoman but one
that has taken root vre11. 1 The haughty yet graciously regal
atmosphere created by her never once loses its calor and
inst-ead of despising the protagonist one admires the strength
of character regardless of th€ direction it had developed.
Athaliah is one of the mast powerful of Racine's characters
and is the personification of courage.

This is shown in

the temple scene when she bargained with thepriests for
Joashua, and again the final scene when, in the presence of
l(Bear in mind I speak of the actual intelligent woman
of Fra.ncefrat'Q.er than th e stereotyped fri volQUS woman
1
Known to ore1gners as t1e
true French type.}
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the high priests and armed soldiers, she uttered the prophecy
against Joashua.

It would seem stTange that Racine preferred

women characters when they were so unimportant in dramas of
the French stage, but it is evident that hls strongest
portrayals were women and among them Atha.lia.h is one of the
most convincing.
"The seventeenth century gave to the field of drama
Corneille and Racine, two men v-:hose interpretation of life
through dramatic situations are more than ample for the
productivity of one century."l
The political situation of the eighteenth century
began in France with a series of disasters which made the
end of Louis the Fourteenth's reign ns wretched as the futile
grandeur of its middle ages had been brilliant.

Poverty,

famine, disease, dissatisfaction and death wrought their
endless round of disasters.

The literature of the period

reflected the change of tone of the century.

While there

were writers, they did not write with an emphasie. upon
dramatic literature.

They were absorbed in the prose subjects

of life and, as scholars of tl1at school, Rosseau nnd Voltaire
are representative.

It is true that there wv,s a diversity

of construction that foreshadowed the romantic movement in
the ninteenth century.

The only dramatic output of the

century wa.s witty and amusing, in direct contrast to that
of the preceding period, and of no lasting influence on the
drama.

So without one dramatist to represent this century;
1
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we shall pass to the most productive period of French drama,
the nineteenth century.

It is in this century that we

shall find the finest and greatest reflection of national
traits as revealed in revenge tragedy.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, France
was in no state to encourage or to enjoy literature.
Napoleon was steadying politics, but his methods were
deadening to the creative impulse.
11

Enthusiasts for the

classic" were still turning out correct but dull attempts;

rhymesters were walking decorously an accurately rhythmetical
lines; political essayists were dashing off arguments and
appeals which grew less and less forceful a.s Napolea.n 1 s
autocratic censorship grew more and rnore smothering. Imagina.tion found no play in the wars of the first fifteen years
in the century.

The literary spirit seemed exhaused du1·ing

the reactionary period of Louis XVlll and the period of
absolutism of Charles X. in 1830.

Louis Philippe,

11

the

citizen king," gave the mass of the pe6ple a feeling of
unity, and a Spirit of the Romantic i.:oveJnent was born. Like
Minerva it came fully equipped.
In the years 1802, 03 1 , and

1

05 there were significant

birthdays, - those of Hur;o, Dumas, and Vitet.

These men, born

in the beginning of the romantic movement became staunch
disciples of it.

Ludovic Vitet is the first of these men to

produce with any degree of success.
"

.1

His best contribution to

the revenge tragedy, in the romantic strain, is Lee Etats de
Blois.

No contemporary of that period could present a finer·
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sketch than does Vitet in the manners and ideas of the age
in Les Etats de Blois.

In this play one finds the eye for

detail executed in a minute manner characteristic of the
French people.

The deed of blood is committed with fore-

thought and is calculated exactly as it is to be executed.
The contemplated death of the Duke of Guise is an example.
One

~f

the most powerful scenes is the preparation of the king

for his vengeance against the hated DUke.

apartment and announces,
Monseigneur!"

11

The· king is

'
The King wishes to speak to you,

The Duke rises; takes a little time to fasten

his mantel, which slips off of one shoulder, then off the
other; unconsciously tries to delay his departure-- too
proud not to be ready to go to death, and yet human enough
to hesitate a moment at the fatal threshold.
'

J[

He decides

that he must have another handkerchief as the first is
stained with blood; again one of the conspirators goes, leav.ing the others· anxiously waiting.
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Finally,. he goes into the
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King's chamber.

As he goes out, the door slowly closes and·

a dozen officers thrust their long poniards into his body.
Thus ends the bloody revenge against a political enemy of
the King.

It is accomplished according to the plans of

Henri 111 without the oratory or romanticism of Spain or
even the glamour of the earlier period of such tragedies
in France.

'rhe Italian influence is noticeable in the

execution and planning of the revenge.

The detail of

action is shown in Les Etats de Blois.

He suggested in

the above summary, the description of the Duke waiting to
enter the King's chamber is the finest example of detail
work in the play.

Then, certainly, Vitet is influenced

by E 1 cole Normale, a liberal school in politics and literature, of which he was a member.

One does not have to·read

a great deal between the lines in order to see this.

HVitet

produced his work of poetic-historical tragedy in the early
period of his life; all inspiration burned even lower than
embers and soon after his first period of productivity he
became only a critic of art.ul
Another man who stands in the illwninated clrcle
of valuable achievement is Alexander Dumas, a strs..nge,
wayward, exuberant, half-charlatan romancer of negro ancestry.
11

He was a man of brillia.n spontaneous talen and titanic

constitution, who desplayed the same aptitude for Herculean.
tasks in leterature that his father had done in wa;r. 112
~ MacOlintock - Contemporary Drama of France
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His French-African blood shows in the ardent sensuality of
some of his work.

Dumas not only gives a. reflection of the

Frenchman in his works, bttt he is himself a direct shadow
of his age.
continuin~

Waiting in a romantic age, he begins romantically;
in a commercial age, he continues commercially.

In Antonl he modernized roms,nticism by dressing his
hero in the fashion of 1830, rather than in feudal garb.

There

is warm blood, hulnan nature, wild pasiHon, youthful enthusiasm,
and there are chivalrous instincts in this p6werful impression
of Antony.

After several years of travel, Antony returns to

Paris to find that Adele, the woman he loves is married.

When

he saves her life by risking his own in stopping he:r runaway
horses, the shaft of the carriage pierces his breast and he
is taken to her home.

Adele loves Antony but avoids him.

Later in the course of a journey she takes, she spends the
night in an inn.

Antony surprises her there and takes violent

possession of her.
love him.

In spite of this act, she continues to

The couple go to Paris where their story becomes

well known.

Colonel d 1 Hervey, Adele's husband, returns home

from a journey unexpectedly and Antony implores Adele to
escape with him.

The step of the injured husband is heard

in the ante:room.

The lover draws his dagger and plw1ges it

into Adele's breast.
d'Hervey with the cry:

When fighting to save her honor he meets
11

Elle me resistait, je 1 1 ai assassinee 11 •

This play is the best example in French.revenge
tragedy, which shows the Frenchman when he is ruled by passions
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instead of by his intellect.

George Brandes chooses to call
Antoni£ a romantic fit of hysterics. 1 The fact that Antony
is an illegitimate child and a foundling causes him to feel
the injustice of life and make him a rebel against society;
He says, "Other men have a father, a mother, a brother, arms
which open for them when they are in trouble; I have not so
much as a tombstone upon which I can read my name and weep.
Other men have a country; I have none for I belong to no
family.

One name, your name meant to me everything I

possessed," and of social laws he says,
to them.

11

Why should I submit

Not one among those by whom they were made has

spared me a suffering or done me a service.

I have received

nothing but injustice, and I owe nothing but hatred.

My

unfortunate mother's shame has been branded on my forehead."
The act of violence against Adele, then, is not an act perpetrated against the personality of the woman, but against
the lost happiness.

The duel with d 1 Hervey .is an attempt to

keep Adele's honor clear, and is also a deed of revenge
against the man who has taken his happiness--it is really
an act of vengeance against society.

This attitude does

not surprise since it was probably the feeling of Dumas
because of his blood distinction.
Even with all this passion and fire to stimulate
the play there is a difference between the Spanish hero and
Antony in the manner in which each would have reacted to
the dilemma in Antoni£. Unlike the Spanish hero Antony is
1 Brandes, Georg-- Nineteenth Century Literature
~
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quick in action, provided that that action is

n~cessitated

by

an urgent motive; he is not awake to purely impulsive
actions and he does not emphasize the ego in the protagonist.
In 1835 Halevy's drama, The Jewess attracted wide
attention.

His treatment of the Jew and of the Church in

the revenge theme is of significance.

11 The

story became

popular in drama and in opera; scribes set it to music.u 1
Probably the cause for popular approval found. its st1mulus
not in the theme itself but in the Jew

~10

is, in spite of

all, a Frenchman, at least in his emotional reactions and
his manner of revenge.

In Constage about 1414, Eleazar,

a Jewish goldsmith, lived with his daughter, Recl1a.

The

action begins when Eleazar is arrested because he is at
work on Sunday.

On his way to prison Eleazar meets Cardina,l

Brogny whom he had kno1J\rn in Rome before he had talcen the
holy vows.

Eleazar

thorou~Ily

hates the Oarinal because

that churchman had had his three sons burned at the stake.
How, when he meets him in front of the cathedral he curses
him but the Cardinal forgives him.

Forgiveness is not found

in the goldsmith's heart; he.thinks only of revenge.
love theme then motivates tlle drama..

The

Leopold, the son of

the emperor, nnder the Jewish name of Srurtuel; is carrying
on

~

courtship with Recha,

~1om

he deeply loves, but fearing

his father, he is about to marry the Princess
1

Eudoxia~

Recha,

who loves him, accuses him of treachery and of being in

·I

·\

\~

ij
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j

•

love with a Jewess.
1 upton,

As a punishment the prince is sentenced
The Standard OJ2era!?_~
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to excommunication, and the Jews are thrown into prison.
The sentences are given out by the despised Cardinal.
Eudoxia has Recha brought before her and pleads with her
to save the prince's life by declaring him innocent and,
against her will, Recha consents.

The Cardinal, moved by

Recha 1 s beauty and affection for her father, tries to
persuade her to save herself by accepting the Christian faith,
but Recha refuses to do it, saying that she prefers to die
and retain the faith of her father.

Both are sentenced to

death and Eleazar struggles with the dilemma of a father's
love and the consuming fire of revenge ag?-inst the Cardinal.
Then, with the strength of a stoic, he suppresses his love
for his foster daughter and revenge triumphs.

The manner

of death is most cruel - that of being throvm into a cauldron.
Recha meets death first and as she is cast into the boiling
cauldron Eleaz;ar cries aloud to the Cardinal,
child. 1i

11

Behold thy

Then in the same manner the Jew· is killed.
Steel-like revenge' is seen in the character of

Eleazar, this Jewish. character, who is undeceivably a Frenchman.
The sacrificing of everything even of life itself, for revenge
is that same spirit of sacrifice that the modern Frenchman
displayed during the world war.

The scenes of Recha and

Leopold are., full of warm dazzling romance, truly French.

The

love is that of a hot brand, which burned deeply; the sacrifice
of Recha in her love for Leopold is the quality of which.heat
that quickly consumes all that it· affects.

The revenge, .·

.,
l

!

although warmed by the love of a father, is still a cold,
just act to compensate for the loss of three sons.

In this,

Halevy has given the unusual combination of intense love,
violent hatred, and cruel but justifiable revenge.
Passing now, from the lesser sparks of dramatic
power to the bright flame of true grea.tness, we see the
name of Victor Hugo emblasoned across the hoizon of French
drama.

His light shines with no less radiance in the

specific field of revenge tragedy than it does in the broad
field of drama.

Victor Hugo seems to be the Shakespeare of

France and from his works the national characteristics are
shown in their entire procession.

11

It is not difficult to

detect those char act eri.st ics, whether the drama occurs in
Spain or in Italy; both countries remained vivid in Hugo's ·
memory, from the childhood days spent there."

Visions of

country remained imprinted on his mind but his characters are
full of change and contrast;

for instance, the main color

of the drama is found in its setting, but French ideas and
actions enter in every scene; actions whiuh are executed by
foreign characters who interpret dilemmas of varying intensity
and importance as a Frenchman would hc:we done.

Hugo chose

historical tragedy and in this field he has accomplished tasks
for French literature that would seem beybnd the art of mortals
of that time.

Hugo's style is as grand as his subjects

is majestic and dazzlingly rhetorical.

The tragedies chosen

for discussion here are: Maria.n !Jelorme, Fool 1 s Revenge;.
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Lucretia Borgia, and Hernani.
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These have been chosen for

the reason that the settings differ, with Italy, Spain, and
France as backgounds.

The main character and chantpion of

revenge is sometimes a woman and sometimes a man; and the
period of time in each differs although all are placed·in
the middle centuries,

Volumes have been written concerning

Hugo's work and style so only a brief statement of each is
necessary in this discourse; the vital problem being that
of revenge and national characteristics found in his revenge
tragedies.
Marion Delorme, was his first tragedy d:rama.
are political

referenc~s

of Louis Xlll.

There

hidden under allusions to Richlieu

Marion Delorme, a beautiful mistress, has

hidden herself at Blois in an effort to capture the heart of
a soldier of fortune.

Saverny, . a marquis and a former love:;

follows her in order to effect a reconciliation.

Unsucoess-

ful he leaves her apartment, and Didier, Marion's new lover,
saves him from an attack by robbers.
:

Saverny searches for

his rescuer so .that he may thank him, but when he finds him
in Marion's apartment he becomes jealous and upon learning
that Didier is not a nobleman, he insults him.

Later they

fight a duel and, because of an edict by Richelieu, they are
sentenced to be killed.
taken to prison.

Saverny feigns death and Didier.is

He escapes and in the·company of Marion,

joins a wandering band of players.

They come to the place

of

Marquis de Naugis, uncle of Saverny, who mourns the death of his

nephew.

The opponents of the duel meet again and Saverny

in jealousy gives Didier a picture of Marion a.nd disillusions
him concerning her past life.

Both men are taken prisoners

again.by a spy employed by Richelieu, and pardon then
becomes the ultimate aim of their friends.

In conversation

concerning the matter the king says of Didier, who was a
falconer,
"A duel - But
Yet that seems scarce a hanging matter -- And my right
Of pardon is inviolable--though
I am too lenient, says the Cardinal!
The Cardinal desires their death
Then they shall die."
The jester then by means of humorous words effects the pa.rdon
of the duelists.

A hint of Richelieu 1 s power over Louis Xlll

is given in the lines to the jester after Marion has gone
with the pardons.
•

"Disarmed, dethroned
in this man absorbed, as in
His cloak becomes by shroud:
My people mourn for me as the dead.
I am resolved that those two boys shall not die!
The joy of living is a heavenly [ift.
• • . . . . . . • • Back to their families
I give them; that old man, that fair young girl,
Will bless me. It is said: I've signed it, - I
The king. The Cardinal will be furious."
An(~ fallen:
A ~epulchre!

Evidently the Cardinal is furious enough to cause the king
to retrieve his pardon.

The scaffold is erected and the

execution is so near at hand.
in his litter delays it.

Only the arrival of Richelieu

Marion is still rebuffed by Didier

but in the hour of death, reconciliation

co~es

to the hearts

of Marion and her lover in this speech,
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"The one I love, the one in whom I trust,the one
I venerate is you - is always you - When

Death 1 s near a clear light illuminates all things.
If you deceived me twas excess of love;
And if you fell, have you not truly atoned?
At such a.n hour· the earth is a mere shadow and the
Heart speaks true, at this moment from the height
Of the dread scaffold- and there's na.ught so hie;h
When guiltless souls ascend it - here,
I say to you, Marie, angel of light
Whose luster earch has dimmed, my love, my wife,
In God 1 s name, before whom I shall soon stand, ·
I pardon you."
Then the procession begins; first, the litter; second,
the condemned men; third, the mad crowd.

The execution occurs

and the litter containing the Cardinal moves slowly away as
Marion screams, "Look all of you!

It is the red man who goes

by."
This is a play of revenge against the blackness of
a woman's soul; it is also a revenge of the minister of
government against disobedient subjects; which theme is not
the important one because the revenge of the firBt is :finally
effected by the government.

Saverny, jealous and preposBess-

ing, aims to revenge his lack of favor with Warion by insulting her and killing Didier.

The first mec:ns employed by him

is most effective and he realizes it in Marion's suffering.
In point, then, of plot, Saverny secures his

~evenge;

in

point of morals, society secures it vengeance against one to
whom its laws are of no moment, by killing Marion's lover.
The reconciliation of the lovers occurs and death then ·seems
to add nothing to the drama.

The revenge against Marion was

complete ·for she deeply repented having loved in the fashion
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of a demi-monde.

'
The French hand of justice paid the clients

its full measure in dea.th; the French romance of situation ancl
plot are evident especially toward the close of the play; the
French revenge, planned out, reaches its goal.

Marion, al-

though de classe, is of the same brave constitution as
Racine's Athaliah.

lli

Fool's Revenge contains tha.t same love of justice

that was evident in tl).e summaries giver! earlier in the discussion,
the justice that is found in the code of the covenant ... an eye.
for an eye

~

in this case it is a wife for a wife.

Aside from

this dominating ch?.racteristic there may be found aga,in the premeditated act, rather than the one of impulse, that of Bertucoio's
revenge.

This drama soon became so ,popular tha.t it vm.s seit

to music a.nd is more commonly knovm as La Rigolletto.
Bertuccio, the Duke's jester, confines.FiorJ.elisa,
his daughter, to a solitary life until such time as he can
bring about the revenge of Guido

~4alatesta,

who stole his wife.

Bertuccio explains to her the cause of her close confinement
with her maid, flowers, and music.

He also explains how he

felt when he learned o:f her mother's fate.
"And I was
For years and years, and
If e'er they came -they
That since has shaped my
·Revenge upon his wronger
Revenge in kind; to quit

mad

~.!ihen my wits came backbrought me l~aunting purpose,
life~ - to have revenge!
and her order;
him, wife for wife!"

Bertuccio endeavors to use Maufredi as his tool of
revenge by encouraging him to pursue the Cotmtess, wife
Duke.

of the

He even aids him in carrying away Ginerva, the wife of
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Malatesta.

The mistake is discovered too late that it was

his own daughter who was in danger.

Dell Aquila, in love

with Fiordelisa, tells the Fool of the plan he usedto
save her:
11

The plotted how to lure thee from the house
And in thy absence to surprise her window, •
To keep it secret from thee - not from her.
I swore to save her or lose myself,
So I found a desperate means of speech with her,
And warned her of her danger, .
Placed her, too, in safety. In Malatesta's house."

And to Bertucdio comes the knowledge that he ericouraged the
undoing of his own daughter:
I counselled the undoing
of Malatesta's wife, I stood and watched,
And laughed for joy, and held the ladder for them;
And all the while 1 t was my own innocent child.
She's here ~now- in their clutches
Hrrk!
they laugh,
1 Tis the hyaenas o'er their prey- my childAnd I stand here and cannot lift a hand!"
11

By fool 1 s strategy he attempts to save her.

Fortuna.tely the

jealous Fra.ncesca, the Duke's wife, has returned and is eager
to aid.

She poisons the wine which her husband drinks and

she feels her desire for vengeance satisfied.

Francesca. says,

as she puts in the poison,
bosom friend,
That hast lain so cold, of late against my heart,
As if to whisper, 11 When time comes call for me 1 11 •
"Com~,

Again, pouring the wine:
11 Ea.ch drop's a death!
What matter who she be?
W.nmiFh for me that she usurps the ple.ce the,t
Sho~ld be mine in Galeotto 1 s love. 11
and turning to Bertuccio a.fte:r the 1Nine is sent to her husband,.
but before she is aware of the name of the one who usurps her
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place;
11

Is it heaven or hell that sends this apt occasion?
Galeotto was warned in the sprinr.;time of our loves.
This sacred hand could kill as easy as caress; You
laughed
And took it in your seeupler palms, and said that
Death were pleasant from such white and taper fingers;
Try it now."

The Duke is poisoned and as swords are raised against the
jester, she claims that she committed the act, saying in
answer to the fool who says that the Duke's death must lie
upon his head:

"I take it upon mine!

My father, Giovanni Beutivoglio,
Stands at your gates, .in arms! Let who will question
Francesca Beutivoglio of this deed.

She says that no one but herself can estimate her wrongs, and
11

For those who stand, like him, past reach of justice,
Vengeance takes Justice's sharp sword."

Fiordelisa has not touched the wine and is only exhausecl.

The

fool speaks to Malatesta, who knows of the proposed plot, ana
says,
"Vengeance is hellish! Justice is from hea~e~l
Look, Guido Malatesta, I am he
Whose wife, long years ago, you stole from him!
I am Antonio Bord:i.go!

.....

. .. . . . .

I thirsted for revenge; for tha.t I wrought
Upon the duke to carry off your wife."
While the fool's plot fails to end as it is planned, he avenges
the wrong against the noble class, aided in the destruction
of the Duke, and obtains although not complete satisfaction,
the pleasure of shaming Malatesta.

Bertuccio, realizing that

the revenge he sought is incomplete but wrong, says: ·
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"Vengeance is not man 1 s attribute, but Heaven's
I have usurped it.n
In this drama there is not only revenge for an old wrong but
the vengeance of an unfaithful love as well as retaliation
against the nobles as a class.

There is also pity of the

keenest cost for the fool in the realization that the
complete retaliation for which he had served as a jester
for so many

year~:~,

was not actually accomplished.

There

is also an insight into the love of a father for a daughter,
intensified by the loss of a wife 1 s affection and care.
There is in this drama the warmth of French pathos, and
the coldness of French vengeance softened by justice.
Had Bertuccio been a genuine Italian he would not have
restrained his emotion of hatred but would have

i~nediately

sought requital for his wrongs without planning or without
ma.king that revenge justifiable by giving it the same degree
of intensity as that with which he had been harmed.
Hugo chose Italy and one of its most noted families,
the B'orgias, to present a tragedy of revenge tha.t is known
as one of the best types of this drruna;
Borgia.

it is Lucretia

The element of revenge is so strong and so closely

interwoven that scarcely any of the plot may be excluded from
the discussion.

There is revenge of a husband against the

lover of his wife; the revenge of the injured men whose
families have been treated cruelly by Lucretia; Lucretia's
revenge against those men; and finally, the revenge of the
son against his mother, to avenge the death of his fellows-in~arms.
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Don Alphonso D1 Este, Lucretia's husband, sees Lucretia kiss
Gennaro, a soldier of chance, who lies sleeping upon a
couch,

She kisses him tenderly and as she bends over him,

she says this prayer:
"Oh Heavenl Spa~e me the anguish of ever being
scorned or hated by him, for thou knowest he
is all under heaven that I lovet"
The Duke, watching her, satisfies his suspicions, inquires
concerning the youth, and orders him to be
Fensoana.

brou~1t

to

Lucretia kisses Gennaro again and awakens him,

they walk together and she implores him to speak to her,
but he refuses •. His companions recognize her to be the
famous murderer, and follow the couple to the porch.

When

Gennaro questions Lucretia as to herself she answers, "An
unhappy woman, who loves you purely, truly, holily, 11

Just

then the friends of Gennaro approach to save him and there
is a tense moment.

Introductions begin in this manner:

"Madame, I am Maffie Posini, brother of the
Duke of Gravina, whom you caused to be stabbed in
his dungeon."
"Madame you beheaded Don Francisco Gazella,
maternal uncl~ of Don Alphonse of Arragon, your
third husband, whom you caused to be murdered on
the grand stair case of St. Peter's, I am cousin
of one victim, and eon of the other."
One after another the introductions continue in spite of
Lucretia's entreaties as she falls to her knees:
"No, no, not Have pity! Spare me! Have
compassion though I merit none; but oh, do not
speakt Plunge me into your deepest dungeon,
and proclaim it there! Shriek it among howling
friends - anywhere -but not before Gennarot"
Again·she pleads to have her name spared and begs Gennaro,
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"as thou dost revere thy mother, do not listen."

And then

happy in their torment, the men call the name of Lucretia
Borgia which horrifies Gennaro.

From that moment on

Lucretia determines to have revenge for the unforgi v·able
utterance of her name.
The process of her vengeance is hindered in the
revenge of her husband against Gennaro.

Unconsciously

Lucretia, to the joy of her husband, plans his undoing.

aer

name has been scratched off of its plate on the palace.
Lucretia, enraged, makes her husband promise severest
punishment to the offender.

Speaking to him of the offense

she says,
The criminal shall be made an example of.
It is high tree.son, My Lord. It is fitting that
the head which conceives and the hand that
executes should be forfeited. I will pa.ss
sentence with my own lips. Be this man who he
may - one of your ovm family, and officer. of
your household, even a subject of Venice - swear
by your ducal crown he shall not depart alive!"
11

Then Gennaro is brought in.

All the cunning of

Lucretia can not save him and she is tu1able to speak as the
Duke accuses her,
11 It is tJ.me to avenge my honor; and if in no
other way I'll trench around my nuptial couch a
rivulet of blood! Watch well your lovers hereafter, for the door by which they enter you may
guard as you please; but at the door by which they
depart shall be but one porter, a.nd he the headsman!
Hold madam! Hear once for all! I hate the whole
bloodthirsty race of Borgia; and you, whom I have
so fondly, fervently, loved, I now cast from my
heart forevert 11

Again Lucretia beseeches him to spare Gennaro and his reply ·is,
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"In one hour you may have his corpse."
pour the poisonous Syracusan wine and

Lucretia is-made to
~ive

it to the

unsuspecting Gennaro who believes that he has been pe.rdoned
for saving the life of the Duke's brother.

As he leaves, the

Duke gallantly speaks,
"I leave you with your lover, Lucretia.
He is now all your own, yours wi;.ile he lives; and
if. you choose to share his fate, you are at
liberty to be his in death. Thus perish all
your paramours, madame." ·
Gennaro taunts Lucretia and

t~lls

her the Duke would not be

unfaithful to him, but he finally takes the antidote which
she urges upon him and promptly leaves for Venice.

Lucretia

now turns her energy to effect the revenge of Gennaro's
brothers-in-arms.

They receive an invitation:from Princess

Negroni to a dinner where the wine of Xeres flows freely.
During the dinner when merriment is at its height, a chant
of solemn music accompanies the gayer sonf'_: and slowly the
huge black curtain open showing a room hung in black.

At

the far end is an altar, lighted, cove1·ed with blac1:, with a
large silver crucifix.

Six monks slowly

e~ter

in cowl and

seaplars of black with their faces pract icn>lly concealed.
Lucretia, dressed in black appears, advances with a sarcastic
smile, and gazes on them, saying:
Yes, gallant Venetians, you are the guests
of the Duchess of Ferrara- of Lucretia Borgia'.
There was a time - I have not :forgotten it ... when
in Venice you spoke that name with scorn,contempt,
and withering hatred; now it comes from trembling
lips of terror. Look on me and listen. When
last we met, my heart was softened, my feelings
change, my nature huma.nised, and sorrow and
11
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repentance for the pant has bowed me down to
earth. I had resolved never more to terrify
Italy with frightful deeds. One feeling of
nature still filled my bosom; it was a pure
and holy love .. for one whose fate for years I
had in secret and in silence watched. You
met me before him, and your eyes feasted
on my wretchedness with exultation and triwrlph
.• ~ •.•. I could have borne all, had you not
spoken my name before him! It wc:ts but that
I begged fbr, but you were merciless! I rose
from the spot with the spirit of a demon in
my heart; I swore to have revenge, . . ; awful.
and fearful revenge. I have kept my oath!
Ay, look at my once more! You are all
poisoned! Hat , . ~ .You entertained me
at a hall, I you with a supper at Ferrara~ , .
Remember me at the carnival of Venice, and
tell me, have I not, for a woman 1 well avenged
myself for all the agony you then forced me
to endure? Do you understand the word ·
vengeance now? Holy fathers, conduct these
men into the adjoining ·room, and shrive them;
and do it quickly for their time is short • • •
While I thought of your souls, I have also
thought df your bodies. 11 (Near the altar
there are coffins with names written in silver.)
Just then Gennaro steps out and inquires for his coffin.
Horrified, Lucretia seizes a dagger and quickly stabs
Gubretta, her servant, for having allowed Genne.ro to drink
of the wine.

Again she begs Gennaro to drink the n.11tlctote

but he refuses because there is not enough for his friends.
He picks up a knife and is about to bury it in Lucretia's
flesh when from her lips fall 'this knowledge concerning
his identityi
"Know you who I am or who you are? . • • The
Same blood flows in our veins, Gennaro •. You
are a Borgia., son of the D\lke of Candia, and I. .u
Terrified, Gennaro replies, 11 I then, am a Borgia - nephew of
Lucretia Borgial -My rnotl1er, then, was the Duchess
of Candia, she whom the Borgia 1 s .have made wretched!
It is you who murdered my father and 'drowned in tears
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and blood the hopes of a wife and mother! I am a
Borgia! The thought will drive me mad! Hear mel
I have a mother's wrongs to avenge, and on you,
my atmt 1 Your life has been blackened by so
many crimes it must be hateful to y_ou! I will rid
you of its heavy burden! I, Lucretia Borgia, am
to slay you; therefore commend your soul to God,
for your fat~ is sealed!"
As Gennaro is about to repeal his oath of death for
Lucretia because of her pleadings he hears his brothers-inarms calling for vengeance and to it he answers·, 11 Avenge thee,
my brother~ I will, I will, I will, Lucretia Borgia,
you've heard your doom. A voice cries from the
grave, 1 Revenge.' Hark! You must die .11
He stabs her hoping thus to avenge his mother and brothers-inarms only to hear her say, "Gennaro, you have killed me, I
am your mother."
Gennaro calls the name so sacred to hiR lip8 and
falls dead before her - she puts the vial to hiB mou·th; but it
is too late.
Thus the curtain. falls on one of the most power:fttl
revenge dramas ever written with a French pen. The

greatnes~~

of it lies not in the actual deeds of revenge, but in the
manner in which they were executed as well as the warm romance
of the French character. Here one sees the smoothly flowing
blood become heated so that it flows more slowly because of
its rich quality. A cycle of the hwnan emotions may oe found
in this play in which Italian and French characteristics have
been moulded into the being of Lucretia, one of the most
passionate, fierce, and pathetic woman in all drama.

The

scenes of Lucretia with Gennaro are full of encompassing

~
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mother love and self-sacrifice on the part of Lucretia, who
with difficulty has secretely watched the developement of
her son. The desire to have Gennaro love her before he
discovers their relationship aids her in keeping her silence
during the torturous scene of pleading with him to

us~

the

a.ntidote. Again this motive aids her in the horrible night
of the dinner when vengeance is hostess to the guests who
robbed her of her son's love.
Lucretia, in all her wickedness, is not the hated
villain heroine but the sanguine, courageous, and revengeful
woman who moves one's heart from pity to hate, finally turning
it again to pity. The strength of Lucretia Borgia is as
powerful as the completeness of revenge against those men who
taunted her in Venice.

Her feminine charm artd. physical

beauty intensify the violent struggle that was hers. !Ier

.

strength of character is contrasted with the pettiness of
her husband's dishonorable conduct in breaking his faith
with the youth who saved his brother's life and deliberately
poisoning him. Hugo collected those elements of character
which are in themselves dynamic, and fashioned from them a
woman, who, when compared to other women, seemed an Amazon in
the ability to feel and execute the acts those emotions created
Revenge, then, in this tragedy is the

c~ld

revenge of

France combined with the impulsive vene;eari.ce of Spain and the
ra,pid thoughtful retalia.t ions of Italy; a bizarre and striking
combination. It is a justifiable act and in each case it is
~

'i

!
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performed with a dexterous hand. Revenge is first by a husband
to save his honor; next by men who seek the destruction of
Lucretia in compensation for the lives she has taken; following this is revenge for the family name by Lucretia against
the criminal who erased her name from the palace; and then,
the revenge of Lucretia on the men who robbed her of her
son's affection, which results in revenge for the love of
villainy so intense is her hatred; and, finally, the revenge
of a son for the unhappiness of an unknown mother and also
for a comrade-in-arms.

Certainly in few instances does re-

venge assume so many different forms as in this tragedy of
Lucretia Borgia.
Hernani by the same master is the blending of romantic
and revenge elements into a sweeter mixture; not the violent
nor the cruel style of Lucretia Borgia, nor the wholly romantic
manner of Marion D.§:. Lorme. It is the revenge of an old man
who loves his niece but who is not fortunate in finding a fair
or even tolerable exchange of affection. It is revenge against
youth after the king becomes disheartened in the competition
for Zanthe 1 shand. The girl with whom the king becomes most
infatuated is Zanthe, the ward and niece of Don Ray Gomez.
Duties of state and his better nature cause him to abandon
his sinister ideas concerning the wooing of Zanthe.

The king,

having been directed in other channels than those of love,
leaves two other suitors - Hernani, a bendit; and Don Ray Gomez,
jl

a pattern of nobill ty and loftiness, and none the less

i
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passionate on a.ccount of his age.

When Don Ray Gomez

finally realizes that Hernani is planning to steal l1is niece
away and rob him of his one joy in life, that of being near
Zanthe, he threatens his life.

Just then Don Carlos, the

king, kidnaps Zanthe and Hernani begs Gomez that his life
be spared long enough to allow him to search for Zanthe,
saying,
11

Thou hast the right to slay me~
Will thou not employ me first •
As the avenger of your niece's wrongs
Let me take part in this thy vengeance due;
Grant me thi.s boon, ctnd I will k.iss thy feet,
If so must be. I will be thine arm,
I will avenge thee, duke, and afterwards
The life's that forfeit thou shalt take •..• "
~s

Don Ray Gomez:

"Then as now thou 1 lt

ready be to die?"

Hernani:

"Yes, dulce. 11

Don Ray Gomez:

11

Hernani:

"My father's head."

Don Ray Gomez:

"Of thine own self wilt ;thou remember it? 11

Hernani:

"Listen, take this horn, and whatsoe 1 er
May happen - what the place, what the hour
Whenever to thy mind it seems the time
Has come for me to die, blow on the horn
And take no other ocue, it will be done."

By what will thou swear this?"

Hernani utters this promise to the old duke, but after Za.nthe
is found and they are married he becomes troubled, wondering
when the duke will I'emind him of his promise.

While t1·ying

to hide these ill thoughts on his wedding night, Zanthe calls
to him from the balcony and he answers:
"Proudly I hear you; yes, the cloud is past,
Snatched from impending wreck, our hopes are now
Harboured in peace and love, And now bethink thee,
The falling dews may harm thee."
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But Zanthe begs yet to remain in the glorious night air,
saying:
"Yet one little moment;
These stealing tears are not from weariness
One look, one parting gaze on this fair scene
Inhale the breeze a~1ile from yonder hills,
Thy sleep will be the sweeter. How profound
The calm is now become. All nature watches,
Enamoured of our loneliness, to guard it.
With what a fragrance
The rose a.nd orange flowers embalm the air!
Elysium, and behoJ.d,the moon has tarried
To shed his first mild luster on this hour.
Living for such a moment, is it not
To live for all that mortals dare to hope for?
Methinks I do droop and feel as if
Soaring too far above the common lot
I needs must fall; this calm seems now to deep
And sad. Could I but hear·a nightengale
Warbling in myster·y, one knows not where,
a lover's lute or •• ·"
Her speech is interupted by a horn tha.t startles
her and chills Herna.ni 1 s heart.

Thinkinp; quickly how he

shall meet the duke without Zanthe as an audience, he·sends
her for a coffer.

Meantime, he says:

"My Donna Zanthe in her most matchless love

Prepared for me. Amid festuls low
The finer on the wall, and in the bower
Of bliss I lead an angel to, a d~non waits for me."

Just then the old duke appears and is ca.rcastically hlllnorous
in demanding Hernani 1 s promise.

Realizing that· hateful

jealousy wills l1is death, Hernani pleads that he be granted
one more day of life:
"If thou art human, and not more than fiend.
Only till tomorrow
Remit thy claim. Strike not this icy horror
To warm the bosom o:f an innocent bride,
But grant one more day o:f lenity. 11

!.
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To this plea the dulce replies, glorifying in his revenge:
11

Ha! Ha! Ha!
Tomorrow! Am I for thy mirth? Thinkst thou
The raging fire that feeds upon my heart
Will leave its pulse beating 1.mtil tomorrow?
Fate is urgent with me
We must die together."

Hernani and Zanthe constm1e poison that the duke intended for
Hernani alone.

They say:

"Toward new and brighter lights we expand our wings.
With even flight we set forth towards a better world."
The duke realizes that his vengeance in the physical
realm is complete.

In the last embrace of the lovers death

becomes an attainment envied by h:Lm because of the in consuming and all-conquering love.
Ba.court, in French Literature During

the~

Half

Century believes Hernani to be one of Hugo's vainest attempts
at pure tragedy; the belief being that it becomes almost
melodramatic.

The beauty of music in verse tends to emphasize

the tragedy in youth and the brevity of intense love when old
age seeks its vengeance.

All the joys and all the torments,

all the hopes and all the doubts, the triwnph and the despair
of this eternally young passion, find melodious expression
which remains forever in the mind and eye of the reader.

Here

again the French eye for detail and beauty is found, also the
indomitable will.
Again Hugo writes unrestrainedly in Les

Burgrave~,

a play of old men who vie in declamation with a beggar of
ninety, who turns out to be no less a personage than

.~~
,lj
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Frederick Barbarossa, who has lived in concealment for twenty
years.

He has come to execute vengeance upon the eldest

of the Burgraves, who, as a youth, had plotted against his
.life.

This play teems with so many impossibilities that

even though rich in revenge, it scarcely occupies a place
in this discussion, for little is to be lee.rned from such a,n
improbable drama of the characteristics of a nation, and certainly not of France.

It

i~

mentioned merely because of its theme

of revenge.
Critics differ in their estimation of Hugo's worth
as a dramatist from one having the most strength to one
almost feeble in his ability.
others his themes.

Some criticize his style and

The discussion of Hugo is concerned with

his contributions to revenge plots.
dealing

w~th

the revenge theme, it

Thoughthose dramas
i~

possible to visualize

the life of several centuries in France during the middle
ages or romance period.

Aside from these views, it is not

difficult to understand the French heart with its worth, its
sparkles of passion, and its sincerity by feeling its struggles
in the revenge of the tragedy of life.

Hugo, then, in this

,discussion, will be the softest and the most illuminating
ray of genius in the French drama when judged by means of the
revenge theme.

The romance, the poetry of his lines,dis-

regarding weaknesses in structure, enhance and intensify the
treatment a.nd manner of revenge.
Hugo in his dramas, loves to represent a human soul
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debased by bad passions, by all kinds of humiliations, by
vice, by slavery, by infirmity; yet so constituted that,
under given circtmJstances, it is irresista.bly attracted by
the good and beautiful, in alliance with which it fights
against the horrible past it has

forsworn~

This soul

aspires; it und.erstands even the most delicate refinements
of the good and beautiful; but it feels unworthy of the
noble emotions which it experiences,

It can not mount into

those unfamiliar regions; and so it falls back, exhausted
and defeated, into its degraded condition.

This point may

best be shovm by a few examples.
Triboulet (Fool's Revenge) has been corrupted by
his position as the unscrupulous mouthpiece and butt of
mockery, yet he loves his cla.ughter with purest tenderness.
She is stolen from him, and he gives himself up entirely to
hatred and projects revenge.

Ma.r~QP._.De

Lorme, who has· sold

herself hundreds of times, falls in love with a young, brave
man, and this passion completely purif:Les her.

Didier;,her

lover, is condemned to death, and in this dread hour of
trial she becomes Marion again.

She gives herself up to

the judge in order to save the man she loves, not understanding that Didier would far rather die than be saved in this
manner.
crime.

Lucretia, is a woman begotten in crime and livin&~ in
This licentious woman, this poisoner, has a son whom

she loves, and for his sake she is prepared to renounce the
life which she has led.

But a mortal insult is offered her

'

~
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and in her fury she has recourse to her old weapons; she
invites her enemies to a repast and gives them poison.
Then as if fate enjoyed torturing her, she unwittingly
murders her oYm son.

This time counter revenge of the soul

pierced the armour of his mother and reached the

ultima~e

end - death.
Ruy Blas appears in a minor play by the same
author.

He is compelled by poverty to become a noble.man' s

lackey.

A queen 1 s love makes of him a minister of state.

He is fit for·the position, evolving and carrying out great
plans.

He is one the point of becoming the sa.vious of his

country, when his past rises up before him.

The dise.ppo int-

ment of all of his hopes is to Inuch for him; he avenges
himRelf like the man he is.

He is too much of a. coward and

will not fight a duel with his master, but gets possession
of his sword and kills the defenseless man with it,
From this survey of Hugo's plays one finds qualities
of character that a.pporach real life for the reason that the
events about which he writes actually occur in France.
Hernani remlnds one of the rebel leaders who defied the
government in La Vendee.

Gilbert

~1o ~oes

to the scaffold to

avenge the woman he loves, does no more than many a noble
victim of the guillotine had done; and Ruy Blas' elevation
from the position of a footman to that of a minister of state
is not much more remarkable than Rousseau's rise from the
same position to that of one of the world's most famous authors.
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This added to the luster of Hugo's character in the lyric
and romantic syle in which he deals with realism.
11

If Dumas, portrayed the French hero in the school

of romance it may be said that M. Rostand creates the same
hero and adds a soul

to the creation. 111

In Cyrano de

Bergerac one finds French defiance in the face of great
disadvantage ,and also a pride of the kind that mocks even
death.

Cyrano chooses a lonely life rather than sfua.tt er of

hopes and joys of a woman who loves and mourns for the
soul of a man who causes her to fall in love with him by
reciting the lines taught to him by Cyrano.

The same p!'lde

one finds in the drama of The Jewess is also found in
Rostand's famous tragedy.

It would seem that this character-

I

istic is primarily a French one because in several of the
heroes of French origin it is strongly marked: in the pride
of Antony, in the haughtiness of Didier, the madne£lS of
Lucretia, and here again in the ugly but noble figure of
Cyrano.
Realizing that he can never be thankful to his
Maker for his hideous creation as found in himself, Cyrano
determines that a deformed face demands exceptional
personality so he sets out to create that exception.

He

chooses as his dominating characteristics fierceness and
intolerance of any reflection against his appearance.

The

opening scene in the theater is an illustration of Cyrano's
pride and action against a man who dares to refer to the
1 Smith, The eSpiri t of French Letters.
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deformed nose.
The nobility o:f Cyrano's character is best seen in
the spirit of sacrifice that causes him to relinquish his
love of Roxain.

Knowing that because of his face he can

never win her, he finds pleasure in speakinp; thoughts of
endearment to Roxa.in through the mediu.n1 of the gallant cadet,
Christa.in.

So beautiful and sincere aTe these impassioned

sayings from the heart of Cyrano and the lips of Christian
that Roxain willingly consents to marTy the cadet, and in so
doing spites'De Guiche, her lovor of former days.
De Guiche hears of the marl'iage he

i~nediately

When

sends his

men to battle in Arras, and Christian is ordered to g·o as
he is among De Quiche's men.

As the bridal party

dispcror-~s

Roxain: 11 Why so?ll
De Guiche: (To Christian) "Even now the regiment
departs. Join it!"
Roxain: "To goes to battle?"
De Guiche: 11 1fvi thout a doubt. 11
(To Cyrano)
"The wedding night is far, methinks. 11
De Guiche realizes his I'evenge against a cadet in
his company who would dare to marTy a, girl on whom he had
his own heart set.

While

Chrif~.tia.n

is away

Elt

the seif;e,

Cyrano writes a letter to Roxa.in every day and risks 1tis ·
life to mail it.

On the morning of the last seige, De Guiche ,

in asking the cadets to be good enout,:h to let themselves be
killed, says to Cyrano:
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"I do not say that, if I loved you well,
I had chosen you and yours - but as things
stand,
Your courage yielding to no corps the palmI serve the King and serve my grudge as well. 11
Cyrano:

11

Permi t me to express my gratitude.

11

After Christian's death, Roxain mourns deeply
and goes to live in a convent.

Her life there is a simple

routine in which she is a.llowed much time for meditation.
Every Saturday Cyrano comes to ()ring her the gossip of
the toV\rn, For fourteen years he has been faithful in his
prom}sed visits, which always began at a certain hour.
On his last visit he is tardy, having been delayed by a
serious wound.

Roxain is sewing and does not notice Cyrano's

face and she says:
11

For the first time
Late! For the first time these fourteen years.tt

Cyrano:
Roxain:
Cyrano:
Roxain.:
Cyrano:
Roxa.in:
Cyrano:

Roxain:
Cyrano:
Roxia.n:
Cyrano:
Sister:

it is villanous! I raged- I was sta.yed.u
"By!"
11
By a bold unwelcome visitor."
11 Some creditor?"
11 Ay cousin - the last creditor
Who has a debt to claim for me."
11 And you have pa.id. it? 11
11 No, not yet!
I put it off:
Said, 'Cry you mercy; this is Saturday,
When I have got my standing rendezvous
That naught defers. Call in an hour's timet"
(Carelessly) 11 0h, well! A creditor can
always wed t. I shall not let you go ere
twilight falls.
11 Haply, perforce I quit you ere it falls."
(Closes his eyes and is silent. Sister
.crosses the park from the chapel)
11 How now!
You have not teased the sister~"
(Opening his eyes) 11 True. 11 (Calls to sister)
11 Come here."
11 Ha1
Those bright eyes upon the ground. 11
(Makes a move of astonis~nent)
11
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Cyrano:

Sister:
Cyrano:
Roxain:
Cyrano:
Roxain:

(Pointing to Roxa.in) "Hush, 'tis naught
(in a loud voice)· I broke fast yesterday •• «
It is something new but p~ay for me at
Chapel time, tonight."
.
11 I did not wait your leave to pray for you. 11
(to Roxain) 11 The.t tapestry 1 Be shrew me if
my eyes will ever see it firtished~"
11 I was sure to hear that well knovm jest. 11
(A light breeze causes the autumn leaves to
fall}
11 The autUllm leaves. 11 .
11 So:ft golden brown, like a Venetian's hair
See how they fall
.
In their last journey downward from the bough
To rot within the clay; yet, lovely still,
Hiding the horror of lust decay, careless
With all the wayward grace of flight. 11

These last words are a description of Cyrano himself.

Proud,

haughty, and defiant unto the end, Cyrano reacts nobly under
the successful revenge of his enemies who had dropped a
block of wood upon his head as he had passed by.

.ThOUfi~h

wounded in pride, he will not allow hio tonr;ue to admit thio
he suffers his last pain in silence, for to admit defeat or
seek sympathy would have been complete subservience to the
plot planned by his enemies.

At the hour of his death

Roxain learns the truth about the letters, and, hea.rtbroken
over the happiness that might have been theirs if Cyrano
had not beeh so proud, promises to wenr mourning· for him.
Cyrano's death, while it accomplinhes completeness in revenge
was also an element of reconciliation in that his death
brought to the lovers a kind of happiness.

The .death of

Cyrano seems more pathetic because of the conversation full
of double meanings.

Thus we find Cyrano one of the most

noble characters irt revenge

tra~edies,
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not in his revenge

against others but in the gentle manner in which he accepts
the revenge againot himself.
Passing now :from the early and

middl~

nineteenth

century dramatists and their treatment of revenge come ·to
those works produced on the eve of ·the twentieth century
and those in the beginning of that century.

The three

men who have used revenge as mot:i.ves for their dramas are
Eugene Brieux, Henri Lavedau, and Henry

Be~nstein.

Since Eugene Brieux was a Frenchman not of. the
capitol but of the provinces, has not the task of analysing
the manners of the Parisienne, but of the bourgeoise of the
provinces. His drams are vital in that they tell a story as
well as unearth the weaknesses of the times, so that they
will be read long after the wea,knesses h<:.>.ve been remedied.
In the light of this discussion 1£: RobE2_ ,liouge
is his best play.

It is a "purpose play 11 and is intended to

point out the end of reforming the fearful abuse of legal
power.

The system which he atta.cks is the one usecl by

laivyers for advancement.

In order to obtD.in an ''advance,

11

a French criminal lawyer must convict, and his chances of
advancing bettered or destroyed according to the number of
years of convictions which he reports to headquarters. From
the specific instances of this drama in ·which a lawyer
misuses his power, ruining the happiness and family of a
Basque pea,sa.nt, may be drai\rn the general conclusion that

.

people in authority usurp that authority for personal ga.in.
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The climax is of course the strongest scene in the play and
few French dramas can boast of any climax so intense, so
inevitable, and so crushing.

The play progresses rapidly,

in fact it moves so swifly that climax and catastrophe
become mixed and leave one gasping.

The scene is the

execution of Manzon by the woman whose happiness he has
ruined.

When Yanetta plants her knlfe in the lawyer 1 s back

the revenge is not horrible, not even awful, it is simple
and justifiable.

In this act one sympa·thizes vri th the

executioner.
In Eugene Brieux's plays, one finds a problem
attacked and solved without realizing that the dramatist
wished to instruct the reader.

His is a true picture of

French conditions, problems, and t :i.mes, not of the romant io
age, but contemporary with the dramatist himself.
Next is Henri Lavedan, a painter of contemporary
manners with an extraordinary endowment of quality very
difficult to define, which may best be used as the French
intend esprit.

His primary motive for being a dramatist

is that in drama one has an excellent opportunity for
exhibiting the frills and foibles as well as the virtues of
the times in a life-like manner.
moralist, too.

He is essentially a

In fact it would seem strange to find a

true contemporary painted of manners who did not brush upon
his canvas a little of the darker shadows, at least, in the
background.
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The combination of morals and manners is found in
his J'Aarquis de P!:_iola!.

The sinister old marquis adopts

as his protege, Pierre Morain.

The marquis is a cruel man

who does not feel any other emotion than joy in causing
suffering.

He is an arch demon whose fierce onslaughts

have never yet failed to obtain the desired end.
11

He says,

! see women laugh, cry, suffer, lie; it is a divine comedy;

it is a joy to me.

11

The marquis meets his divorced wife

and decides to again make violent love to her, but there is
an obstacle, Pierre Morain.

This young man revolts against

his guardian 1 s cruelty and says he will not live with him
any lonfSer.

While he is rearranfSing papers in his Gtta.rdinn t 8

desk, he finds a. picture of his mother.
dishonor of his father's

11

and he decides on revenge.

accidental 11 death flashes over him
The next day he confronts his

r,uardian with the photograp}?;, sayinrr,

11 !

but it is not worth my while to do so.
far off.

The truth of the

ought to kill you
Your death is not

The life you .have been li vin~:~ i o tell in::· on you;

you haven't long to live. 11
Overcome vd. th rage and fear, the natural dea.th
becomes hastened by anger stimulated by revenge.

The marquis

staggers, tells Pierre that lhe is his own son, then falls
stricken with apoplexy.

~rhen

the assembled : ''..lests ask,

will take care o:f him? n

Pierre answers,

11

I, n with the

resolution of whill that only a Frenchman knows.
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Who

Lavedan definitely attempted. to show family
struggle and its relation to the national affairs in

Ser~ir.

The plot is a bit stilted and strained beyong the point of
reality but the dramatist uses it cleverly to illustrate his
own point.
It is the story of a man who was born a soldier and
had to remain a civilian, and of his son who was born a
civilian and had to become a soldier although his scruples
of conscience are opposed to

the"profession.~

This son

has discovered an explosive many times more powerful than
any heretofore known, but refuses to reveal the secret to
his country.

The father, driven by innate desire to serve

his country, spies on his son and discovers his secret.

The

most powerful scene is that of the father and son with the
mother between them.

Th~

father, in his rage, tears the

buttons from his son's uniform saying he is unworthy to be
an officer.

The mother, sympa.thizing with her child, 1nter-

feres and attempts to kill herself.

This act brings the

men to their senses and the father announces that he has
been commissioned by the government to prevent the mobilizing of troops in Morroco.

At this time he also tells them

of the death of the eldest son in Morroco.

The sense of

personal injury rebounds; mother, father,and son are
actuated by a desire for vengeance, and they all welcome the
boom of the cannon announcing the declaration.
In these two plays La.vedan has treated revenge as a

l

i
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result of a.cti'on rather than the motive for planned and
cold blooded scenes.

The revenge of a boy against a

devil, Don Juan; and revenge of a family against a nation
is not the revenge of the middle or early centuries, nor
is it revenge in a natural manner without the use of poison
or the supernatural.
Henry Bernstein also devotes his attention to
character and in so doing developes

hi~

characters may appear in strong roles.

action so that his
Bernstein is not

essentially a moralist; he does not dig deep to the roots
of social evils and attempt to dislodge them; he merely sees
life in large situations, and effective background for his
people.
Samson recounts a story of terrible vengeance and
may be used in this discussion to better advantage than a.ny.
of Bernstein's other.

Jacques Branchard, a former dock

porter of Marseilles, is one of those adventurers who through
indomitable will-power has built up a fortunr and 11 married ·into
society~"

Anne-Marie, his wife, has been forved to marry him

to restore family fortunes.
the mistress of Le Govain.

She seeks consolation and becomes
One night when Jacques is thought

to have gone away, the lover comes to Anne-Marie 1 s home, and
takes her to a restaurant frequented by demimonda,ines; but
Anne-Marie is disgusted and leaves the place.

At home

sh~

meets her huE'band who has been infor·med of the intended
escapade and has remained in Paris.

_,"1-A ... - .. ---

Anne-Marie refuses to

~··~
~,

'

explain her conduct to her husband, expresses no regrets
nor any intention of giving up her lover.
his revenge.

Jacques plans

He invites Le Govain to a private dining room

at the Ritz and tells hil}l that he, Jacques, is causing the
stocks which control the fortunes of both men to fall below
the ruining point.

The fearful power of the vengeful Jew

and his repression in the presence of helpless Le Govain ·
are best explained and depicted in this:
Jacques: "Don't you understand yet? Hat Le
Govain, my dear friend, you are my wife's lover,
and I am ruining you. Now do you understand? •••
I don't want to fight a duel with you. I
detest the role of victim. I consider it very
stupid. I am now ·fighting Yvi th my own weapons,
and on my own duelling-ground. We meet here in
this room - this empty room. Call for help as
much as you please, you will disturb no one •••
Here are my arms and fists to keep up with me;
I tell you, I have often made use of them. But
you're only a miserable little whelp, you can't
even stand up! . . ·"
Le Govain ventures a remark about nhonor",
Jacques:
"Honor? To hell vii th honor1 I ha,ve no
honor. The suburb of Marseilles where I was born
was called Thieves' Corner. People pa.src,ed through
it spat at it as a sign of hatred. My father's
house was our illegal pawnshop. ~'hen I went to
school my comrades formed bands to torture me ..• I
accepted their blows and was a..fraid of them.
Once - it was instinct - in a. fight, I hit one
of them. That day I forced them into a sort of
complacent hypocrisy. That's been the way with
me all my life. Hated by other men, I went among
them with clenched fists • . • jaws.set, threatened
and threatened .... "
Having ruined both himself e.nd his victim, he turns
to his wife, his last consolation, his last hope.
not only

herself~

but her esteem and her love.

'

,4
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He wants

Jacques: "Anne-Marie, I have loved you even before
I met you .... in the gutters of l!.arseilles, when I
was a little street-u:r;chin, I was troubled by a;n
unforgettable passion •.•• a young woman of the
aristocracy it was ...• long ago! Every day I
watched her leave her home; she passed me,delicate,
haughty, patronizing, she walked by the little
fellow who lowered his eyes as she came near. Was
he worthy of even that? •••• That image decided me •••
When I began to think seriously about women, my
desires went out to that vision of my youth ••• Now
are you going to do? L~ave me, as you have a right
to do, or stay with me, in spite of the fact that
I am ruined?"
Anne-Marie:
Jacques:
Anne-Marie:

11
11

I shall stay with you ••• 11

Will you love me •.• in time? 11
11

It is too early to sa.y - yet."

Bernstein, then, is an example of the modern French
dramatist who improvises situations for characters instead.
of resembling t.he past writers who created chara.cters for their
situations.

Again, we find, as in Lavedan's work, that

Bernstein portrays contemporary provincial life.

Revenge in

Bernstein is revenge without blood, but one the less violent.
It is modern revenge committed with modernized implements,
not of brute force nor concrete vices, but revenge of the
intellect, bringing more mental suffering and through that,
physical suffering.

In Bernstein this modernity of revenge

is treated as one expects the modern Frenchman to treat it.
Here ends the study of revenge tragedy in France•
From its centurieR of productivity in drama the

reveng~

tragedy has been segrega.ted,and an attempt has been made to
draw certain conclusions concerning it, mainly those
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characteristics of the French people as revealed in this
type of tragedy.

Each drama selected for this discussion

added a French characteristic or made more definite a
previously discovered trait.

Some were chosen for their

brilliance, some for plot, others for the reaction against
the revenge by remarkable characters, and still others for
the power of revenge divorced from all else.

In each of

these types the Frenchman wa.s founc1 ·whether the characters
were Jews, Italians, Spainards; the actions·

we~e

those of

the French-Jew, French-Italian and French-Spaina.rd.

No

matter how cosmopolitan a Frenchman is, his nationality is
never submerged in the characteristics of the ma.n of the
world.
When morality brings the Frenchman hap;ylnesr.,
he is moral, otherwi 8e he is unmoral a.nd oft en in1moral.
In Marion Delorme. 1s found an excellent
changing moral tone of the French . ..,,;oman.

e:x:a.m~)le

of the

To be lJound by

convention is to the Frenchman to caur::e life to become dull
like wine after the sparkle is gone.
The Frenchman has adjered in several places to the
Italian custom of using '"roman as the villian.
forcefully illustrated in

Lucr~tia

Th:ls is most

Bor;giA a.ncl Atl:alie.

the drama of this country woman is more than a

helpm~.te

In
and

passive companion to man, she thinks, feels, and acts of
her own accord.

In French drama., woman is more frequently

the cause of revenge them in Italian.

•)1.:'

>!
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French revenge drama has greatly influenced the
drama of other countries and through i't the manners of
society were presented.

The drama of France has given an

insight into a man who la.Uf'.:hs. not for mere frivolity, but
to cover his sterner chara.ct er.

This man loves, sings,

v.rorks, ancl pla..ys just because it is life.

When life is

ruffled and conflict arises he turns his gaiety to sharpen
the sw·ord with which to strike. He iEl aimiable, pleasant,
quick to act, and to love, and possesses impulse
by reason.

llf3.,

~overned

ENGLISH TRAGEDY

Enu-lish
0
English drar11a turned to the classics of Seneca for
its models and to many countries for its sources of plots but
the treatment was original and in the plots one may discern the
characterist.ics of

Englishmen~

woven into the very fabric of

the dramatic tapestry. Because of the mixed strains in the
English blood it seems as if the characteristics of those
countries are almost inherent in the Anglo-Saxon. For this
reason the English drama. has a wealth of background from which
to draw- and many roles in which to cast its countrymen.
Like the drama in other ccuntries of Western Europe,
it began in the service of the church, and at first it

wa~;

merely symbolic and a part of the ceremonial. It was not until
the reign of Henry Vlll that

drau~atic

productions put aside

the ulterior aims and began to depict the li:fe of the times
as a source of pleasure for its auditors. The chron·iole tragedy
was an outgrowth of this national life. Later on, during the
Elizabethan period, interests in contemporary conditions and
realistic representations of every day life provided popular
dramatic themes.
Seneca's influence on English drama resulted il1 the
use of five actsJ

ghosts~

and more individualized characters.

His adaption of the unities was also used. England not only
found a valuable model in Seneca but she also used the life
of Italy itself. In the times of Henry Vlll1 Italy was a land
of culture and mystery as well as of enchantment. "Renaissance

1.1 q

'

-

.i,

culture meant something more than the transmission of materials
of Greek and Roman art of learning. In particular for Englani
it meant a strong impree sion of what.ever Italy had to contribute to the age. The influence of art. was comparat 1 vely
light; the influence of lesser arts, such as those of dress
and social manners was great."l

The dramatic influence of

Italy displayed itself in the choice of subject, in mode of
treatment, and in romantic atmosphere. This condition accounts
for Seneca being as adaptable as he was under such an environment.
The first English tragedy, Gorboduc, by Sackville,
wa, written in 1562 according to Senecan models. "Gorboduo
was built primarily upon the model of Seneoan tragedy, and
yet it exhibits some very distinct difference from claasica.l
original. This plot had its source in the work of Geoffray
of Monmouth. In it hurried action and unreasoning instinct
give place to deliberation and debate."2

This premeditation

___

is an outstanding characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon; further
proof of this point is

~iven

.._.......,
during this discussion. Gorboduc

was the first of many plays representing the downfall of
Engl~sh

kings and is composed chiefly of long speeches con-

cerning political morality, with particular stress against
a disunited realm. The father divides hio kingdom between
two sons, o·f whom the elder is the mother's favorite. 'fhey;
misled by wicked counsellors, wage war on each other. The
~Alden, "Master Spirits of Literature- Shakespeare."

a Bawley

I

"Short History of English Drama. tt

..
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younger son kills the elder and is killed by the mother,
after which both the king and queen are killed by the mob
and the kj.ngdom remains in a state of disorder for many years.
This is similar to the type of ancient tragedy in which revenge
not only gains its purpose but also the avenger is oaught in
the stream and carried away,
~~ ~

Virginia, in 1563, is the. first English

tragedy of revenge for selfish motives. The story was written
to teach the truth of the statement "that farne lives after
death, and that he who dies for virtue really conquers." Its
similarity to the ancient

play~

is that the forces of Virtue,

Justioe, and Reward have a direct influence on the tragedy.
The play

open~

with a scene of domestic bliss in the family

of Virginia. Trouble enters when Appius, the villain, plans
to seduce Virginia.

Thi~

is prevented by Virginia who, rather

than suffer sharne, submits to her father's pleadingo and allows
him to cut off her head. Appius is executed through the
intervention of Justice and Reward. These three plays are
representative of the playc before the time of Marlowe and
from these examples one sees that the plays of the early
Ita.lian period cast a shadow over the period and influenced
the blood and revenge of that early period •.
The next contribution to the tragedy of revenge is
found just JJreceding and during the time of Marlowe. The
history of this period stimulated interent in scientific
discovery, and the exploring of new lands gave impulse and
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color to life and literature. The growing national consciousness that reached its triumphant culmination in the defeat af'
Spain made. itself felt in drama, and awakened a definite responsiveness to the new fields and· incentives for artistic
ambition and creation. It is certain that, during this time,
audiences desired plays that appealed to·their emotions, especially those containing deeds of violende. The salient
forces

workin~

in tragedy at this time were those things which

were found in historical tragedy, revenge tragedy, and the combination created by Marlowe. Themes were found in poems or
annale of an early period and elaborated upon until battles,
coronations, counsels, conspiracies, amours and blood are
woven into compact structures known as chronicle tragedies.
Marlowe is the most
period and Tambourlaine, Dr.

re~resentative

Faust~_!,

writer of this

and the

~

2! Malta

will be studied here. "They belong in plot and spirit to the
sensational, popular drama which then held the stage - - ·To Marlowe the theater was primarily a source of income; he
must please the people if he was to receive his pay and he
dare not depart from the old methods."l
Tambourlaine is known for its poetry, its power, and
its tragedy. In this play there has been a considerable
development in depicting tragic fact, and a genuine taste for
the cruel tragedy of the terrible. Ward says, •After Marlowe
had written, it was impossible for our dramatists to return
1 Ward, "English Dramatic Literature."

.,

j
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to the cold horrors or tame declamation of the earlier tragic
drama·. The Spanish Tragedy and Gorboduc had alike been left
behind."l
This time a world conqueror falls from greatness,
and yet,it may be called a tragedy in which Fate is the agent
of revenge. Tamburlaine recounts the ev,ents of a haughty life
and final fall in death. The hero is a titanic super-human
figure, who by sheer courage and pitiless unbending will raises
himself from shepherd to conqueror of many peoples; and sweeps
over the land, leaving overwhelming slaughter and desolation
in his path. But in the end he learns that the laws of life
are inexorable even for him; all his indignant rage cannot
redeem his son from cowardice, or save his wife from death,
or c1elay his own end. !t is full of conquests, defiances,.
murders, harrangues, ·battles, funerals, wooings, and horrors
all of which it as a speciman of the chronicle tragedy type.
The feeling of growing national consciousness and
pride is shown in the attitude Tamburlaine'e followers have
toward him. The constant effort on his part to conquer and
humble his enemies was the attitude England had during this
period. He resembles and English youth of that tiwe. He is
the strong-willed tenacious Englishman who binds himself to
a purpose anddoes not give up until he has reached his goal.
Dr. Faustus has been of greater influence in Germany
1t was the framework upon which

than it has in England.
1

Ward, "English Dramatic Literature."
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Faust, by Goethe, was fashioned. Marlowe's Dr. Faustus is an
ordinary man, learned in the sciences, but having none of the
of the finer emotions. This drama is a series of incidents
concerning the happenings of Dr. Faustus after he had signed
his life away to the Devil. The aot of vengeance is in both
causes the Devil's domination and final settlement with the
men who sold their lives. Dr. Faustus shows the history of a
life time. Marlowe's play ie important because of the influence
it has exerted upon literature. In it one may see the a.ppal'ent
suooess and past opportunities for repentance. Final remorse
and damnation bring joy to the Evil Power.
Turning now to another of Marlowe's, drama known not
so muoh for its influence on literature as for its portrayal
of English life we find The

~

21. Malta. This exhibits another

national feeling, that of the Englishman's attitude toward
the· Jew, and also, the hatred that a Jew has for the Ohr1sti9..n
faith. The Prologue is given by the character of Machiavel,
who says,
"I count religion but a childish toy.
Might first made kings, and laws were then most sure
When like Draco's they were writ in blood."
Later, he says,
"I come not, I,
To read a lecture here in Britain,
And to present the tragedy of a Jew.
And let him be not entertained the worse
Because he favors me. "
Barabas loves his daughter Abigal, but he loves his
money more. When he hears that a fleet of war galleys are

- l.~'?,l.i;..._ - .. ·- ·- --

near he says,
"Nay, let 1 em corn bat, conquer and kill all.
So they spare me, my wealth and my daughter."
Barabas becomes worried when he realizes that these
ships have come to collect tribute. When the officers seize
his house to use as a Christian nunnery, Barabas is furious.
He hires Ithamore, a depraved Turk, who aids him in killing
his daughter's lovers by causing them to become unfriendly
and then writing a letter to each that caused them to quarrel,
and both die. The two together poison an entire nunnery so
that Abigal's death is assured. Then following Machiavelli's
maxims he kills two friends, because they know too much. And
at last Barabas visits Itha.more and his loved one and poisons
them both with a flower. After he is given to the officers by
Ithamore, he takes a poppy potion which causes him to become
like a corpse. Believing that he is dead, the officers drop
his body over the city wall. When he is fully awake again, he
turns traitor to his city and shows the enemy an entrance into
the town. He becomes Malta's governor and plats against its
leaders but is finally put to death in a cauldron of fire
that was intended for his enemies. This tragedy pictures
"Barabas as an incarnation of the popular hatred for the Je\V. nl
His treatment is based upon the characteristics given to the
Jew in Marlowe's time. Some authorities have argued concerning
whether or not the Elizabethan attitude towards the Jew was
the one represented on the stage of the time. Ward,2 Lee,3
1 Patee, The Foundations of English Literature.
~ Ward, English Dramatic Literatur~.
Lee, s., Sh~kespeare Society Translations.

-·
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and Schellingl, claiw that the Jew was known then in the
light that Shakespeare and Marlowe portray him. Certainly
no otber tragedy so viviclly
hatred aE4 does _TI1e

l_~w_.Ef

r.~ortrays

the race and religious

Malta.

"Barabas can be best explained by first accGunting
for the scene of horror whose atmosphere fermeated almost
the entire tragic drama of the sixteenth century. These scenes
reflected in a general way the spirit of the times, and
mirrored tne impresaicn made upon Elizabethan minds by the
pictures of abuse and the dire revenge represented in the
chronicles of England's past." 2
In 1585 or 1587 Thomas Kyd wrote The Spa!fJ.Sll

!!'..P-M.~

which "was by far the most popular play on the earlier
Elizabethan stage."3
The Spanish

Traged~

was too near the Seneoan period

of English drama not to feel the classical influencE:! to the
fullest extent. The play ofena with the ghost of Andrea. o,nd
Revenge on the stage. The story is based upon the happenings
in the Spanish peninsula, the one fl'om which Hugo took his
plot for Hernani. The Marshal Hieronimo seeks revenge for
hie son, Horatio, who was murdered in the 111oment of military
triumph by Lorenzo, a princely rival. Lorenzo's anger had
been inflamed by his sister, Bel-Imperia's choice of Horatio
for her lover instead of Balthazar, Lorenzo's friend. The
Schelling, EliZabethan Drama.
2 Boyer, The_ Villain -H~ro in Eliza,.9e~han Tragedl_.
3 Shelling, El~z~bet_h§.n Drama, Vol. l

1
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fundamental motive of his act is revenge, heightened in
difficulty of attainment by the hesitance of Hieronimo, by
doubt as to the actual perpetrator of the crime, and also
by the madness of hieronimo.

Anglo-Saxon characteristic

~he

of certainty before acting is demonstrated and is no doubt
I

the basis of part of Shakespeare's treatment of Hamlet. Boas
says, "Lorenzo is an example of the Machiavellian politician."
The manner of killing Lorenzo and Balthazar is one which also
causes Bel-Imperia to die. Hieronimo casts them in a play in
the course of which he kills Lorenzo, and finally bites out
his own tongue, stabs the Duke of Castile, and kills himself.
When questioned before the play, concerning his madness he
exclaims:
"As dear to me was my Horatio .
.
As yours, or yours, or yours, my lord, to you
My guiltless son was by Lorenzo slain,
And by that Lorenzo and Balthe.~~T."
Am I at last revenged thoroughly.
Upon whose souls may heavens yet be aven~ed
With greater far than these afflictions.
The ghost returns and recounts the loss of life and
revenge for him,
"Ay, now my hopes have end in their effects,
When blood and sorrow finish my desires,
Horatio murdered in his father's bower;
Vile Seberine by Pedringano slain;
False Pedringano hanged by quaint device;
Fair Isabella by her self misdone;
Prince Balthazar by Bel-Imperia stabbed;
The Duke of Castile and his wicked son
Both done to death by old Hieronnimo;
My Bel-Imperia fall'n as Dido fe~l."
Thus by means of all these deeds the ghost of
Horatio is avenged. The killing in this play is taken from
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the Spanish plot of this tragedy which was also used in
.Italy. "This play so strongly representative of the tragedy
of blood" was greatly influenced by Seneca; and through such
things as the motive of revenge, the ghost, the madness of
Hieronimo, the play within a play, and the general slaughter,
1t e a.ffini ty with Hamlet becomes apparent. More and more in
fact, Shakespeare's masterpiece appears simply as the highest
example of a popular form of play that frequently contained
many powerful instances of tragic emotion, melodramatic, and
sensational elements. The element of dilemma is strong and
there is a reversion to the classical model.
Spanish influence in this tragedy constitutes ita
strongest foreign element. and was confined not only to one
author but attracted the attention of many others. A tragedy
definitely reflecting this influence is Antonio •s Rev.enge
by Marston. This drama was written in 1599 as a second part
to Antonio a.nd ....Mellida
by the same author. The first part is
...
a tragi-comedy of intrigue in which the hero is a scholarly
~

~·~·

Hamlet•like boy. Andangio, Duke of Genoa, Antonio's father,
and Piero, Duke of Venice, have been mor.ta.l enemies. The
first part ends with their apparent reconciliation in the
betrothal of Antonio to Mellida.
In The Revenge Piero poisons Andangio and murders
Feliche, Antonio's friend, falsely declaring that he found
Mellida in Feliche's embraces. Mellida ia imprisoned to await
trial and Antonio, bewildered and frantic with grief, ia
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visited by hie father's ghost, who discloses to him the
depth of Fiero's villainy. In his desperation, Antonio offers
up Fiero's innocent son, Julio, at Andaugio's tomb,,- as a
sacrifice to vengeance; and Andaugio's spirit coming to Maria,
his wife, causes her to fr$e herself from her promise to
marry Piero and to. join Antonio in revenge. This is finally
accomplished by means of a masque.

~ere

as in the Spanish

Tragedy the revenge of a son for the murder of his father
forms the motive power of the tragedy; and the ciroumstanoes
of the crime are disclosed and retribution is invoked by the
murdered man's ghost. Antonio, like Hieronimo, in his grief
and horror, is almost driven mad, and shows hesitancy when
the murderer is momentarily delivered into his hands.
One of the most important scenes in the play is at
the time when Antonio shows hesitation before taking his
vengeance. He exhibits the typical British spirit of deliberat~ess

as contrasted to the Italian spirit of impulsiveness;

it is delibera.tness of restricted reserve just between impulse
and cautiousness. In scenes in shich Antonio holds the center
of attract ion, his speeches are intelligent and to the point.
This chara.oteristio is notably an attribute Of the Englishman
of today.
Antonio's Revenge is a tragedy of the Kydian type and
the whole play is a fabrjc of intrigue and counter-intrigue,
and redolent of murder and blood. Tragedfes such as this and
those which fall within the Elizabethan period reflect the

morbid

immor~lity

and the exaggerated realism that finally

caused ban to be issued in 1642 which closed the doors of
the theater.
We now reach The

~nger's

Tragedy by Tourneur, in

which this species of drama, in the ingenuity of its horror,
its straining of all the legitimate devices of tragedy, its
puriency in an attitude of assured righteousness, and its
bitterly cynical outlook on life, reaches the ne plus ultra
of its kind. The tragedies written by Tourneur deal with the
revenge of a lover for a sweetheart or a child's revenge for
a father. The Revenger's Tragedi, written in 1607, is a play
in which there are many strikingly original situations and
a summate use of dramat io irony. 'l'he vengeance here is a
lover's for the death of his beloved at the hands of an aged
but lustful duke whom the maiden had re,pulsed. This motive is
heightened by the attack on the part of the Duke's son,
Lussurioso, upon Castiza, the avenger's sister. Vengeance
upon the father serves as a climax. The familiar device of
the masque was used to punish the son; death resulted. Here
originally treated 1 marks the catastrophe. All of these doings
are welded together and fretted with activity and contrasted
with the wickedness of the sons of the lustful old Duke and
his wanton second Duchess. In a scene of terrible power,
Vindici, the avenger who is disguised, proves the virtue of
his sister and the moral weakness of his own mother. There
are many powerful scenes, among them the one in which the
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Duke is lured to assignation with an unknown fair one and
is poisoned by a kiss which he snatches from what proves to
;

be the lifeless skull of a maiden whom he has slain. His
son looks on while his father, clothed in the disguise of
a murderer, 1$ abused by that very murderer, unknown as such
to the son. This drama is full of thrills. The tragedy of
vengeance reached a new altitude in this play, which tells·
a story of criminal anct horrible revenge, with a vivid de•
lineation of character, a prevailing moral sense, and with
flashes of speech that attain dramatic sublimity.
Previous mention has been made concerning the
activities of the Elizabethan age, also its interest in discovery, science, and literature, It was during this time that

..

'S;

Shakespeare was born and his "life-time was coincident with

;~a

period of extrao·rdinary activity and achievement in drarria..

By the date of his birth Europe was witnessing the passing of

·religious drama- and the orea.tion of new a.nd mixed forms
under the incentive of classical tragedy.•l lt was for
Shakespeare to catch the spirit of the age, and onoe having
it, to perfect 1t.

11

He wrote for all classes of people, men

bound together by a common enthusiasm for

~ngland's

past and

a common confidence in England's future; men so stimulated
by new discoveries, by new achievements of every sort, that
hardly anything, even the supernatural, seemed for them 1rn.o. ·
possible. Outside of ancient Athena, no dramatist has had ..
T':

a more favorable environment than Shakespeare. "l From th:l.s
l Neilson & Thorndike, The Facts About Shakespeare.
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fortunate time when it was possible to view the world in a
liberal spirit, free from the harshness of the ascetic and
the narrowness of the eeota.ry, Shakespeare fashioned gigant io
,.

.. i

dramas and penned them in a style that has not yet. been
'

.

.

surpassed. Edward Dowden remarks, "If an academy of Immortals
· oho sen from all the ages could be formed, there is no doubt
that a plebiscite of the ·English speaking peoples would send .
Shakespeare as their chief representative to that august .
assembly •. He alone could speak in their be half of life and i1s
joys in the presence of Honor, of death and its mysteries
.
. in
Dante's presence; he alone could respond to the wisdom of
Goethe with a broader and sunnierwisdom; he alone could
match the laughter of Moliere with a laughter as human and

divine."~
Shakespeare is of interest in this disoussiort because of hie productions of revenge tragedies. His Othello
is a powerful tragedy of revenge instigatedby jealousy.
Othello, a Moor and a warrior, gives a position to Ca.ssi.o
for which Iago has worked. This caused the selfish !ago to
seek retaliation against Othello. He tortures Othello's
mind concerning his

w~fe's

loyalty and poisons him against

her. He then engages Cassio in a. drunken brawl that causes
him to lose his rank. When Othello is certain of his wifeis
guilt he BXOlaims:
0 that the slave had forty thousandlives
One is too poor too weak for revenge... .·
All my fond love thus do .I blow to heaven.
'Tis gone.
lLibrarY: of Worlds Best Li terattg:!_J Vol. XXll
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.Arise, black vengeance, from thy folloW cell! .
Yield up, 0 .love~ thy crown and hearted throne .•.·.
To tyrannous hate! ..
.
. . . . . .·.···; . ·. ·.·.
Even so my bloody thoughts, with violent paden.
Shall near look back, ne'er ebb to humble love;
Till that a capable and wide revenge · . .... · · ·
Is wallow them up. Now, by yond marble heaven,
(Kneels) In due reverence of a. sacred vow
I here engage my words.
.

. ' .'

;

. After this vow he withdraws to furnish "some s~fft
means of death for· that fair devil," and calls to Iago, ·

.

,:

"Now thou art my lieutenant."

...
,_;

·.·

..

!ago • s plan fails when Cassio is wounded instead of ·
.

..

killed so that he test i:f'ies against !ago as does .Emilia · ·
When she iearne of the villainy practiced by her husband.
The suffocating of Desdemona and Othello's realization of his
wrong a~ouses pity and sadness, pity for unmerit~d suffering
.

.

and sadness •. tor the irretrievable loss of noble qualities •
The revenge of a gullible good man against a good and
oent woman is the apex of sympathetic

tragedy~

inn~

Hie death

:from grief is the overtone of dramat io pity. tt() Spartol'i DogLook on the tragic loading of this bed," says Ltidovioo at
• the oonolus ion.
This play is not only

an

excellent example of ~evenge ·

but it also shows that the Englishman is a believer

:i.nthe

separation of classes and nationalities. Several times men~·
tion was made of the feeling of Desdemona's father over.her<
marriage with Othello. An illustration is the
statement of Gratiano:
"Poor Desdemona! I ~m
Thy match was mortal to him, and pure

I
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old thread in twain.
Did he live now this sight
desperate turn,
Yea., curse his better angel from his side,
And fall to reprobance."
.
.

.

·,
'

..

'

.

The Seneoa.n influence is shown in the egotistical).
·.
;·.
.
·.

.

..

guileful and·oruel !ago, who takes pleasure in the suffering
·,

'

·of his victims.
Another example of Shakespeare's villain-hero type
is Ti tu~ Andronicus which shows the influence of
Tragedy and the

~

the. Sp~nish
.
.
.

:

21. Malta. No play better deserves the type ·
.

'

name of "tragedy of blood. n Briefly, the struggle> is between·
Titus, conqueror of the Goths, and Tamara. their .captive· queal, ·
who marries the Roman emperor and who would avenge Titus• ·
saorafice of her son. In this play there are fifteen people
killed, and other crimes no less horrible are perpetrated,
Everyone at some time gets his revenge; and the plat 19
.

'

entirely made up of plotting, killing, gloating, and co\mter
plotting. Titus began revenge for the sake of his family and
,

in doing so caused a number of victims to become·

inV'olved~

·

Aaron, the villain, a Moorish lover of Tamara, became· the real
;

villain in that he entered into the scheme of revenge witho.ut

)

;

a motive and matched his wits against Titus in revenge. In t·he ·
end, Aaron, the real villain, says:

l'

r''.

"If one good deed in all my ·life I did
I do repent it from my very soul."
In Hamlet is found one of the best examples
:~

This tragedy shows the introspect ion, the premeditation
\

Anglo-saxon mind, when planning a deed of blood. T'i-u3 .

I

),.,

rI
i

i.
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bf Hamlet are searchlights into the soul of the boy who is
·commanded to seek retaliation for his father's death.·

In

the

beginning.of the tragedy the ghost spee.ks to Hamlet telling
him that he is bound to hear and to revenge when he has ·
heard:
"The serpent that did sting thy fat her's life .· ·
Now wears his crown."
And then as if to urge him on, the ghost says,

no, horrible, 0~ horrible: most horribleJ
If thou hast nature in thee bear it not;
Let not the royal bed of Denmark be
A couch for luxury and damned incest.
But, howsoever thou pursuest this· a.ot,.
Taint not thy mind, nbr let thy soul·. ::Jontrive
Against thy mother aught: leave her to heaven
And to those thorns that in her bosom lodge,
To prick and sting her. Fare thee well at onoe!
Adieu, Adieu! Hamlet remember me."

,'l'

. Hamlet is confronted with the delimna of personal
animosity for the king and also the ta..sk imposed on him by
hie father's ghost against that same king. Vengeance is
delayed until Hamlet is certain that the ghost speaks the
truth concerning hie uncle.

The device of the masque is

again also used in finally proving the guilt of the king.
The nature of Hamlet is constantly struggling for expression
of 'his real grief.

In the scene with his mother just after

the play, given by the wandering players, Hamlet says, "that
he must be cruel only to be kind." He begs his mother:
"Confess yourself to heaven;
Repent what's past; avoid what is to

oorne~"

The death of Polonius causes Hamlet to show geriuihe
emot1on and he remarks:

l35o

"For this same lord (pointing to Polonius)
I do repent: but heaven hath pleased it so;
To punish me With this and this with me ··•
I will bestow him, and answer well
The death I gave him.
After Hamlet's return from England his grief is

~lao

real when he learns of Ophelia's death.
The last scene, in which occurs the killing of all
but Horatio, Hamlet's friend, is one of the most

powe~ful,in

this kind of drama. Laertes fights in order to gain vengeance··
for his father 1 a death. This fight is urged by the king who, .

..

knowing of Laertes' skill, hopes to rid himself.of Hamlet by
witnessing his death in a duel. When Laertee falls,
by

poison~d

his own sword he cries to Hamle.t,
"I a.rn justly killed by mine own treachery," and

again he speaks in answer to Hamlet's question to the

sou~ce

ot the treachery,
"It is here, Hamlet: Hamlet thou art elail1,
No medicine in the world can do thee good.
In thee there is not half an hovr of life;
The treacherous instrument is in thy hand,
Uncoated and envenom'd: the foul practice
Hath turned itself on me; lo, here I lie,
Never to rise again: thy mother's poisoned:
I oan no more: the king, the king' a to blan1e ~"
When Hamlet hears the king is guilty he thrusts
his poisoned sword through him and speaking to him,,says:
"Here, thou incestuous, murderous, damned Dane.·· •·
Follow my mother."
The queen dies because she drinks poisoned wine;
intended for Hamlet. The consoling element is the exchange.
forgiveness between Laertes and Hamlet. Hamlet oomme.nds
Horatio to live in order to relate his story aright. Thus
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:;

complete revenge was obtained by Hamlet who
.

.

father's murdere;r and satisfied his own animosity. 'l'he

reconcillatio~ between Hamlet and taertes with the .su~:v.i"ai
of Horatio proves another Anglo-Saxon

oha.racteristid~

of finding a reconciliation and the existing, at the'

that·· .

olose:6~ •.

a. play, of some good o haracter. This not only shows a. ·d.:ra:zn~tio ...
.

:.:

.

tendency but a.lso one found in real life, for very seldol'ri.is·
all good extinguished. even in· the revenge piays·. The ttot.is'
planned for a definite purpose, not just

a,

vent tor spite.'

.

. ..

Many critics in referring to Hamlet state that. in it
'

'

is found a. remarkable study of the Anglo-Saxon who hesitates
before doing the deed he is bound to conunit.'l'he reality of
Hamlet's pauses and the laok.of determination in carrying
out such a deed against his own nature is intensely human
arid characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon. He does not rush to
'

.

'

violent' and speedy action~ but plans, meditates, and finally .
stl'ikes .the death blow of the faithless king. 1his is not
1

the act ion of

an

Italian nor Frenchman. It is an act ion due

to the combination of oharaoteristios found in the Arie;loSa.xons.
Macbeth is included in this discussion since; 1t · · · ·
conforms to the then current ideas of tragedY in theme

anct '

style. The story is one of crime and retribution.with-~ ·
'

'

'

rather striking likeness to . some of the classical

drarrt~s •.

It coincides with the Senecan plan of crime committed and·,
'

.

;

.·

.

'

'

'

then revenged through the accompaniment of superrtatura.l· · ·

·- ..
i.

[
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agencies. The story which is well known is that of a usUrper
who becomes a bloody tyrant and is overthrown after. a reign
·'

of. increasing crime. The revenge here is punishment of evil
a. ccording to the prophecy of the witches. This is

reall~t

a

portrayal'. of the disease of a man's soul, that ailment being
ambition. Although revenge is not the primary motive of this
play it is mentioned because of the revenge element. This
drama serves to give an historical and political view of the
time about which it was written.
Turning now to the works of Thomas Heywood,. a ·new
type of revenge drama is found that is different frolll the
.

blood and thunder of Marlowe and Kyd. It deale with a bloodless revenge that is none the less effective •. In his. Woman
Killed !Uh Kindness one finds that the psychological element
enters into the torture of the revenge and finally works upon
the physical being until death comes.
The

Frankfords~

a young

couple~

are happily married

until Frankford learns of the. infidelity of his wife. This
indiscretion causes the unhappy husband to seek punishment
for those who wronged him. This revenge is passive, silent,.
· but certain. He thus announces her punishment:
"My words are registered in heaven already
With patience hear meJ I'll not martyr thee,
Nor mark thee for a. strumpet; but with usage··
Of more humility torment thy soul,.
And hell thee even in kindness.
Woman hear thy judgmentl
.
Go make thee ready in thy attire
.
.· . <
Take with thee all thy gowns, all thy apparel
,
Choose thee a bed and hangings for thy chamber; · •
Take with thee everything which hath thy mark,.
And get thee to thy manor 'Seven miles·off.
I charge thee after this sad day never
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To see rne, or to meet me, so

farewell~now."

After Anne is established in her new honte the quiet-· · ness there and grief over her wrong-doing nearly drive her
'

'

insane a.nd in order to shorten the.length of he%.' agony she
takes this oath,
vow is pas sed,
.
.
.
Last. night you saw me eat and drink my last
So to. my death-bed; for from. this sad hour ·
I never will, nor eat, nor drink, nor taste
Of any oakes that may preserve my life
I never will nor smile, nor sleep 1 nor rest; .
But when my tears have washed. my bla.ok.soul white
Sweet Savior 1 to thy hands I yield my ~pirit.", ·

"My

toward the man who has ruined,his happiness. This quiet manner serves t6 intensify the suffering of Frankdford and adds
to the discomfort of Wendel. So complete and effective is
Frankeford 1 s disappointment in his false friend that he. be.- ·
lieves it is not worth an effort. to punish. him beoe.use the
end was ,reached when

.f

Wendol betrayed his friendship.

Then follows the entrance of criminal and horrid
r avenge in Tourneur • s Atheist Tragedy:. It found inspi·ra.tion

AlthoUgh:tli~·\

in the out•throats arid low men of the ta\terhs.
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characters are of title in the drama it is said that Tourneur .
found his inspiration in the low men of London whenhe over•
heard them exchanging.experiences.l
His Atheist Trage& in 1611 is a curious blend of .
many types. It belongs in setting to the old type o:f revenge
for a father, but the motives are modified.. The revenge is _.,.
for a. father murdered by an uncle and directed by a ghost .•
who reveals the murder, but counsels the son to leave revenge
to .God. or providence. The ghost is Christian.
"Return to France, for thy old father's dead ..
And thou by murder disinherited.
Attend with patience and success of things,
But leave revenge unto the King of Kings."
The avenging son not only hesitates, but after a little
·irresolutipn overcomes his inclina.tionu to avenge; and awaits
the judgment of heaven. The plot reveals how D'amville; an
atheist and a villain, though a man of wealth and pqsition,
kills his own brother, Montpores,. and plots to ruin his
:;

;
i

nephew, Charlemont, whom he has sent away to wars. Charlemont
returns to France to learn that he has been reported dead
and that his betrothed,Cartabella is married. to the sickly

:

younger son of D' amville. On meeting his uncle, Charlemont

I

looses self-control and fights with Sebastian, an elder
brother of D1 Amville, a careless voluptuary whom he disarms
but spares because he hears the ghost say,
"Let him avenge my murder and thy wrongs ·
To whom the justice of revenge belongs,d
After an affected reconciliation, D1 Amville continues his
1 The Li terat~re of Roguery, Vol. II, Cha.p. IX.
:'
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machinations., setting on an assassin to murder Charlemont,
attemr1ting ravishment of Oastabella, and finally imprisoning

.

both on a false charge of murder. In spite of all this,

D Amvill.e s ambitions do not thrive. Sebastian is slain in
1

1

an encounter with a husband whom he ha.s wronged, and his
sickly brother, the

of Castabella, dies. D'Amville,

~ridegroom

distracted with wickedness an4 conscience,. losep
atheism and., in the qnd,

~nook~

ou, t hts

br~~11s

tru~t

~n

with

in his
ax

which he nas himself Gnatohed from a neadsmf\!+ tnat h@ might

mete out dea.th to

hi~

hated MJphew,

the forti tude that Ohfil.rlemont

Ol'f~~lemont,

~nd Caatabell~

by the failure of his plans, he staggers

f~om

Incensed. a.t

display, demented
the

platform~

convinced that God controls law and nature and that his fate
is in God's hands, confesses his crime, and diea, D1Amville
is a villain hero, He is a strong man, and it would seem that
he had intellectual ability to carry out his desire;
Charlemont, unable to obtain revenge openly, is eat:i.sfied as
he sees the vulgar villain put an end to his own career,
This is another example of the English respect for law and
the limitations put upon Charlemont by convention. Charlemont
feels that he is obliged to seek vengeance and yet he is
compelled to obey the ghost each time he is about to kill
those people who were responsible for his

fa~her 1 s

death.

This play closely resembles Hamlet since it too shows a
deliberate attempt to embody a philosophical conception of·
tragedy in a revenge play. In the accwnlation of horrors,
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in the development of the villain character, in the emphasis
on new sensational motives at the expense of revenge, and in
the more elaborate handling of i:ntrigu.e, it mf\,y be said to
carry the general devGlopment of the revenge tragedy a step
nearer to Webster who was the master
Hoffman, a sensat icmal
Henry Chettle, was

wr~tten

of a son for a

.fa·~her,

this

rnelod~a,rna

in 1602.

handling of our theme, Again we

~n

~;~ee

T11~s

k~nd

of traged.y.

by a. hackwr 1 ter,
was a akillful

emphasized,,· the vengeance

Hoffman "banishes all clouds of melan-

choly "at the start anQ. shows no hesitation in

QG~-rry ing

out

.

this retaliation until turned from hie purpose by a passion
.
for the mother of his chief victim, The plot

1~

not a small

piece of work. The favller of Hoffman has been killecl.

oy

his

nenmy, the Duke of Lu.tnsigbUl'g, in a novel way; that of having

a. red... hot crown applied to his temples, Hoffman kills the
innocent son of his father's murderer, Otho., in the same
manner, and passing himself off for tha~ young prince, continues his intrigues to the destruction of many foes, until
falling in love with tiartha, the murdered Otho's mother, he
is trapped.and killed by hFLv1ng a burning crown applied to
his own brow, This ia a play of two parts - Hoffman seeking
revenge and later everyone else seeking

vengea.nc~

upon

Hoffman. Lucibella, the betrothed of one of Hoffman's victims,
becomes insane. Her madness is made an instrument of some
telling hits at the villain and is the means of discovering
his iniquity. It is evident, then, that although a varied
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means is used in bringing about the revenge and its punishment the tragedy is still one in ¥Vhioh retaliation is ·the
primary motivating factor.
Possessed by the demon of vengeance he determines
to make the deeds of Atreus and

Mede~

look pale. After his

first 'harrowing orime, which is the reeult o! d.eep.. seated
hatred and revenge, he goes about h;is murders with that
hearted. Machiavellian spirit which

del~ghte

lig~

in demonstrfl.ting ·

the efficacy of W:tcked.ness, In the end Hoffman descended
from the noble oa.use of satisfying hifl' father's demand for
:ttevenge to the low plain of revenge

fo~

the love of

it~

or

I

tl'le :f'oo'\i ater;s of

pure villr.tiny, I11stead of following

i~

Hieronimo or Hamlet,

tre~ohery,

lHl

uses fraud,

po iijon; and

murder to obtain his ends. "Revenge as a justifiable oode has
disappeared; hesitation based on doubt or moral'

so~uples

has

vanished; the avenger becomes the villa,in. ni This,· then,
would support the belief that Chettle used as his subject
for Hoffman the lo\vest cockney of the tondon

Inn~

for here is

that kind of person playing h:l.s natural part disguised as a.
gentleman of title.
Still another contribution to the type under discussion is Chapman's Bussy d'Ambois, Claremont knows it to
be his duty to avenge his brother 1 s death,. but is diverted ftt Qll'l
from his purpose until betrayed by a man who married his sister
and is unrtustly suspected by the king. Finally he kills his
brother•s murderer in a duel thrust upon him. After having
I Boyer,- The Villain as Hero in Elizabethan Tragedy.
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decided upon his course of action Cle.remont exclaims,
"I•ll soothe his plots, and strain my hate with smiles,
Till all at once the close mines of my heart
Rise at full date, and rut:;;h into hie blood.
I'll bind. his arm in silk, and rub hia flesh,
To make the veins swell, thnt his soul may gush
Into some kennel, where it longs to die, ·
And policy shall be matched with policy."
The importance of this drama is great because of the
insight given concerning the brilliant and

aoan~alous

court

of Henry III. "Chapman has presorved the mines and counter ..
mines of t:r.-eachery ·and intrigue, ·the lfitruggles
and politicians toils,. the atmosphere of
~·

the tyrants

~11

heartle~a

cynicism

and godless scorn u:f death and fate that we.a so rampant in
Henry III's time." 1 'I'h~s play, then, is most.importa~1.t in
the portraying of the lif'e of the t1me and in giving e. true
picture,of court manners and conventional oustoma rather than
characteristics of thode :par·ticipating; in that circle of life.
Not until ten .years after Richard the Third, was an
effort eade to uortra.v
...

Tl:is

t~rpe

of

pl~~Y

'0'

th~,·\'C'1it'\i..'lM.1 ft.~nbtt\on r,f'
•

.

<

is f<.)Ulld in o.

injustioe in Jonson's

Sej~nus,

kind, and is as important as

tra.e;et\~r

a

vUl~in.

of revenge for persma.l

and is one of the best of its

:I!~dward

II by Ma.rlowe. Sejanus,

the hero, ministers to the desires and power

~f

his ruler he

expects to supplant him. The struggle between Tiberius and
Sejanus is the vital part of the play. The fact that Sejanus
plots against Tiberius in order to gain power 1 causes one to
'lose sympathy with him, so that when Tiberius crushes him no
pity is evident. The revenge that Tiberius brings about because
I Elizabethan
Drama Schelling: Vol. I.
------.
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his persona,l rights have been questioned is a just, hard and
excessive one but justified in that the scheming Sejanus was
paid for turning the favoritism of Tiberius to shady ends,·
that of usurping his power. All the 1mplorati6ns of the gods
will not save him from the mob that waa.ao passive under the
tyrant Tiberius. The treatment of his body at the hands of
the mob emphasized the completeness of his :f'a.ll from a. high
position. Tiberius relatee the

f~te

that was Sejanue•,

"Sentence by the Senate,
To lose his head; which wa~ no sooner off,
But that the unfortuna·te trunlt were eeized
By the rude multitude; who.not oontf.Ult
With what the forward justice of the state
Officiously had done, with violent rage ·
Have rent it limb from limP.. A thouo~nd heads,
A thousand hands, ten thousand tongues and voioes,
Employed at once in several aots of malioe--Enoh little dust covers a partJ
So lies he nowhere yet often burieli1,,"
Tiberius' rule was likened to that of the tyrant in that
favorites were advanced to hie;h positions and became con...
fidents until they commi tt'ed

R.

wrong; act; thEm severest

punishment resulted. The tyrants, fearing for the safety of
their office, gave a

particu~arly

swift punishment to the

former favorites. This drama gain illustrates the cautious
Englishman acting upon proof and law. In this case Tiberiua
does not strike at Sejanus until he is absolutely convinced
that he is guilty. Tiberius has been slow to realize the danger
of Sejanus• actions against him but when he is thoroughly
convinced, he waives hesitation aside and in his letter to the
Senate shows determination and a will to punish the clever
villain. The quickness in the course of punishment is an
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illustration of a characteristic that is still a part of
English law - that of swift punishment to of:t'enders.
To pas r:·. from dramas of oou.rt life and poli t ioal
intrigue to those
step, and

ye~

de~ling

intensively in blood !s quite a

in thia type the personal and informal life of

those·same people is shown. Horror and fea.r are the important
motives of these tragedies, "Here the horror ia both intensified and refined; mere bloodshed is not enough 1 other and
more elabo;vate physical horrors are added, and espeo:i,ally
mental and moral suffer ine;, inhuman
and

inr~enious agonie~~

the

lone; drawn

wi()kednea~,

sut)tletiE;~;

ot the

.$~nnere

inmost

thought. nl 'l'hese traged;l.ee o.:r:e o±' an esp~cial value oecause
their :r:oots rcul deeply into popular peliota,

t~ste~~

modes of life. The parts of life the.t they po:rtray
and vulgar, and yet one oan1wt orit1oize

tho~e

and

~re

crude

qualities when

one realizes that the actual lite of that time is best described
by those same adjectives, 'In Webster, the tra..gedy of blood
found its most prominent
icular

type~

exponen~.

Marston

b~gan

this part-

Tourner contributed to it 1 and Webster finished

it. It "abounds in crime,

violenoe~

madness, and bloodshed;

ghosts glide through its scenes, much is made of phyoioal
horror, revenge is a frequent motive of its personages. It.s
obvious appeal was somewhat crude e. nd popula,r; but the great
strength of the Elizabethan drama was that while ita roots
ran deep into popular belief, taste and life, it was formed
1
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by the great geniuses of the age." 1

A particular development

of this type is seen in Webster's Duchess of Mt:tlfi
White

and the

Devi~

In the former, a bee.ut iful young widovr is fearfully
punished by her brothers beca,lH3e
wishes.

she married against their·

There are physical and mental horrors,

Contrary

to the orders of her brothers, the Duch.eE?m, a you.ng widow,
m1-1rriesher stewal'd Antonio Bologna.

:Sy (Jareful pJ.ann;tng

their marriage is kept for several months from the jealoue
'orothers of the Duchess.

Ferdinand in a ;Cit of j ea,lous

rage realizes that he has lost her treasure and. leaves
to plan his future actions.

Knowing tha·b his sister had

disobeyed him he plans to punieh he!'.
are included;

In this punishment

The horrors of a dead man's hanc;l, which he

makes his sister clasp;

the waxen images of Antonio and

her children who appear as dead;

madmen who surround the

house and frighten the Duchess; then, finally death which
accomplished by strangling.

Ferdinand returns to.the scene

of murder to view his dead sister, her children, and servants,
'lh'hen he sees that the executioners have taken her life,
Ferdinand is overcome with remorse.

He moans:

ttcover her face; mine eyes dazzle; she died young."
. La.ter, in order to shift the blame upon Bosola, whom he hired
to aid him, he asks:
"Why didst thou not pity her, What
An excellent honest man mightst thou _have been
lTatlock and Martin Representative English Pla¥:_6 P.292
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If thou had.st borne her to some sanctuary!
Or, bold in a good cause, - oppos'd thyself,
With thy advanced s·worcl above my head,
Between her innocence and my revenge!
After this Bosola tires·of working for Ferd:Lnand and the
Cardinal and joins vii th Antonio in revenge e.gainst the two
cruel men.

Like a cork upon the waves Bosola fluctuates
'(

from one side of the controversy to a.nother and as he a,nd
Antonio enter the place to kill the Duchess' bl'tr!Jhers, he
unwittingly stabs Antonio.

Then he finishes

hi~

blooqy

deeds by killing the sel Vent of Antonio, the Ca.:ve:Line. l, and
1

stabs Ferdinand, saying;
"Now my revenge is perfect~-Stnk, thou main cause
Of my undoings--The lr:tst pe. rt of my lU'e
Hath done me the best service,«

As Ferdinand dies, he calls,
"My sister,. oh, my sister1 There's the cause on't
V'ihether we fall by ambit ion, blood or lust,
Like diamonds we are cut with our OV\11.1 dust."
'
After having killed all of his enemies
Bosola. then falls upon

his ovm sword saying,
"Mine is another voyage. 11
In this play the revenge is both physical and mental showing
that as the nation developed so did the drama..

The mental

distress coming after the plays in which only physical suffering compensated for a crime showed that merely physical injuries corresponded to the times when a man showed his animal
traits more strongly.

From the time of Webster, revenge

tragedy found strength in combining physical and mental paino
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In the last play discussed the cc.:mse for revenge was not
retaliation for a life but because of the selfishness of
the Duchess' two brothers

~1o

wanted all of her wealth,

This ie the first English revenge tragedy, read for this
discussion, that children have entered and the first one
in which they are killed for the sake of killing.
I.he White Dev,il was written in 1611 and is somewhe,t similar in plot hm.ving the same instruments of torture
in it,

The difference is in the

of the White Devil

111::;~

·~ wo v~~la,;l,;ns,

Flaminier

Bosols., me,kes it pledn 'that be

wishes to be loved and that to do so he

mu,~t

serve, out

unlike Bosola he sl1owe little a.ve:r,>sion to the service
exacted of him,
villain,

He is another excellent exrunple of the tool

He curses his mother fo:J.' having brought him. into

the world without eve:,;y provision :for his welfare, and also
he curses her for interruntin;t
hts efforts to advance himself
.
~.~

by playine pander betvveen his sister and her lover.

He -is

flippant, ooarse, and base and remains so u,ntil his death,
He kills those v.rhom he is hired to kill,

He kills Camillo,

his sister's husband, ancl as many others as he is charged
to do awa.y with.

Finally, for his mean deeds, his sister,

her servant and himself,a.re stabbed and as he strugr;les he
says,
"I recover like a spent taper, for a flash,
And instantly go out.
1 Tis well there is some goodness in my death;
My life was a black charnell. I have caught
An everlasting cold. I have lost my voice
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Most unrecoverably. Farewell, glorious villains,
Thj_s busie tr·acle of' life appears most vaine
Since rest seeks rest, ~1ere all seek pain ~y paine
Let no hal'Sh fluttering bells resound my knell;
Strike thunder, an(l strike loucle, to my farewell."
Webster shows the influence of Machiavelli, as most Englishmen
interpreted the maxims of the Florentines, ancl thought them t'o
harbor subtle evil.

"One does not need to read more than

one passage to know whe.t Webste:r thought of

pr~nces;

minded royalty, because of its power, is tbrj.ce

evil-

~vil,

It is

not the abuse of the pri.ncely office, not the governing power
itself, that 1Nebster dec:des and this feeling is found in
both the !!,hit e Devil a.ncl 'rhe

Du.9ll~...,..9J',...MCJ,;J:.;fi 1

l3osola

mockingly says of kings,
(Search the heads of the greatest rlve~s in the world,
You shall find then1 but bubbles of wa.ter t)
The poet's sense of democracy seems fatalistic,

I? No
mo1·e t11r:;n1 beti':een two bricks, all made of clay.
If I were pla.o'·t as high 18.S the duke, I should
stick as fast, and make as fair a show.)

(Yf11e.:t differ·enoe is betvreen the duke and

In s:nort, Webster is a hater of shams and in arou.sing like
feeling he used the horrible,u

1

The Elizabethan drama

w~ts

at its full strength

in the first quarter of the seventeenth century.

atmosphere of fea.r.

It·was in

This concrete type of fea.r rather than

the mere doing away with a life before the mind has suffered
w2>s an addition to English tragedy.

Even the dra.matic

just ice in the dro.,mas of former years seems to have been
1 Geo. Baker Belles Letters Series Sec. 111 Webster
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lacking in this age of lustful revenge tragedies that
contain all rnanner of torture mac1:.tines. Beaumont and
Fletcher writing vrhen they dld became the linl\ between
The ?.re.id 1!? Trage,dy;_ :Ls

Webster and the less violent Group.

a product of these men and a significant one in this discussion.

"It may not be too much to affirm that the

eas~,

originality, and naturalness of this one popular play coming vrhen i'b did, turned the current of :r.omant iQ tragedy ::and
common tastes from the noise and hyste:t ics of Marston, and
1

· ·the elaborated horror of Webster and Tourneur to 'the @a.sy
eJ.oquence of Ma.ssinger and ShJrley~ul
Evadne is p:r.'ompted by
mtstress of the king,

a.mb~·Hon

anO. becomes the

The king, to hiQ.e her shame, arranges

a marriage between her and Amintos, a youni gentleman of the
court, although in doing so he separates Amintos and Aspasia
who are betrothed,

Evadne has s.worn to be true to her. royal
'

lover; and Armintos, wanting to avenge his honor and not
being able to do it openly, works in a quiet we.y through
1:!ela.nthus, the brother of Evadne.

Melanthus brings Evadne

to the realization of her sin, causes her to murder the
king, and then turns the knife to herself.

Thqs Amintos

brings about his revenge quietly although he is not the agent
of it.

Revenge being accomplished, Amintos, overwhelmed by

grief of having accidently stab1)ed Aspasia, in an encounter
in which she is disguised as a boy, kills himself.;
Soon Shirley gave to the realm of revengful tragedy
1
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two tragic masterpieces,
The Cardinal,

--...--

_,_

I

•-•

Tl~.-~rai tor,

in 1631 and

in 1641, Both are plays of revenge, lust,

intrigue, and villainy, in which a.ll ths accretions.o:f? this
kind of tragedy from Kyd to Webster seems to be represented.
The Cardinal is the more representative work so it will be
summarized,

The Duke of Mendago, husband of Duchess Rosaura,

lost his life at sea.

The Duchess falls in love with D1 Alvarez,

but the king separates them and the Carc'Linal plans for her
marriage to his nephew Columbo.

Due to o, brief

corr~~pondence

between the Duchess and Oolu.mbo, relations a,r$ severt;ld.
Columbo kills D1 Alverez and brings the body to the D'L'\.chess
at the time she is to marry him.

The guardianship of the

Duchess is placed in the hands of the
death moves her to insanity; the

O~rdinal.

Cardin~,:\.

D1 Alverez 1 s

suspects her of

killing Columbo a.nd gains revenge by poisoning her,
gloats over his success

~e

As he

says,

"No, my reven~e ~as met
With you, nimble Duchessl I have took
A disguise tn give my act more freedom too,
And I am poisoned with that dose I gave her.
Alas no preservative hath wings to overtake it.
I fl.rn sure you shall now laug~1 at me.
I prepa:red :';' · e poison and resol vecl to make her tak~ it,
And by death conclude my last revenge."
·
The Cardinal is killed by Hermando who then talces his ovm
life.

This tragic materpiece offers little alleviation

from hol'ror and bloodshed and yet it is one of the best
examples of revenge of thHt decade.

A change is noticed,

however, in the simplicity of plot and in the fact that there
are fewer horrors.

-·····
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Massinger, a

coll~Jorator

of Fletcher, has given

of. a father, Montford of ·:r:arsa:llles, who kills his justly
estra.nged and

rebelliout~

a guilty passion for his

son in a single combat
OiiJU

de.ughte:J.'.

~.nd

harbors

Nemesis ove1·takes

him when he sees his da.ughtel' in the hand.s of a supposed
friend to whom he has entrusted her as a protection against
his own lust; and a strH:ing cai,;a,strophe is reo..ohed in
Montford's death by a

stJ~ob:l

of lichtning in the moment of

his impotent cursing the hour of hie birth.
in a queer sort of way

oomeB

Thus revenge

to the :fo.ther who

''VfltS

supreme since in its course sweeps Montford away.

too weak

The horror

of this tragedy is lessened by the beautiful lyric passages.
Here is noticed the cautiousness of an Englishman's character
in that although the father kneYv thf.),t he was weak, he still
had strength enough to keep yielding to his despicable
impulse and he put his daughter out of b.is rea.ch.

One ca.n

hardly expect the Italian or the Frenchman in drama to do
such a sane thing.
Thomas Done has given this type of tragedy one of
its cruelest pl8,ys in direct oontre..st to the impressive
lyric style of the preceding play.
1625 just before the theatres

because of a plague.

w~re

This was published in
closed for five years

It is ca.lled the Bloody Bal2_quet and

is most appropriately named.

The wanton queen of an
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usurping king of Lydia plays Potipher 1 s wife to the true
heir, vrhom she kills when he discovers her identity.
the end her

brute~l

husband impr·isons her and

as food her lover's quartered limbs.

serv~s

In

her

At length he kills

her and loses his ovm life at the hrmds of the rightful
king.

This tragedy is of the older and crueler type.

;r:evenge. Of the husband for the fali1i ly U(:\me i
a.l though the method is crtH91.

Ia

The

just if:l,able

He;r,'e aga.:l.n there is no

hesitation when the woman is found. guilty .. s,nother exe.mple
of the swift payment of justice for a wrong,
At this seme time Ford wrote the """'""""'-··
Broken
Heart ,
...
another example of revenge for a sweetheart s.nd pul'ely for
-~~

selfish motives,

Orgiluo, whose life has been blighted

because Penthea has married Base.inio through the intervention
of her brother, the great general Ithocles, pursues his revenge upon Ithocles in spite of much delay and apparent
reconciliation.. Fina.lly he stabs Ithocles to death just as
he is to be married to Princess Calo..ntho..,
starvation and madness,

Panthea dies of

The familiar round of revenge, mad-

ness a.nd torture reappears, but this time it is told in a
story full of romantic sent :i.ment and hu.'11an pass ions.
final scenes are of lasting impression.

The

Calantha is dancing

when the tidings of her fa.ther's and lover's deaths are
brought to her, and she dances on, hiding her grief and
playing her pa.rt nobly, until, duty accomplished, her heart
is free to yield to its sorrow.

It is in scenes like these

... ·····--"·····-·-····-·····~-----·---·

-------

that Ford ls a.t his best; such scenes where passions are ·
restrained and overborne for the minute as the FJtrain and
suspense preceding a crash ends.

His imagination dissolves

the horrible .story into the very language of e. breaking
heart.

The British trait of thou:2·htful aci;ions is illustrated

here by means of Ithocles 1 delayed revenge.

Revenge was d·e-

layed here e"s in the instance of 'I'i'beritlS in Sejanus until
actual proof was fou.nd,

11 The

Englishman a;rms

against his ovm conscience as wel,l a.s the law
strikes a vi tal blow", se;ys

Wtlli~.rn Marq1.,~is,

ing fellow in Oxford and has done

~

himsel,~'
'l:~E:lfore

who is

he

a teach ...

g;reat deal of dJ?amatic

research,
An example of' a tool-vills.in is 'The .Q.ttangeling by
Middleton and Rawley.

He comrai t s :revenge but this time be-

cause he is in love with the noman who hires him to do the
act. · This villain 1 s name is De Flores.,

He kills the be-

throthed of Beatrice wlwse marriage has been arranged by :Sis
brother.

Beatrice, ·because of her love for Alsemero, has

De Flores kill Piracquo and in payment he acts, as his
price, her virtue.

After having married Alsemero she is

forced to disguise her maid as herself while she pa.ys her
debt to De Flores.
of

Beatric~'s

In the course of time, Alsemero learns

infidelity and scorns her.

Revenge, however,

is tal<en out of his hands beca.uc-;e Beatrice and De Flores
both take th'eir lives.

This is one of the many examples of

the English manner of revenge, that is the hiring of the
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assassin to do the work for a fee.
The theatres were closed in 1625 for five years
and

~fter

that time there was no production dealing with

this theme.

A love of the horr·ible become

prevt~lent

and

Webster and :Marston found. popular favor.
Immorality grew a.nd vvhen it wafJ t lme :for the
pendulum to swing to the other extreme its 1:u..:·tion resulted
in the law of 1642 which clor::1ed the theaters
during this time suffered and so pt;rs1Bta.nt
in wa,n,ting to a.ttend the

unt~l
'Ne:t'~

1$60. DrB..ma

the per.1ple

that it was neoessa,;ry

the~:ttres

to

pass ano·ther act in 1647, providinc; t!w:t, "actors in Stage
Plays, Interludes, or Common Plays be punished as rogues,
and still another act was put into effect which empowered
the JJord Mayor and others to destroy gallerles, seats and
boxes in the theaters, to flog actions, and to fine spectators
for the benefit of the poor. 111

When the ban was lifted the

histories of literature mark that date as the formal opening
of modern drama.

With the advent of Olla.rles 11 to the throne,

drama had more liberty than in Elizabethan times,

After the

reopening of the theaters there was more of romance written
than there was of the horrible.

The tragedies of this type

were only those of the Eliza.betha.n time revised and given
different interpretations, for ctj.ll the revolution influenced
the pen of the dramatists.

Dramatists whose works were used

on the Restoration stage were Shakespeare, Shirley, Webster,
Beaumont and Fletched.
1

Morals were not much better than
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before the Revolution but vice paid virtue tribute in this

--·

new drams,. · Dryden in AlmrJ..DZOl' and Almahide or the Oonauest
of' Gra.nada is the only

--

cJ.r~?,matlRt

touched the revenge theme.

-

in this new period who

This is a tragi-comedy so it

will not be discussed.
For a number of yes.rs ther~ were no outstanding
ex;;w1ples of the revenge theme in tr,J,gedy,
tragedies were written than, since other

a great deal of attention.

In fr.:Lot few
fo~ms

Shelley, in 1s:qo,

the best examples of this theme in !he Cenci,

waxe receiving
g~?..V@

one of

It begins with

incest and arrouses interest in two characters, one the
embodiment of all evil, t:.1e other, n pure and bem.uti.ful living
spirit striving in vain to free heroelf from wrong that is
powerful.

Cenci, a noble Roman, who wa.s a cold-hearted fiend,

loved everything gruesome and filled his life with hideous
pleasure.

He hears of his son's death s.nd gives a banq:t1et to

celebrate the occasion; torments Giacaneo, his eldest son,
wrongs

BeatJ~ice,

his datqhter, r:::.nd subjects his wife to suffer-

ing through the suffeTL.1.f:,' of his children.

He prays to find

a, novel way in which to kill Bea.t1·ice.

'''Tis plain I. have been honored f1'0J11 above.
I must gi v.e up the greater po lnt, wl':c ich was

To poison and corru,t her soul.

One too,

Ay--Rocco and Cristofano my curse
Strangled; and Giacaneo, I think, will find
Life a worse Hell than that beyong the grave;
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Beatrice shall, if there

~e

skill in hate,

Die in despair, blasr"Jheming;

to Bernardo,

He is so innocent, I will bequeath
The memory of these deeds, and

mal~e hi~J

yo1.,:1,th

The sepulchre of hope V!here S'Vil thoughts
Shall grow like weed:;; on a. neglected tomb.
When all is done, out in the wide Ce,mpa.gna

I will pile U:J my 8:\.lver and my gold;
My costly robes, pa1ntings and tapestries;
My parchment o and all

my :r.·eco:rds

of my. weal·th,
'

And make a bonfire in my joy, and leav@
Of my possessions nothing but my namet .
W'.nich shall be an inheritance to strip
Its wearer bare in infamy,«
And describing his designed sufferings for Beatrice he says,
"Go call my daughter

And if she comes not tell her that I come.
What sufferings?

I will dra.r; her step by step

Through infamieB unheard of by men;
She shc:tll stn.nd shelterless in the broad moon
Of popular scorn, for acts blazoned abrqad
One among

vi1:1 ich

shall be a rebel to her father

and her God.
Her corpse shall be abandoned to the hounds;"
The Cenci fa.lls asleep by means of drugs and hired assassins
come to kill him.

Messengers couie with papers ordering his
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death and when they find him dead make accusations which
terminate in the dea.th of her mother.
Aaron of Titus

~----

And.ron:\.cu.s

Oenoi is similar to

in his act ions and is one of

---------~~-

the best examples of genuine v:Lllt.tin type.

The Cenci when

explaining his actions says,
11 !

do not feel u.s if I were a man,

But like a fiend appointed to chaatiae
The offenses of Bome un:rernembered world,
My blood is runnin::·; up am: 6ovm veins;
·A fearful pleacnue mal<:es it prick and tingle;

I feel a giddy sickness of

8trang~

awe;

heart is bee,t ing with an expeotat ion

My

Of horrid ;joy. 11

He is perhaps a little better than Aaron because he believed
that repentance was
until the end,

11

ne~essa:ry

but that it should be left

Repente.nce is a.n easy moment's work, and.

more depends on God tha.n me. 11

This pla.y is a tragedy of

cold blood a.nd an example of pure villainy for the love of
it.
In writing this tragedy of Italian life Shelley,
in his endeavor to reproducB that life failed to portray it
as it is and intruduced the British characteristic of swift
punishment.

Shelley fa.U.ed in this }Jortrayal of Ita,lian

life, as such, because impulse has little influence and the
women play a different role then do Italian heroines •
For a period of almost seventy years little was
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written on this subject and it wa,s The Duke of Padua by
Oscar Wilde in 1891 that was the next example of revenge
tragedy.

It is the revenge of a father, and, but for its

de,te, would have been fotmd in the division devoted to
revenge for family.

Cot+nt Moranzone tells Guido thn.t it

is his d"Uty to revenge his fa.ther who
the Duke of Padua.

ha~

been betrayed by

In order to do this he must become the

favorite of .the D\lke as the

Dul~e

h,;:td been to his father.

Guido fa.lls in love with the Duchess, whom the Duke mistreats,
The comes the order to kilJ. the Duke,

He meets Oount

Moranzone on the way to the Duke 1 s ;room and he ·tells .him
that instead of killing the Duke he intends to leave a
dagger and a letter in his room.

At this moment the Duchess

rE,!ports that she has 1cilled the Duke,

When Guido recoj.ls from

her in horror she has him arrested and sentenced to death,
She repents what she has done e,nd tries to persuade Guido
to escape but he refuses; she drinks poison prepared for him,
and he stabs himself.

From this play and this date it is

evident that revenge and murder were still popular,
The next tra,gedy of revenge is one of guilty love,
also.

It is Paola and Francesca

was written in 1899.

by Stephen Phillips and

For political reasons Giovanni, tyrant

of Rimini, marries Francesca, the young daughted of the
tyrant of Ravenna.

His younger brother Paola falls in love

with her and she learns to love him.

In honor he wants to

leave but she implores him to stay.

A blind seer prophecies
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that Francesca will be ·wooed and that they shall die.

Paolo

buys poison intending to kill himself but yields to his
desire and goes once more to see Francesca.
the purpose and knows o.ll;

Giovanni hears

he feigns depa:r.tu.re but returns

to find them together· a.nd. kills both of them saying, 11 Unwi tt ingly they loved and unwittingly I kill them and kiss them quietly. 11

Thus the revenge is against a brother

wife; Giovanni did not ltill becB.use he loved
for the honor of hie house.

b(~cause

of a

Francese~.

but

Even in 1899 blood is still the

ordinary means of revenge although the attending horro:rs have
diminished,
The English play correspondes to the Italian
version by Pellicio and yet the true affection of the husband
for his yotmg wife is lacking.

The murder is more horrible

in this than in the Itr:ilian play a.nd seems prer{ledi tated when
compared with the original.

The lines tend to alleviate the

horror because of their exquisiteness.
The task of attempting to find characteristics of
a nation in its revenge tragedies is a difficult one.

In

England it is especially difficult because the people there
have within their blood other bloods of foreign mixture so
that their characteristics are a combination of various
nations. ·rn tragedy especially the dramatists have drawn
from other countries for the "oasis fol' their plots and although the dramas are almost wholly English there is also
a reflect ion of the characteJ:istics of the count1·y from which

lGl

the basis for the story comes.
In this discussion of English revenge tragedy
certain adjectives have been found used to describe the
Englishman.- He is deliberate, detG:r.~nined, unsuspect:tng,
and furious when his temper is arou.sed.
His deliberateness is c.J.emonstre.ted in the punishment given to Mrs. Frankford in A Woman Killecl with Kindness.
~-~'"''"

--"to!oOI:~

::4

The premeditated revenge in the majority of plays tends
toward this conclusion anc.l. disproves t1J.e popuJ.v..r b.el;lef. that
the

Engl~ shrna.n

is hot-headed a.nd a.ct s without thinkint?;.

Even the cruel Cenci planned his deeds of v:i.lla,:tny as did
the other villains such as Iago in Othello; Aaron in
Titus Andronicus, Hoffman in
part

of

e~

play of the sa.me name; e.nd

Bosola. 1 s act ions in the Duch.ess of

M~lfi,

. His determination is best illustrated by Tambur ...
laine in his conquests, also in Sejanus a.nd in Edward 11 1 ~
'

favorite, Gaveston,

.

Of course all revenge tragedies contain·

determination but in no other country has this trait been
so pronounced,

One would not expect it in a country where

impulse is the dominant factor.

In all but one English

tragedy of revenge used in this discussion there is little
hesitation after the course of action has been decided upon; that exception is Ham_let.
The temper of the En(;lishman is rash and uncontrollable and there is one outstanding instance in the
plays studied in which a. deed of revenge was
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committ~d

while

the individual was in a furious state of mind and that is
Ferdinand in the

Du~l~ef?E~_9..:f_MalfJ..!..

One example does not

prove the rule so that with the long list of plays to
support the statement it iG safe to say that the Englishman
is deliberate and determined ln his acts of revenge which
for the most part are all premeditated after his temper
has subsided.·
It is interesting to note that most of the acts
of blood are prompted by an incU vidual of a,
and executed by a

p~id

aesnssin of a lower
revens~

other country is the tragedy of
villains and paid assassins.

high~r

rank~

class
In no

so full of tool-

Thie io done because the

murderer hired was trained and lf he were unfortunate enough
. to be caught the blarne rested upon him, thus liberating the
individual for y,rhor!l the murder we,s committed,

This convent ion-

ality is aga.in illustrated in the prohibited of a woman to be
the active villain, for in all Enslish tragedies of this kind,
stu·iied for this d.iscussis,n t:<.el'e is 11ot one Yroman as selfasserting as the protc:,gonist,
1ng

This

cien~onst:cates

the subo:rding..t-

of wa:r.an' s will and actions to those of the men.
The use of the rr:a.sque as e.n e.id in the' securing a

means of revenge· is· found in Englis:P tragedy more than in that
of any other country.
Traged.z, and Hamlet

In

Antonio~

'Revepge, The Revent;er' s

the use to further revenge is found. In

Hamlet part icularily the typice.l wandering players are described.
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Mbst of the themes of these plays deal with
illicit love.

This reveuls more concerning English morals

than English conditions and events in history,
llilJce P£..t._~erved

In

there :i.t-: one example conoe:rning the

opposition to the ruleof tyrants or despots.

No truly

pe,triotic revenge dramas or economic ones may be found in
English Tragedy of this type.
Tambourlaine deal with JUnglish court life and even out of
these three

QQ_:;o~dudc

iQ the most nearly lilce the dramas

concerning the state tha,n is o.ny other :&::ngllsh tra,g;edy of
revenge,

Almost all of the pla,ys dea.l with ·the breaking of·

the moral code.

The English are conventional in their

punishment and do it to :t>eestablish me honor o:e their houses
rather than to punish from a sense of indignatton.

This

phase is especially emphasized in Brovming' s Blot in the
Scutcheon •

Rather than introducing an economic and political

message, the English dramatist brings a moral message.

This

message is not written in such a manner as to carry a
reformatory plea with it.

It

Wf:.s

merely a reproduction of

thEl mora"ls of the time with ctddi t ional horrors and evils so
that the audiences lost the moral isoue a.nd became interestEJd
in the gruesome performance.

Even the suppression of the

theaters did not reform the drama of revenge.
The entrance of mental and physical torture was an
additional touch to the painful tragedies and gradually the
mental has succeeded until the revenge theme in tragedy has
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become weaker.

Mental suffering, over a wrong action, leads

to self punl shment ei th~u in retr:i.but ion for the e.ct or in
suicide.

This accounts for the sca.rcity of revenge tra,gedy

in the nineteenth century.

Even in some of plays the act

is softened by the partial reconciliation.

An

exampl~

of

this is fo1.Uld when Ferdinand in the Duchess of Malfi beholds
his murdered sisted and asks .Bosole, why he did not stop him
in this rage when he plo.nned the
Frankfort in the Woman

Kj_~.1_e<.l

•

v~.mgea,nce,

and again when

w_! tl~ KindnesFl forgive@ his wife.

Another . example is in Othello \Vhen he realizes his Wife's
innocence,

If it were not for this quality the English

plays would be too horrible even to read,
One may say that in the revenge theme of their
tragedies the English give a picture of themselves that is
fairly accurate.

Their revenge is a combination of the

impulsive Italian, the warm and sanguine Frenchman, and the
cold harshness of the German,
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CONCLUSION

St.unmary.
The survey of the dramas of these countries has
led to the discovery of national characteristics of past
and contemporary times.

The revelation of men under

severe crises has been a means of disclosing various
characteristics.
Englishman

To see the

Ital~an#

Frenchman, and

under the same circumstances is to realize

that although their actions are not motivated by the

e~me

· stimulus of revenge, the differenoes among them are
singular.
aa.nguin~

The

It~lia.n

nature of the

acts with the
~atin

people.

impstuos~~Y

The

found in tl'e

writ~re

of

reven~e
-

-·

tragedies of Italy almost completely forgot the goodne!lls of
·woman and used her for deeds that could not be done by men
without incurring political abuse,

The Italian drama of

revenge is essentially patriotic and its theme deals mainly
with the injustice of tyranny.

The

b~renohman

has vivacity

of spirit and under this apJ)'arent facetiousness be covers a
sterner quality which he uses in committing his acts of
vengeance.

He is not the impulsive Italian, he possesses

the ability of quick thought for which the
tutes impulse.

The

Engl~shman

It~lian

substi-

is different from others in

his manner of definitely having proof before he acts not
only to satisfy himself but to satisfy the law, The

English-

man has incorporated the tratts of many other nations so·
that he is similar to them and it is difficult to trace
characteristics.

Honesty, convention, and tenacity best
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describe the characteristics

of the Anglo-Saxon.

Race strife was found in the dramas of all countries
in the foreign tyrants who came to dom'inate. · In !nglieh
drama the individual

re~ction

against races is shown as

illustrated in The Jew of Malta and Othello,
_...._...,..~·

~-·

····~...--.......-

Political struggles are also shown in the d.rama.s of
each

cou~try.

t:$ged~es

Alfieri's as well as Pellioio's

deal almost entirely with the conditions in the
of Italy. · In

France~

Hugo in Mar ion

D~lorme

gives a valuable politiQa.l reflection of' the

has her chronicle

traged~es

of revenge

~nd

~overnment

and lf.ux Bla.!
tim~s.

England

in them excellent

highlight a of Anglo-Saxon politics are found.

Th~

Eli ~(!l.bethan

wr:l t era have excell ec"l ua in interpreting the political con..

troversiee of their time,
Motaiity is
countries.

rega~d~d

Morality to

~he

differently in the various
Italian is inconsequential) for

the moat part; to the Frenchman it is convenient and sometimes it is accepted as a virtue; the Englishman obeys its
demands because it is conventional and in the majority of
cases punishes because of convention,
Acts of revenge and their relation to this subject
have been discussed in eaoh section so that a general
summary is unnecessary other than to emphasize the salient
points.
In concluding this discussion concerning the
national traits as revealed in the revenge theme in tragedy,
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it may be stated that from the material used it has been
possible to find the outstanding national traits of each
country. Past history is revealed in the revenge tragedy
in which physical retaliation is sought in an act of blood.
Present history is to be woven in plots emphasizing the
mental

torture~

of vengeance rather than physical suffering

of the early revenge plays.

It is difficult

to

prophesy

but it would seem that the future tragedy of revenge will
deal oetter with mental agonies rather than
which has been the chief method in
past centuries.

r~vcnge

w~tb

the physical

tragedy qf the

One may assume with confidence that such a.

movement as the World War w:\,11 stimulate a new \ievelopement
in tragedy,

The present trend in t:ragedy is a

~endency

toward realism and when this has pase.ed undoubtedly, revenge
will assume

~

very different role,
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